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natural language

and system for

10

15

Backeround of the Invention

Computer systems for automatic natural language processing use a

variety of subsystems, roughly corresponding to the linguistic fields of

morphological, slmtactic, and semantic analysis to analyze input text and achieve

a level of machine understanding of natural language. Having understood the

input text to some level, a computer system can, for example, suggest

grammatical and stylistic changes to the input tex! answer questions posed in the

input text, or effectively store information represented by the input text.

Morphological analysis identifies input words and provides

information for each word that a human speaker of the natural language could

determine by using a dictionary. Such information might include the syntactic

roles that a word can play (e.g., noun or verb) and ways that the word can be

modified by adding prefixes or suffixes to generate different, related words. For

example, in addition to the word "fish," the dictionary might also list a variety of

words related to, and derived from, the word "fish," including "fishes," "fished,"

,t1

ErGREssrvr,/ Yo.EM4r,2E&/cl/ I FzK-

i,ti'67461S

Description

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC,

LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

Technical Field

The present invention relates to the field of

processing ("I{LP"), and more particularly, to a method

generating a logical form graph from a syntax fiee.
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"fishing," "fishefo" "fisherman," "fishable," "fishability," "fishbowl,"

"fi sherwomar.," "fishery," "fi shhook," "fi shnet," and "fi shy."

Syntactic analysis analyzes each input sentence, using, as a starting

point, the information provided by the morphological analysis of input words

and the set of syntax rules that define the grammar of the language in which the

input sentence was written. The following are sample syntur rules:

sentence = noun phrase + verb phrase

noun phrase : adjective + noun

verb phrase = adverb * verb

f

Syntactic analysis affempts to find an ordered subset of syntax rules that, when
:---z-

applied to the words of the input sentence, combine groups of words into

phrases, and then combine phrases into a complete sentence. For example,

consider the input sentence: "Big dogs fiercely bite." Using the three simple

rules listed above, syntactic analysis would identiff the words *Big" and "dogs"

as an adjective and noun, respectively, and apply the second rule to generate the

noun phrase "Big dogs." Syntactic analysis would identiff the words "fiercely"

and "bite" as an adverb and verb, respectively, and apply the third rule to

generate the verb phrase "fiercely bite." Finally, syritactic analysis would apply

the first rule to form a complete sentence from the previously generated noun

phrase and verb phrase. The result of syntactic analysis, often represented as an

acyclic downward branching fiee with nodes representing input words,

punctuation symbols, phrases, and a root node representing an entire sentence, is

called a parse.

15

2A
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Some sentences, however, can have several different parses. A

classic example sentence for such multiple parses is: "Time flies like an arrow."

There are at least three possible parses corresponding to three possible meanings

of this sentence. In the first parse, "time" is the subject of the sentenceo "flies" is

the verb, and "like an arrof is a prepositional phrase modiffing the verb "flies."

However, there are at least two unexpected parses as well. ln the second parse,

"fime" is an adjective modi$ing "flies," "like" is the verb, and "an alTow" is the

object of the verb. This parse corresponds to the meaning that flies of a certain

t5rye, "time flies," like or are attracted to an arrow. In the third parse, "time" is

an imperative verb, "flies" f the object, and "like an arow'' is a prepositional

phrase modi$ing "time." This parse corresponds to a command to time flies as

one would time an arrow, perhaps with a stopwatch.

Syntactic analysis is often accomplished by constructing one or

more hierarchical trees called syntax parse trees. Each leaf node of the syntax

parse free generally represents one word or punctuation symbol of the input

sentence. The application of a syntax rule generates an intermediate-level node

linked from below to one, two, or occasionally more existing nodes. The

existing nodes initially comprise only leaf nodes, but, as syntactic analysis

applies syntax rules, the existing nodes comprise both leaf nodes as well as

intermediate-level nodes. A single root node of a complete syntax parse free

represents an entire sentence.

Semantic analysis generates a logical form graph that describes the

meaning of input text in a deeper way than can be described by a syntax parse

free alone. The logical f rm graph is a first attempt to understand the input text

at a level analogous to that achieved by a human speaker of the language.
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The logical form graph has nodes and links, but, unlike the syntax

parse tee described above, is not hierarchically ordered. The links of the logical

form graph are labeled to indicate the relationship between a pair of nodes. For

example, semantic analysis may identiff a certain noun in a sentence as the deep

subject or deep object of a verb. The deep subject of a verb is the doer of the

action and the deep object of a verb is the object of the action specified by the

verb. The deep subject of an active voice verb may be the syntactic subject of

the sentence, and the deep object of an active voice verb may be the syntactic

object of the verb. However, the deep subject of a passive voice verb may be

expressed in an agentive-by phrase, and the deep object of a passive voice verb

may be the slmtactic subject of the sentence. For example, consider the two

sentences: (1) "Dogs bite people" and (2) "People are bitten by dogs." The frst

sentence has an active voice verb, and the second sentence has a passive voice

verb. The syntactic subject of the fust sentence is 'oDogs" and the syntactic

object of the verb "bite" is "people." By contras! the syntactic subject of the

second sentence is "People" and the verb phrase "are bitten" is modified by the

agentive-by phrase "by dogs." For both sentences, "dogs" is the deep subjec!

and "people'o is the deep object of the verb or verb phrase of the sentence.

Although the syntax parse trees generated by syntactic analysis for sentences 1

and 2, above, will be different, the logical form graphs generated by semantic

analysis will be the same, because the underlying meaning of the two sentences

is the same.

Further semantic processing after generation of the logical form

graph may draw on knowledge databases to relate analyzed text to real world

concepts in order to achieve still deeper levels of understanding. An example

15
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knowledge base would be an on-line encyclopedia, from which more elaborate

definitions and contextual information for particular words can be obtained.

In the following, the three NLP subsystems - morphological,

syntactic, and semantic -- are described in the context of processing the sample

input texf "The person whom I met was my friend." Figure 1 is tr block

diagram illustrating the flow of information between the NLP subsystems. The

morphological subsystem 101 ieceives the input text and outputs an

identification of the words and senses for each of the various parts of speech in

which each word can be used. The syntactic subsystem 102 receives this

information and generates d synto( parse tree by applying syntax rules. The

semantic subsystem 103 receives the syntax parse ffee and generates a logical

form graph.

Figures 2-S display the dictionary information stored on an

elecfronic storage medium that is retieved for the input words of the sample

input text during morphological analysis. Figure 2 displays the dictionary enfiies

for the input words 'othe" 201 and "person" 202. Enbry 201 comprises the key

"the" 203 and a list of atffibute/value pairs. The first attribute *Adj' 204 has, as

its value, the symbols contained within the braces 205 and 206. These symbols

comprise two frrther atfribute/value pairs: (1) "Lemmt' | "the" and (2) "Bits" /

"Sing Plur Wa6 Det Art B0 Def." A lemma is the basic, uninflected form of a

word. The attribute o'Lemma" therefore indicates that "the" is the basic,

uninflected form of the word represented by this enty in the dictionary. The

atfibute "Bits" comprises a set of abbreviations representing certain

morphological and syntactic information about a word. This information

indicates that "the" is: (1) singular; (2) plural; (3) not inflectable; (4) a

15
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determiner; (5) an article; (6) an ordinary adjective; and (7) definite. Attribute

204 indicates that the word "the" can serve as an adjective. Attribute 212

indicates that the word "the" can serve as an adverb. Attribute "Senses" 207

represents the various meanings of the word as separate definitions and

examples, a portion of which are included in the list of atfribute/value pairs

between braces 208-2Og and between braces 2L}-ZLI. Additional meanings

actually contained in the enty for "the" have been omitted in Figure 2, indicated

by the parenthesized expression "(more sense records)" 213.

In the frst step of natural language processing, the morphological

subsystem recognizes each yord and punctuation symbol of the input text as a

separate token and constructs an atfribute/value record for each part of speech of

each token using the dictionary information. Attributes are fields within the

records that can have one of various values defined for the particular attribute.

These attribute/value records are then passed to the syntactic subsystem for

further processing, where they are used as the leaf nodes of the syntax parse ffee

that the syntactic subsystem constructs. All of the nodes of the syntax parse tee

and the logical form. graph constructed by subsequent NLP subsystems are

atfibute/value records.

The syntactic subsystem applies syntax rules to the leaf nodes

passed to the syntactic subsystem from the morphological subsystem to construct

higher-level nodes of a possible synta,x parse tree that represents the sample

input text. A complete syntax parse ffee includes a root node, intermediate-level

nodeso and leaf nodes. The root node represents the syntactic construct (e.g.,

declarative sentence) for the sample input text. The intermediate-level nodes

15

20
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represent intermediate syntactic constructs (e.g., verb, noun, or prepositional

phrases). The leaf nodes represent the initial set of atffibute/value records.

In some NLP systems, syntax rules are applied in a top-down

manner. The syntactic subsystem of the NLP system herein described applies

syntax rules to the leaf nodes in a bottom-up manner. That is, the syntactic

subsystem attempts to apply syntax rules one-at-a-time to single leaf nodes to

pairs of leaf nodes, ffid, occasionally, to larger groups of leaf nodes. If the

syntactic rule requires two leaf nodes upon which to operate, and a par of leaf

nodes both contain auributes that match the requirements specified in the rule,

then the rule is applied to them to create a higher-level syntactic consffuct. For

example, the words "my friend" could represent an adjective and a noun,

respectively, which can be combined into the higher-level syntactic construct of

a noun phrase. A syntax rule corresponding to the grammar rule, "noun phrase =

adjective + noun," would create an intermediate-level noun phrase node, and link

the two leaf nodes representing "my'' and "friend" to the newly created

intermediate-level node. As each new intermediate-level node is created, it is

linked to already-existing leaf nodes and intermediate-level nodes, and becomes

part of the total set of nodes to which the syntax rules are applied. The process

of applying symtax rules to the growing set of nodes continues until either a

complete syntax parse fiee is generated or until no more syntax rules can be

applied. A complete syntax parse tree includes all of the words of the input

sentence as leaf nodes and represents one possible parse of the sentence.

This bottom-up method of syntax parsing creates many

intermediate-level nodes and sub-trees that may never be included in a final,

15

20
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complete syntax parse tree. Moreover, this method of parsing can

simultaneously generate more than one complete syntax parse ffee.

The syntactic subsystem can conduct an exhaustive search for all

possible complete syntax parse trees by continuously applying the rules until no

additional rules can be applied. The syntactic subsystem can also fiy various

heuristic approaches to first generate the most probable nodes. After one or a

few complete syntax parse trees are generated, the syntactic subsystem typically

can terminate the search because the syntax parse tree most likely to be chosen

as best representing the input sentence is probably one of the first generated

syntax parse fees. If no pomplete syntax parse fiees are generated after a

reasonable search, then a fitted parse can be achieved by combining the most

promising sub-ffees together into a single tree using a root node that is generated

by the application of a special aggregation rule.

Figure 6 illusfiates the initial leaf nodes created by the syntactic

subsystem for the dictionary entries initialty displayed in Figures 2-5. The leaf

nodes include two special nodes, 601 and 6L4,that represent the beginning of

the sentence and the period terminating the sentence, respectively. Each of the

nodes 602-613 represent a single part of speech that an input word can represerf

in a sentence. These parts of speech are found as atfribute/value pairs in the

dictionary entries. For example, leaf nodes 602 and 603 represent the two

possible parts of speech for the word "The," that are found as attributes 204 and

2l2nFigure 2.

Figure 7-22 show the rule-by-rule construction of the final syntax

parse tree by the syntactic subsystem. Each of the figures illustrates the

application of a single syntax rule to generate an intermediate-level node that

15
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represents a syntactic structure. Only the rules that produce the intermediate-

level nodes that comprise the final syntax fiee are illustrated. The syntactic

subsystem generates many intermediate-level nodes which do not end up

included in the final synta:< parse fiee.

In Figures 7-14, the syntactic subsystem applies unary syntax ru1es

that create intermediate-level nodes that represent simple verb, noun, and

adjective phrases. Starting with Figure 15, the syntactic subsystem begins to

apply bioaty syntax rules that combine simple verb, noun, and adjective phrases

into multiple-word syntactic constructs. The syntactic subsystem orders the

rules by their likelihood of successful application, and then attempts to apply

them one-by-one until it finds a rule that can be successfully applied to the

existing nodes. For example, as shown in Figure 15, the syntactic subsystem

successfully applies a rule that creates a node representing a noun phrase from an

adjective phrase and a noun phrase. The rule specifies the characteristics

required of the adjective and noun phrases. In this example, the adjective phrase

must be a determiner. By following the pointer from node 1501 back to node

1503, and then accessing morphological information included in node 1503, the

syntactic subsystem determines that node 1501 does represent a determiner.

Having located the two nodes 1501 and 1502 that meet the characteristics

required by the rule, the syntactic subsystem then applies the rule to create from

the two simple phrases 1501 and 1502 an intermediateJevel node that represents

the noun phrase "my friend." ln Figure 22, the syntactic subsystem generates the

final, complete syntax parse fiee representing the input sentence by applying a

trinary rule that combines the special Beginl leaf node 22A\ the verb phrase

"The person whom I met was my friend" 2202, and the leaf node 2203 that

15
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represents the final terminating period to form node 2204 representing the

declarative sentence.

The semantic subsystem generates a logical form Saph from a

complete syntax parse fiee. In some NLP systems, the logical form graph is

constucted from the nodes of a syntax parse tree, adding to them atffibutes and

new bi-directional links. The logical form graph is a labeled, directed graph. It

is a semantic representation of an input sentence. The information obtained for

each word by the morphological subsystem is still available through references

to the leaf nodes of the syntax parse ftee from within nodes of the logical fonn

gaph. Both the directions'and labels of the links of the logical form graph

represent semantic information, including the functional roles for the nodes of

the logical form graph. During its analysis, the semantic subsystem adds links

and nodes to represent (1) omitted, but implied, words; (2) missing or unclear

arguments and adjuncts for verb phrases; and (3) the objects to which

prepositional phrases refer.

Figure 23 illustrates the complete logical form graph generated by

the semantic subsystem for the example input sentence. Meaningful labels have

been assigned to links 2301 -2306 by the semantic subsystem as a product of the

successful application of semantic rules. The six nodes 2307-2312, along with

the links between them, represent the essential components of the semantic

meaning of the sentence. ln general, the logical form nodes roughly correspond

to input words, but certain words that are unnecessary for conveying semantic

meaning, such as "The" and "whom" do not appear in the logical form graph,

and the input verbs "met" and "was" appear as their infinitive forms "meef' and

'obe." The trodes are represented in the computer system as records, and contain

15
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additional information not shown in Figure 23. The fact that the verbs were

input in singular past tense form is indicated by additional information within the

logical form nodes coresponding to the meaning of the verbs, 2307 and23l0.

The differences between the syntax parse tee and the logical form

graph are readily apparent from a comparison of Figrre 23 to Figare 22. The

synta:< parse free displayed in Figure 22 includes 10 leaf nodes and 16

intermediateJevel nodes linked together in a strict hierarchy, whereas the logical

form graph displayed in Figwe 23 contains only 6 nodes. Unlike the syntax

parse free, the logical form graph is not hierarchically ordered, obvious from the

two links having opposite directions between nodes 2307 and 2308. In addition,

as noted above, the nodes no longer represent the exact form of the input words,

but instead represent their meanings.

Further natural language processing steps occur after semantic

analysis. They involve combining the logical form graph with additional

information obtained from knowledge bases, analyzrng groups of sentences, and

generally attempting to assemble around each logical form graph a rich

contextual environment approximating that in which humans process natural

language.

Prior art methods for generating lolical form graphs involve

computationally complex adjustments to, and manipulations of the syntax parse

tree. As a resulg it becomes increasingly difficult to add new semantic rules to a

NLP system. Addition of a new rule involves new procedural logic that may

conllict with the procedural logic already programmed into the semantic

subsystem. Furthermore, because nodes of the syntax parse free are extended

and reused as nodes for the logical form graph, prior art semantic subsystems

15
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produce large, cumbersome, and complicated data sfuctures. The size and

complexity of a logical form graph overlayed onto a syntax parse free makes

firrther use of the combined data structure error-prone and inefficient.

Accordingly, it would be desirable to have a more easily extended and

manageable semantic subsystem so that simple logical form gaph data structures

can be produced.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention is directed to a method and system for

performing semantic analysip of an input sentence within a NLP system. The

semantic analysis subsystem receives a syntax parse tee generated by the

morphological and syntactic subsystems. The semantic analysis subsystem

applies two sets of semantic rules to make adjustrnents to the received syntax

parse tree. The semantic analysis subsystem then applies a third set of semantic

rules to create a skeletal logical form graph from the syntax parse tree. The

semantic analysis subsystem finally applies two additional sets of semantic rules

to the skeletal logical form graph to provide semantically meaningful labels for

the links of the logical form graph, to create additional logical form graph nodes

for missing nodes, and to uni$/ redundant logical forrn guph nodes. The final

logical fonugaph generated by the semantic analysis subsystem represents the

complete semantic analysis of an input sentence.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating the flow of information

25 between the subsystems of a NLP system.
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Figures 2-5 display the dictionary information stored on an

elecfionic storage medium that is retrieved for each word of the example input

sentence: o'The person whom I met was my friend."

Figure 6 displays the leaf nodes generated by the syntactic

subsystem as the frst step in parsing the input sentence.

Figures 7-72 display the successive application of syntax rules by

the syntactic subsystem to parse of the input sentence and produce a syntax parse

tree.

Figure 23 illustrates the logical form graph generated by the

semantic subsystem to repre$ent the meaning of the input sentence.

Figure 24 shows a block diagram illustrating a preferred computer

system for natural language processing.

Figure 25 illusfrates the three phases of the preferred new

semantical subsystem.

Figure 26 is a flow diagram for the new semantic subsystem

cNSs).

Figure 27 displays the first set of semantic rules.

Figure 28A displays a detailed description of the semantic rule

PrLF-You from the first set of semantic rules. 
\

Figure 288 displays an example application of the semantic rule

PrLF_You frortr the fust set of semantic rules.

Figure 29 displays the second set of semantic rules.

Figures 304.-308 display a detailed description of the semantic

rule TrLF_MoveProp from the second set of semantic rules.

15
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Figure 30C displays an example application of the semantic rule

TrLF_MoveProp from the second set of semantic rules.

Figure 31 displays a flow diagram for appll'_rules.

Figure 32 displays a flow diagram for phase one of the NSS.

Figure 33 displays the third set of semantic rules.
-grta

Figures 34A-F, display a detailed description of the semantic rule

SynToSeml from the third set of semantic rules.

Figure 34D displays an example application of the semantic rule

SynToSeml from the third set of semantic rules.

Figure 35 dispiays a flow diagram for phase two of the NSS.

Figotes 36-38 display the fourth set of semantic rules.

Figure 39A displays a detailed description of the semantic rule

LF*pobj2 from the fourth set of semantic rules.

Figure 39B displays an example application of the semantic rule

LF_Dobj2 from the fourttr set of semantic rules.

Figure 40 displays the fifth set of semantic rules.

4tp
Figures 4IA-p display a detailed description of the semantic rule

PslF_PronAnaphora from the fifth set of semantic rules.

Figure 41D displays an example application of the semantic rule

PslF_PronAnaphora from the fifth set of semantic rules.

Figure 42 displays a flow diagram for phase three of the NSS.

Figure 43 is a block diagram of a computer system for the NSS.

Figures 44-59 display each successful rule application by the NSS

as it processes the syntax parse free generated for the example input sentence.
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Detailed Description of the Invention

The present invention provides a new semantic method and system

for generating a logical form graph from a synta:r tee. In a preferred

embodiment, a new semantic subsystem (NSS) performs the semantic analysis in

three phases: (1) fr[ing in and adjusting the syntax parse tee, (2) generating an

initial logical form graph, ffid (3) generating meaningful labels for links of the

logical form graph and constructing a complete logical form graph. Each phase

constitutes the application of one or two sets of rules to either a set of synta>< tree

nodes or to a set of logical form Saph nodes.

The NSS addresses the recognized deficiencies in prior art

semantic subsystems described above in the background section. Each phase of

the NSS is a simple and extensible rule-based method. As additional linguistic

phenomena are recogmzed, rules to handle them can be easily included into one

of the rule sets employed by the NSS. In addition, the second phase of the NSS

generates an entirely separate logical form graph, rather than overlaying the

logical form graph onto an existing syntax parse tree. The logical form graph

data structure generated by the NSS is therefore simple and space efficient by

comparison with prior art logical form graph data structures.

Figure 24 ts a block diagram illusfiating a preferred computer

system for a NLP system. The computer system 240L contains a cenfral

processing unit, a memory, a storage device, and input and output devices. The

NLP subsystems 2406-2409 are typically loaded into memory 24A4 from a

computer-readable storage device such as a disk. An application program 2405

that uses the services provided by the NLP system is also typically loaded into
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memory. The elecfronic dictionary 2411 is stored on a storage device, such as a

disk 2410, ffid entries are read into memory for use by the morphological

subsystem. In one embodiment, a user typically responds to a prompt displayed

on the output device 2403 by entering one or more natrral language sentences on

an input device 2404. The natural iaoguuge sentences are received.by the

application, processed, and then passed to the NLP system by way of the

morphological subsystem 2406. The morphological subsystem uses information

from the elecfionic dictionary to construct records describing each input word,

and passes those records to the syntactic subsystem 2407. The syntactic

subsystem parses the input *.ords to consffuct a syntax parse free and passes the

syntax parse tee to the semantic subsystem 2408. The semantic subsystem

generates a logical form graph from the received syntax parse ffee and passes

that logical form graph to other NLP subsystems 2409. The application program

then can send and receive information to the natural language subsystem 24Og n

order to make use of the machine understanding of the input text achieved by the

NLP system, and then finally output a response to the user on an output device

2403.

Figure 25 illustrates the three phases of the preferred new semantic

subsystem. Phases 1-3 of the NSS are shown as 2502, 2504, and 2506,

respectively. The states of the relevant data structures input and output from

each phase of the NSS are displayed in Figure 25 as labels 250I, 25A3, 2505,

and2507. The NSS receives a syntax parse tree 2501 generated by the syntactic

subsystem. The first phase of the NSS 2502 completes the syntax parse fee

using semantic rules, and passes the completed syntax parse tree 2503 to the

second phase of the NSS 2504. The second phase of the NSS generates an initial
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logical form graph 2505 and passes that initial logical form graph to the third

phase of the NSS 2506. The third phase of the NSS applies semantic rules to the

initial logical form graph in order to add meaningful semantic labels to the links

of the logical form graph, to add new liriks and nodes to fill out the semantic

representation of the input sentence, and occasionally to remove redundant

nodes. The complete logical form graph 2507 is then passed to other NLP

subsystems for use in further interpreting the input sentence represented by the

logical form graph or in answering questions or preparing data based on the input

sentence. r ,

A flow diagram for the NSS is displayed in Figure 26. The flow

diagram shows successive invocation of the three phases of the NSS, 260I,2602,

and2603. ln the following, each phase of the NSS will be described in detail.

NSS Phase One - Completing Syntactic Roles of the SyntaxTree

In phase one of the NSS, the NSS modifies a syntax parse fee

received from the syntactic subsystem by applying two different sets of semantic

rules to the nodes of the syntax parse tree. These semantic rules can alter the

linkage structure of the syntax tree or cause new nodds to be added.

The NSS applies a fnst set of semantic rules to resolve a variety of

possible omissions and deficiencies that cannot be addressed by syntactical

analysis. Application of these first set of semantic rules effect preliminary

adjustrnents to the input syntax parse fiee. The linguistic phenomena addressed

by the first set of semantic rules include verbs omiued after the words "to" or

"not," but understood to be implicit by a human listener, missing pronouns, such

as '!ou" or "we'o in imperative sentences, expansion of coordinate structures
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involying ttre words "and" or "or," and missing objects or elided verb phrases.

Figure 27 lists a preferred fust set of semantic rules applied by the NSS in phase

one. For each rule, the name of the rule followed by a concise description of the

linguistic phenomenon that it addreqses is shown.

The general format of each semantic rule is a set of conditions which are applied

to a synta:r parse fiee node or logical form graph node and a list of actions that

are applied to the syntax parse fiee or logical form graph. Tor example, the NSS

applies the conditions of each rule of the first set of semantic rules to the list of

syntax records that represents the syntax parse tee and, for each rule for which

all the conditions of that rule are satisfied, the NSS performs the list of actions

contained in the rule, resultitrg in specific changes to the syntax parse free. Of

course, the actual form of each semantic rule depends on the details of the

representation of the syntax parse tree and logical form graph, for which many

different representations are possible. In the following figures, a semantic rule is

described by a conditional expression preceded by the word "If in bold type,

followed by a list of actions preceded by the word "Then" in bold type. The "If'

part of the semantic rule represents the conditions that must be applied to a

synta"x parse tee node or logical form graph node and found to be true in order

for the rule, as a whole, to be applied to the node, and the o'Then" expression

represents a list of actions to be performed on the syntax parse fiee or logical

form graph. The displayed expression closely corresponds to the computer

source code expression for the semantic rule.

Figure 28A displays an English-language representation of the

semantic rule PrLF-You from the first set of semantic rules. As can be seen in

Figure 28,\ the o'If' expression concerns the values of various atfibutes of the
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rymta:r parse tee node to which the rule is applied" and the "Then" expression

specifies the creation of a pronoun node for the lemma "yoo" and a noun phrase

node parent for the pronoun node and the attachment of the created nodes to the

synta,x parse free.

Figure 28B shows an example of the application of the semantic

rule PrLF_You to the syntax parse ffee 2801 generated by the syntactic

subsystem for the sentence "Please close the door." Application of PrLF_You

results in the modified syntax parse f:ee 2802, with two new nodes 2803 and

2804 connected to the root node for the sentence. This semantic rule has the

purpose of explicitly placing an understood "you" of an imperative sentence into

the syntax parse free.

After all semantic rules of the first set of semantic rule that can be

applied to the input syntax parse fiee have been applied, the NSS makes main

adjusfrnents to the preliminarily-adjusted syntax parse free by applyrng to the

nodes of the preliminarily-adjusted syntax parse ffee a second set of semantic

rules. This second set of rules include rules that serye to identiff and resolve

long-distance attachment phenomena, to fransform verbal phrases into verbs with

prepositional phrase objects, and to replace, in certain cases, the word "Sryith

an infinitive clause.

Figure 29 lists a preferred second set of semantic rules applied by

the NSS in phase one. For each rule, the name of the rule followed by a concise

description of the linguistic phenomenon that it addresses is shown. Figures

30A-308 displey an EnglishJanguage representation of the semantic rule

TrLF-MoveProp from the second set of semantic rules. As can be seen in

Figures 30A-30B, the "If' expression concerns the values of various atffibutes of
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the syntax parse free node to which the rule is applied and various related syntax

parse free nodes, and the "Then" expression specifies a rather complex

rearrangement of the syntax parse free.

Figure 30C shows an example of the application of the semantic

rule TrLF-MoveProp to the synta:r parse fiee 3001 generated by the syntactic

subsystem for the sentence "I have no desire to see the man." Application of

TrLF_MoveProp results in the modified syntax parse tree 3002. The infinitive

clause represented by node 3003 in the original syntax parse tree has been

moved from its position as a child of node 3004 to being a child 3005 of the root

DECL1 node 3006 of the mqdified syntax parse tree. This semantic rule has the

purpose of moving clauses like the infinitive clause 3003 from a lower level to a

higher level in the syntax tree to facilitate the subsequent transition from the

syntor parse tee to a logical form gaph.

In the prefened embodiment of the present invention, semantic

rules are statements in a programming language that, when executed, create a

new free or graph node from one, two, or occasionally more existing free or

graph nodes and create appropriate links between the newly created node and the

existing tree or graph nodes. In the preferred embodiment, the left-hand portion

of a semantic rule specifies characteristics. that the existing node or nodes must

have in order for the rule to be applied. The right-hand portion of the semantic

rule specifies the type of new node to be created, and the values for the new

node's attributes. The rules described in Figure 28 and in Figure 30 exempliff

this form.

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, each syntax

parse tree and each logical form graph is represented as a list of nodes, with the
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links between the nodes represented by attribute values within the nodes. Each

set of rules is also represented as a list. Application of set of rules to a syntax

parse free involves selecting successive nodes from the list of nodes and

attempting to apply to each selected node each rule from the list of rules

representing the set of rules. A particular rule can be successfully applied to a

node if that node has the characteristics specified in the left-hand portion of the

rule. Occasionally, a new node may be created as a result of a successful rule

application, or an existing node may be marked for deletion.

A flow diagram for the subroutine "apply-rules" which applies a

set of rules to a list of nodes representing a syntax parse tree or logical form

graph is displayed in Figure 31. The subroutine "applyrules" is called by the

NSS to apply each set of rules during each of the three phases of the NSS. In

step 3101, apply_rules receives a list of nodes as its first argument and a list of

rules as its second argument. Steps 3102 through 3107 represent an outer loop,

each iteration of which attempts to apply all of the input rules from the input list

of rules to succesdve nodes selected from the input list. Steps 3103 through

3106 represent an inner loop, each iteration of which affempts to apply a rule

selected from the list of input rules to a node selected from the input list of

nodes. In step 3102, apply-rules selects the next node from the input list of

nodeso starting with the fust. ln step 3103, apply-rules selects the next rule from

the input list of rules, starting with the first. In step 3L04, apply_rules

determines whether the selected node has the characteristics specified in the left-

hand part of the selected rule. If the node has the specified characteristics, then

apply_rules applies in step 3105 the selected rule to the selected $node. If

apply_rules determines in step 3106 that there are more rules to attempt to apply
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to the selected node, apply_rules returns to step 3103 to select the next rule. If

apply_rules determines in step 3107 that there are more nodes to attempt to

apply the rules of the input rule lis! apply_rules returns to step 3102 to select the

next node.

A flow diagram for the processing done in the first phasq of the

NSS is displayed in Figure 32. In step 3201, the variable "parameterl" is

assigned to be the list of syntax parse fiee nodes that comprise the syntax parse

fiee generated by the syntactic subsystem and input into the NSS. In step 3202,

the variable "parameter2" is assigned to be a list of the first set of semantic rules

displayed in Figure 27. .Io step 3203, the NSS invokes the subroutine

'oapply_rules," passing to the subroutine the variables "parameterl" and

"parameter2." The subroutine "apply_rules" applies the first set of semantic

rules to the syntax parse tee to effect preliminary adjusftnents. In step 3204, the

variable "parameterl'o is assigned to be the list of syntax parse tree nodes that

comprise the preliminarily-adjusted syntax parse free. In step 3205, the variable

"parameter2" is assigned to be a list of the second set of semantic rules displayed

in Figure 29. ln step 3206, the NSS invokes the subroutine "apply_ru1es,"

passing to the subroutine the variables "parameterl" and "parameter2." The

subroutine "apply_rules" applies the second set of s'emantic rules to the syntax

parse tree to effect main adjustrnents.

15
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NSS Phase Two - Generating an Initial Logical Form Graph

In phase two of the NSS, the NSS applies a third set of semantic

rules to the nodes of the adjusted syntax tree. Each successful rule application in

25 phase two creates a new logical form graph node. By applying this third set of
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rules, the NSS creates a nelv logical form graph. The nodes of the logical form

graph consist of only semantically meaningful atributes and a pointer back to

the corresponding syntur tree node. Unlike in prior art semantic subsystems, the

logical form graph nodes created by the NSS in phase two are completely

separate and distinct from the syntax parse tee nodes. The NSS constructs a

skeleton of the logical form gaph that comprises links, stored as atfributes

within the nodes, ttrat interconnect the nodes of the logical form Saph.

h Figure 33, a list of the third set of semantic rules applied by the

NSS in phase two is displayed. For each rule, Figure 33 displays the name of the

rule followed by a concise' description of the linguistic phenomenon that it

addresses. There are only three rules in this third set of rules, and only the first

rule, SynToSeml, is commonly used. The second and third rules apply only to

special situations when a fiued parse was generated by the syntactic subsystem,

and the adjusted synta:r parse tree therefore contains a fitted parse node.

Figures 34A-34C display an EnglishJanguage representation of the

semantic rule SynToSeml from the third set of semantic rules. As can be seen in

Fignres 34A-34C, the o'If' expression concerns the values of various attributes

for the syntax parse fiee node to which the rule is applied and various related

syntu( parse tree nodes, ffid the "Then'o expression specifies the creation of a

logical form graph node and placement of the new node within the incipient

logical form graph.

Figure 34D shows an example of the application of the semantic

rule SynToSeml to the syntax parse tree 3401 generated by the syntactic

subsystem for the sentence "The book was written by John." Application of

SynToSeml results in the skeletal logical form graph 3402. The skeletal logical
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form graph has tlree nodes wittr temporary modifiers labeling the links.

Atfibutes have been assigned to the new nodes, based on the syntactic atfibutes

of the syntax parse hee nodes from which they were created. There are far

fewer nodes in the logical form graph than in the conesponding syntax parse

tree, because the logical form graph represents the semantic meaning of the

sentence. The linguistic significance of the words "the," o'vy'as," and "by'' in the

original sentence is or will be incorporated into the attributes and labels of the

logical form graph, and the complex node hierarchies which emanated from their

presence as leaf nodes in the syntax parse tree are not necessary in the logical

form graph.

Figure 35 displays a flow diagram for phase two of the NSS. In

step 3501, the variable "parameterl" is assigned the list of nodes representing the

adjusted syntax parse tree. In step 3502, the variable "parameter2" is assigned to

be a list of the third set of semantic rules displayed in Figure 33. In step 3503,

the NSS invokes subroutine "apply_rules" to apply the third set of semantic rules

to the nodes of the adjusted syntax parse fiee, thereby creating a new logical

form graph corresponding to the adjusted syntax parse tree.

NSS Phase Three - Completing the Logical Form Graph

In phase three of the NSS, the NSS applies a fourth set of semantic

rules to the skeletal logical form graph to add semantically meaningful labels to

the links of the logical form graph. These new labels include "deep subject"

("Dsub"), "deep object" ("Dobj"), "deep indirect objecf' ("Dind"), "deep

predicate nominative" ("Dnom"), "deep complemenf' ("Dcmp"), ffid "deep

predicate adjective" ('Dadj"). In Figures 36'38, a list of the fourth set of
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semantic rules applied by the NSS in phase three is displayed. For each rule,

Figures 36-38 display the name of the rule followed by a concise description of

the linguistic phenomenon that it addresses.

Figure 39A displays an EnglishJanguage representation of the

semantic rule LF_Dobj2 from the fourltr set of semantic rules. As can be seen in

Figure 39A, the "If' expression concems the values of various atfributes of the

logical form graph node to which the rule is applied, ffid the "Then" expression

specifies the labeling of a link in the logical form graph.

Figwe 398 shows an example of the application of the semantic

rule LF-Dobj2 to the logical form gaph 3901 generated by the NSS for the

sentence "The book was written by John." Application of LF_Dobj2 to a logical

form graph containing a passive clause identifies the syntactic subject as the

deep object of the action. This is accomplished, in Figure 398, by relabeling

link 3903 from a temporary modifier to the label 3904 indicating a deep object

relationship.

As the final step in phase three, the NSS makes final adjustrnents

to the logical form graph by applying a fifth set of semantic rules. This set of

rules include rules that serve to uniS a relative pronoun with its antecedent, find

and explicit$ include missing pronouns, resolve number ellipsis, provide

missing deep subjects, uni8r redundant instances of personal pronouns, and

contract coordinate structures expanded in the first sub-step of semantic analysis.

These rules also deal with the problem of taking a pronoun (or "proform") and

identi$ing the noun phrase to which it refers. In many cases, it is not possible to

identiff the correct noun phrase referent with the level of information that the

logical form graph provides. In these cases, a list of the most likely candidates is
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created, and further processing is postponed until later steps of the NLP system

that employ more global information. In Figure 40, a list of the fifth set of

semantic rules applied by the NSS in phase three is displayed. For each rule,

Figure 40 displays the name of the rule followed by a concise description of the

linguistic phenomenon that it addresses.

Figures 4l!-4lcdisplay an English-language representation of the

semantic rule PslF_PronAnaphora from the fifth set of semantic rules. As can

be seen in Figures 41A-41C, the "If' expression concerns the values of various

attributes of the logical form graph node to which the rule is applied, and of

related logical form graph nodes, and the "Then" expression specifies the

addition of a logical form graph node representing an omitted referent of a

pronoun.

Figure 41D shows an example of the application of the semantic

rule PslF_PronAnaphora to the logical form graph 4101 generated by the NSS

for the sentence "Mary likes the man who came to dinner, and Joan likes him

too." Application of PslF_PronAnaphora to a logical form graph containing a

pronoun node with a referent in a different part of the logical form graph adds a

new node to which the pronoun node is directly linked. In Figure 41D, the new

node 4103 has been added by application of PslF_PronAnaphora to indicate that

the node "he1" refers to "man."

A flow diagram for the processing done in phase tlree of the NSS

is displayed in Figure 42. In step 420I, the variable "parameterl" is assigned to

be the list of logical form graph nodes that comprise the logical form graph

generated during phase two of the NSS. In step 4202, the variable "parameter?"

is assigned to be a list of the'fourth set of semantic rules displayed in Figures 36-
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38. In step 4203, the NSS invokes the subroutine "apply_rules," passing to the

subroutine the variables "parameterl" and "parameter2." The subroutine

"apply_rules" applies the fourth set of semantic rules to the logical form graph to

add semantically meaningful labels to the links of the logical form graph. In step

4204, the variable "parameterl" is assigned to be the list of the logical form

graph nodes that comprise the meaningfirlly-labeled logical form gaph generated

in step 42A3. In step 4205, the variable "parameter2" is assigned to be a list of

the fifth set of semantic rules displayed in Figure 40. In step 4206, the NSS

invokes the subroutine "apply_ru1es," passing to the subr6utine the variables

"parameterl" and "parametel2." The subroutine "apply_rules" applies the fifth

set of semantic rules to the logical form graph to effect final adjusfrnents.

Figure 43 is a block diagram of a computer system for the NSS.

The computer 4300 contains memory with the semantic rules 4304-4308 and rule

application engine 4303. The rule application engine, under confrol of a central

processing unit applies the five sets of rules to the syntax parse free 4301 to

generate a coresponding logical form graph 4302. The syntax parse free is

preferably generated by the morphological and syntactic subsystems, which are

not shown. The syntax fiee and logical form graph 9* also be used to

accomplish a subsequent task requiring information analogous to that which a

human reader would obtain from the input sentences. For example, a grammar

checker program might suggest a new phrasing for the input sentence that more

accurately or concisely states what was stated in the input sentence. As another

example, a computer operating system might perform computational tasks

described by the input sentence. As still another example, information contained
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in the input sentence might be categorized and stored away for later retrieval by

a database management system.

Semantic Prosessing of the Example Input Sentence

The following discussion and Figures 44-59 describe the complete

NSS processing of the example sentence "The person whom I met was my

friend." Each semantic rule that is applied by the NSS will be described, along

with a representation of the results of the rule application.

No preliminary adjusftnent rules from the first Set of semantic rules

are successfully applied to the syntax parse tee input into the NSS from the

syntactic subsystem during phase one. One main adjusfrnent rule from the

second set of semantic rules is applied to the input syntax parse tree. Figure 44

displays the syntax parse tree 4400 in the form it is input. Note that it is

represented in Figure 44 slightly more simply than in Figure 22. The NSS

successfully applies the semantic rule TrLF LongDistl, displayed in Figure 29

as rule 1, to the relative clause node REL CLI, 440t, of the syntan parse tree

4400 to generate the adjusted syntax parse u:ee 4402. The effect of applying rule

TrLF LongDistl is the introduction of a direct object atffibute in the noun

phrase node 4403 to indicate that the word "whom" is the direct object of the

phrase "I met." Normally, in English, the direct object of a verb follows the

verb. Because "whom" does not follow "I mef in the sentence that was parsed

to produce the syntax free 4400, the fact that "whom" is the direct object of "I

mefo was not identified by the application of syntactic rules.

Seven rules from the third set of semantic rules are successfully

applied in phase two of the NSS. In Figure 45, the NSS successfully applies the
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semantic rule SynToSeml, displayed in Figure 33 as rule 1, to the determinate

prononn node DETP2,450l, of the syntax parse tree to generate the logical form

gaph node "my'' 4502. In Figure 46, the NSS successfully applies the semantic

rule SynToSeml to the noun phrase node NP4 , 4601, of the syntax parse tree to

generate the logical form graph node "frient' 4602 and the link 4603 with the

temporary semantic label "Tmods" 4604. In Figure 47, the NSS successfully

applies the semantic rule SynToSeml to the noun phrase node NP3,47AL of the

syntax parse tree to generate the logical form graph node *I- 4702. In Figure 48,

the NSS successfully applies the semantic rule SynToSeml to the noun phrase

node NP2, 4801, of the synt;x parse ffee to generate the logical form graph node

"whom" 48A2. In Figure 49, the NSS successfully applies the semantic rule

SynToSeml to the relative clause node RELCLI, 490I, of the syntax parse free

to generate the logical form Saph node o'meef' 4902 and the link 4903 with the

temporary semantic label "Tmods" 4904. In Figure 50, the NSS successfully

applies the semantic rule SynToSeml to the noun phrase node NPl, 5001, of the

syntax parse ftee to generate the logical form graph node oopersono' 5002 and the

link 5003 with the temporary semantic label "Tmods" 5004. In Figure 51, the

NSS successfully applies the semantic rule SynfoSeml to the declarative

sentence node DECLI,5101, of the synta:< parse free to generate the logical

form graph node "be" 5L02 andthe link 5103 with the temporary semantic label

"Tmods'o 5104. Thus, with the completion of phase two of the NSS, a skeletal

logical form graph has been created.

Six rules from the fourth set of semantic rules are successfully

applied in phase three of the NSS. In Figure 52, the NSS successfrrlly applies

the semantic rule EPqubL displayed in Figure 36 as rule 1, to the logical form
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graph node "be" 5201 to generate the link label "Dsub" 5202 and the link 5203

with the temporary semantic label "Tmods" 5204. In Figure 53, the NSS

successfully applies the semantic rule LF_Dnom, displayed in Figure 36 as rule

10, to the logical form graph node "be" 5301 to generate the link label "Dnom"

fiAz. In Figure 54, the NSS successfully applies the semantic rule LF-Props,

displayed in Figure 38 as rule 2I, to the logical form graph node "person" 5401

to generate the link label "Props" 5402. In Figure 55, the NSS successfully

applies the semantic rule LF-Dsubl, displayed in Figure 36 as rule 1, to the

logical form graph node "meLt'' 5501 to generate the link label "Dsub- 5502. In

Figure 56, the NSS successfully applies the semantic rule LF-Dobjl, displayed

in Figure 36 as rule 3, to the logical form graph node "meef' 5601 to generate

the link labeled "Dobj" 5603 to link the node "meef' to ttre node "whom" 5602.

In Figure 57, the NSS successfully applies the semantic rule LF_Ops, displayed

in Figure 38 as ruIe 22, to the logical form graph node "friend" 5701 to generate

the link label "PossBy''5702.

One rule from the fiffh set of semantic rules is successfully applied

in phase three of the NSS. tn Figure 58, the N$S successfully applies the

semantic rule PsLF_RelPro, displayed in Figure 40 as rule 1, to the logical form

gaph node "whom," displayed as 5602 n Figure 56, to generate the link labeled

"Dobj" 5801 and to remove the node "whom." In Figru'e 59, the NSS

successfi,rlly applies the semantic rule t!f__UfryT::, displayed in Figure 40

as rule 10, to the logical form graph to consolidate the nodes "f" and "my''into a

single node. This is the last rule applied successfully by the NSS. Figure 59

thus displays the final, complete logical form graph generated by the NSS for the
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Although the present invention has been described in terms of a

prefened embodiment, it is not intended that the invention be limited to this

embodiment. Modifications within the spirit of the invention will be apparent to

those skilled in the art. The scope of the present invention is defined by the

5 claims that follow
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parse tree being represented in a data structure, the compnsmg:

adding syntactic roles to the synta:r

constructs that are implicit in the sentence;

Claims

parse ffee having nodes representing syntactic

adjusting the syntax parse fiee with the

a complete syntactic analysis of the sentence;

adding semantic labels to the generated

adjusting the logical form graph with

consfucts to complete the logical form graph.

2. The method of claim 1 w

after a predefined word, the step of addi

for the omitted verb.

3. The method of claim 2

ttto."

generating a logical form

ing represented by a syntur

of the sentence, the syntax

tree for any syntactic

etal logical form graph; and

ic labels to add semantic

the sentence omits a verb

syntactic consfuct

word is the word

syntactic roles to represent

generating a skeletal logical form graph the adjusted syntax parse

ftee, the skeletal logical form graph being re in a data structure that is

separate from the data structure of the syntax parse ffee;
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4. The method of claim 2 wherein the

ttnot.tt

5. The method of claim 1 wherein

pronoun, the step of adding syntactic roles adds a

pronoun.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein

'?ou" in an imperative sentence.

7. The method of claim 1

coordinate structures, the step of adding

expand the coordinate structure.

8.

the word "and."

9.

flte word "or."

word is the word

the sentence is missing a

construct for the missing

missing pronoun is the word

the sentence includes

construct to

The method of claim 7 the coordinate strucfures include

The method of claim 7 w the coordinate structures include

10. The method of claim 1 w the step of adjusting the syntax

phenomena.parse tee includes resolving long-distance
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11. The method of claim I wherein the justing the syntax

parse tree

objects.

includes fransforming verbal phrases into verbs preposr phrase

The method of claim I

replacing the word "ifo wi

herein the step of adjusting the synta:r

and inlinitive clause.

13. The method of claim I wherein the of generating the skeletal

the skeletal logical formlogical form graph includes assigning attributes to nodes

graph based onthe attributes of the adjusted syntax parse

14. The method of claim I wherein step of adding semantic labels

includes adding semantic labels indicating deep of speech.

15. The method of cl of speech is a

subject.

16. The method of claim 1 part of speech is an

object.

17. The method of cl

indirect object.

14 wherein the deep part of speech is an
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18. The method of claim 14 wherein

predicate nominative.

19. The method of claim 14

complement.

deep part of speech is a

part of speech is a

2A.

predicate adjective.

The method of p part of speech is a

2t. A method irr a system for generating a logical form

graph for a phrase of words specified ir/ a natural language, the natural language

having a granrmar speci$'ing synta:< of natural language, the method comprising:

parse free of the phrase based on thegenerating an initial

grarnmar of the natural language, initial syntax parse tree containing nodes

representing syntactic construct of words of the phrase;

adjusting the initial complete syntactic analysis for

syntactic constructs that are imp it in the

generatrng a tal logical the adjusted syntax parse

tree, the skeletal logical Saph being represented in a data structure that is

independent of rt data of the syntax parse tree; and

adJusting

to complete the logical

skeletal logical form graph to identi$r semantic constructs

gaph.
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22. The method of claim 21 wherein the

syntax parse fee includes adding syntactic roles to the

syntactic consfucts that are implicit in the phrase.

of adjusting the initial

parse free for any

23. The method of claim 21 wherein the of adjusting the skeletal

logical form graph includes adding semantic labels to

form graph.

generated skeletal logical

24. A computer-readable medium ining instructions for causing

a computer system to generate a logical form gra for a sentence specified in a

natural language, the natural language having a

natural language, the computer system having

speciffing syntax of the

initial syntax parse tree of the

sentence that represents a parse of the sentence on the

nodes

the natural

language, the initiat syntax parse fiee

construct of words of the sentence. bv:

ting syntactic

adjusting the initial synta:r parse to complete analysis for

syntactic constructs that are implicit in the

generating a skeletal logical gaph for the adjusted syntax parse

tree, the skeletal logical form graph being sented in a data structure that is

independent of a data structure of the syntax ffee; and

adjusting the skeletal logical graph to identiff semantic constructs

to complete the logical form graph for the nce.
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25. Thecomputer-readable of claim 24 wherein the adjusting

of the initial syntax parse fiee includes adding ic roles to the syntur parse ffee

for any syntactic constructs that are implicit i

26. The computer 24 wherein adjusting of

the skeletal logical fonn graph

skeletal logical form graph.

generated

being represented in a data structure, the method comtrfrising:

a phase one component for adding s/rtactic roles to the syntax parse

free for any syntactic constructs that are implicit the sentence and for adjusting the

syntax parse hee with the added syntactic

analysis of the sentence;

to represent a complete syntactic

a phase two component for a skeletal logical form graph for

the adjusted synta:r parse ftee, the skeletal form graph being represented in a

data structure that is separate from the structure of the syntax parse tree, the

logical form graph having nodes and links, the nodes coresponding to semantic

constructs and the links corresponding to rrelationships between semantic constructs;

and

L(X{l 27. A computer system for generating y' lo+ical form graph for a

ttt\lJ{.. /n a natural language, th'e sentence being reprey'ented by a syntax parse freel--t
having n{des representing syntactic constructs of the fentence, the syntax parse tree\,
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a phase three component for adding se labels to the generated

with semanticskeletal logical form graph and for adjusting the logical graph

labels to add semantic constructs to complete the logical gaph.

28. A method in a computer systerd for processing input text\r__.--1 -r- ! .

a4eprese{ting a phrase or sentence of a natural languagp in order to represent in the
1J I - 

irl
computpr system at least one meaning of the input te4t that a human speaker of the

ll
I

natural language would understand the input text to represent, the method comprising
i

the steps of: i
I

generating a syntax parse free from the input text to represent a syntactic

analysis of the input text; and

generating a separate logical form graph to represent a semantic analysis

of the input text.

29. A computer system for prgcessing input text representing a

phrase or sentence of a natural language in orderi'to represent in the computer system

at least one meaning of the inpul text that a huinan speaker of the natural language
l:

would understand the input text to represen! the,pystem comprising:

a component that generates u #o parse'free from the input text to
i

represent a syntactic analysis of the input text; and

a component that generates a seqarate logical form graph to represent a

semantic analysis of the input text, wherein tJre logical form graph comprises nodes
i

and directional links. 
i
j
I
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The system of claim 29 wherein the component that generates a

separate logical gaph comprises the following sub-components:

that
l. .t. .

erates an initial skeletal logical form

graph; and

a second semantic roles for the nodes of

links of the skeletal logical formthe skeletal logical form graph labels the directed

graph to produce a final, complete ical form graph.

31. A computer system for a syntax parse ffee

representing a syntactic analysis bf input text consti a phrase or sentence of a

natural language in order to represent in the computer at least one meaning of

the input text that a human speaker of the natural I would understand the input

a set of nodes and directedtext to represent wherein the syntax parse fiee

edges linking the nodes, the system comprising:

a rule processing engine for ytng

tree,

semantic rules to generate a

separate logical form graph from the syntax the logical form Saph

comprises nodes and directed links; and

a set of semantic rules.

32. The computer

rules include a sub-set of semantic

of claim 31, wherein the set of semantic

that add syntactic roles to the syntax parse

tee for any syntactic constructs are implicit in the sentence.
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33. The computer system of claim 32/wherein the set of semantic

rules include a sub-set of semantic rules that adjusy'the syntan parse tee with the

added syntactic roles to represent a complete analysis of the sentence.

34. The computer system of c 31, wherein the set of semantic

rules include a sub-set of semantic rules that a skeletal logical form graph for

the adjusted syntax parse fiee, the skeletal ldei form graph being represented in a

data structure that is separate from the data of the syntax parse fiee.

35. The computer wherein the set of semantic

rules include a sub-set of semantic

skeletal logical form graph.

ic labels to the generated

36. The computer/system of claim 35, wherein the set of semantic

rules include a sub-set of ic rules that adjust the logical form graph witlt

semantic labels to add semantic to complete the logical form graph.

M
Odil)
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bT{tr0

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC

LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

Absfract of the Disclosure

Methods and computer systems for semantically analyzimg natural

language sentences. The natural language processing subsystems for morphological

and syntactic analysis fiansform an input sentence into a syntax parse tree. Semantic

analysis applies three sets of semantic rules to create a skeletal logical form graph

from a syntax parse ffee. Semantic analysis then applies two additional sets of

semantic rules to provide semantically meaningful labels for the links of the logical

form graph, to create additional logical form graph nodes for missing elements, and to

unify redundant elements. The final logical form graph represents the complete

semantic analysis of an input sentence.
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t *, / ?'''u'

I Lanrna
BLts

nav ( a\?'-

{Lemna
Bits

Senses - 7pK

f {BitE

"the'
Sing FIur !Va6 Det Art
B0 Deflt pf
ithe"
tfaSl

Sing Plur !{a5 Closed
Det Art Defithe'
Adj
Adj-ni1
'used when it is clearly understood who or what is ureant,r
'!{e have a cat and a dog. The cat (= our cat) is black and, the

lfr Lenuna
Cat
InfI
Defin
Exs

dog) whj.te. "outr dog (=
ithe history of China (= Chinese history) "
"The Danes that f know work very hard.'
"Take these letters to the post office (it .is understood thaE you knowwhich post off,ice and where it is)"):61

Uro l Lenrna "thetCat Adv
Defin iTo that extenti by that much',Exs 'the sooner the better."l 

r\\
(rczc tqnta :;tcozdr.) 1$

/ Lot

1&
fyure I

,0\

Person
t
Noun

{Lersna tpelson"
Bits Pers3 Sing Humn Mass

Anin Count Conc C9
Humn sr

Infl Nounldefault l
Senses

(Lenuna "person'
Cat Noun
Defin rA living hurnan being. "Exs "chairperson"ispokesperson'

"salesperson. " l
(wc tlep,.e g:cc,oyrdt)

,
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E/ute 3

"whot
Pers3 Sing Plur Rel lfh
Hr.unn Obj Anj.nl

twhot
Pers3 Sing Plur Rel I{h
Closed Humn ObJ Anim
Fron
'(the object form of who, used esp.
'Wlth whom?'
'The man with whom he talked. "
'You saw whom?"
"lfhorn did they see?'
'the man (whom) they saw arr5_vlng'
'a man (whon) you nay know of,'l

(rc:rt ,.at. rear'dt)

lll6?4s10
rhoa
{ Pron

{lemna
Bits

Senses
(Lercna
Blts

Cat
Def,i.n
Exs

in writing and careful speech) "

( Lersna
Eits
fnfl

Pron
{Iensna
Bits

Senses
(temna
Cat
Infl
Defin

t Leruna
Cat,
Defin

(rc-e t)s-e

ri,
Pers3 Sing

Noun-1rreg)
TakesAn

"rt
Sing Nom TakesAn
llumn Anirn LexCap)

ii.
Noun
Noun-irreg
"The ninth letter

"rt
ProniUsed to refer to

zocotdt)

PersL

of the modern English alphabet.")

oneself as speaker or wriler."l

Iaet
(

Verb
{Lemna rueetr
Bits Sing plur past

Fastpart
Infl Verb-meet I

Senses
[Lenrna "meettBJ.ts Past Fastpart
Cat Verbl

t
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vas
t
Verb

( Lenuna
Bits
"a 

€'l

Senses
{ Lesrna
Bits
Cat

(r.ro t.rlta
II

"bet
Pers3 Sing Past Persl
Verb-be l l

. 
tbet
Past PasEpart
Verb)

=eordt)

By
(

Adj
[Lemna 'I'Bits Wa5 Det poss persl. Def

Gen A0
Infl Adj-none )rj

{Lenma "my" } }
Senses

[Leruna "f"Bits WaS Closed Det poss
Persl Def Gen A0

Cat Adj n

Infl Adj-none
Defin 'belonging to merl
Exs "my cart

"my motherr']

{Cat Ij
Defin "Used as an exclamation of surprlse, pleasure, or dismay"Exs iOh, ny! Tlhat a tiring day!")

(^rc r.!r. r.rc,or;dt)

l
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F,grrg €

friend
I

Noun
(Lemna
Blts

flfl, fi?,$st0

fnfl
vprP
Bl.trecs

{ Blts
vprp

( Bits
vprp

'f,tiend'
Pers3 Sing llunn Anirn
Count Conc Humn sr N0
Ilrdy
Noun-default
(of to)

Humn Count Conc
(of) )

Eurnn Count Conc
(to) ) )

{Lemna
BLts
Inf,I

Senses
{ terirna
Bits
Cat
Defi.n

{ Bits
Leruna
Cat
Infl
Defln

tf,ri.end'
Inf PLur Pres T1
Verb-defauLt I I

"friend"
Hunn Conc
Noun
"A person whom one knows, likes,
rnl

'f,riendt
Verb G

terb-defaultiTo befriend. rl

ttc'o:dr)

and trusts. "]

(rczc tt--a
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Figure 27

l' PrLF-NPQuantOf: for NPs like "a number of books," makes "books" the head and ,,a number of,
the modifier

2. PrLF-PPQuantof: same but for pps, like "with a number of books"

3' PrlF-notAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "John thought he would go but Jim thought
not 'l

4' PrLF soAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "Mary wondered if it was tme but Jane knew
so rl

5' PrlF-toAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "Chris wanted to go but pat didn,t want to

6' PrLF You: supplies the understood "you" in commands like "(You) please close the door,,

7 ' PrLF-HowAbout supplies the understood "you" in constructions like "How about (you) closing
the door"

8' PrLF-We: supplies the understood "we/us" in constructions like "Let,s (us) go to the movies',

9. PrLF-I: supplies the understlod "I" in, for example, ,,(I) Thank you', or ,,(I) Have not yet received
your letter"

10. PrlF-SubjectMods: connects "we" and "all" in, e.g., "We are all reading the book"; connects
"he" and "hungry" h, €.g., "He arrived hungry"

I l. PrlF-RightShift: connects "t}te man" and "who was my friend" in, e.g., "The man arrived who
was my friend"

12' PrLF-InfclPP: prepares for correct interpretation in constructions like "a person on whom to rely"

13. PrlF-QuantifierEllipsis: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

14. PrlF-PossessivePronHead: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

15' PrlF-PossibleCorefsOfProns: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

16. PrLF-VPAnaphora: identifies and fills missing arguments in all cases of Vp anaphor4 e.g.,
'Sarah likes basketball and I do too', 

\

17. PrlF-DistCoords: distributes elements across coordinated structures, like "They washed _
and dried the dishes"
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Figure 28A - PrLF_You

If ttre Syntax Record
has the attribute "Infinitive"
and does not have the attribute "Subject"

or bas the atfibute "Verb Phras€ Invert" and does not have any of the
attributes *Object2,"'Ye#1.[c/fuestion," 

or "Old Subordinate Clause"
and does not meet the "There Subject Test"
and does not have the "Coordinate Constructions" attribute
and does not have any premodifiers with the node tlpe "Auxiliary Phrase" or the

attribute "Modal Verb'
and does not have any premodifiers with the lernma 'olet" or the node type "Adverbial

Phrase,"
and does not have the node tlpe "Abbrwiated clause," *Auxiliary phrass,"

"Complement Clause," "Infinitive Clause,"'Noun Relative," "Past Participle
Clause," or "Relative Clause"

and does not have a parent with the node type "past participle clause"
and if the head of the parent has node tlpe "Conjunction""

then the parent does not havg a "Subject" attribute and does not have the node type*Auxiliary 
Phrase," "Cbmplement Clause," o'lnfinitive,"'Noun Relative," or

"Relative Clause"
and if there is an Auxiliary Attribute on its Head

then for all its Premodifiers their Lemma must not be "neithero'nor o'so,"

and if it has a Do Modifier,
then it must have an Infinitive attribute and either there must not be a Modal on
the First Verb attribute, or the Lemma of its First Verb must be either "dare" or
t'needr"

and if it has a Perfective attribute,
then its Lemma must be do,

and if it has a Verb Phrase Invert attribute,
then either there must not be a L9 athibute
or there must not be a Comma attribute and for all of its Prernodifiers their node

tlpe must not be equal to '?repositional Phrase" and for all of its Premodifiers their node tlpe
must either not be "Adverbial Phrase" or there must be a Comma athibute or the node type of their
Head must be an Interjection,

and has neither "ect" nor "ect." as its Lemmq
and if its Lemma is "suffic€," \

then the lrmma of its Objectl cannot be 
,.it,"

and if its Lemma is "thank,"
then the Lemma of its Object I cannot be 

..you,"

Then
creat€ a proooun record for the lemma "you";
make the Subject attribute of the syntax record be a copy of the pronoun record and set the

Segtype to be 'NP," set the node type to be Segtype, and set the head attribute to be the pronoun
recor4

and set the premodifiers of the syntax record to be the value of the subject attribute plus all
of the original premodifiers and set the Undersubject auribute flag.
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Figure 29

TrlF-LongDistl': Iocates NPs that are removed from their semantic heads and reattaches them.
e.g., "Who did John say that Mary likes _(who)_?"

TrLF-LongDist2: performs the same kind of long-distance attachment for AJPs, INFCLs, PPs,.PRPRTCLs, 
PTPRTCLs, SUBCLs

TrlF-PhrasalVerb: defines semantic objects of certain verbs when they appear hidden inside PPs:
"his hat" is really the semantic object of "took off in,'He took offhis hat"

TrLF-ControlwNP: e.g., in "Chris told Pat what to eat," "Pat" is really the subject of "eat" and
"what" is its object

TrlF-controlwAJP: e.g., in "I find this difficult to believe," "this" is really the object of
"believe"

TrLF-ForInfc[: used in "for-to" constructions, €.g., h "For Mary to talk to John is easy," "Mary is
really the 

'subject 
of "talk"

TrlF-Forlnfclcoords: used in "for-to" constructions that have coordinated pps

TrLF-MoveProp: given our strategy for attachment, it is sometimes necessary to move clauses
from a lower to a higher levelso that the proper argument stmcture can be assigned

TrlF-ControlatvP: e.g., in "Farmers grow food by using salt water," "farmers" is really the
subject of "use salt water"

TrlF-PropsAsArgs: some clauses (propositions) can be arguments, e.g., in "Has he to answer the
letter?" the object of "has" is "to answer the lefier,'

TrlF-Extraposition: e.g., in "It makes me happy to meet you," the real subject of "makes" is "to
meet you" -- "it" is an empty word and must drop out

TrlF_FillCoords: fills in missing arguments in coordinated structures

Trlf-RedefineSubject e.g., in "What is John's address?" we interpret "John's address" as tle
logical subject even though it is not in canonical subject postition

12.

t3.
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Figure 30A - TrLF MoveProp
If tne Syntax Record

has either a node type of Abbreviated Clause, Infinitive Clause, Preseirt Participle Clause,
Past Participle Clause

or if it has a Gerund attribute and an Object of a Prepositional Phrase and
if it has Premodifiers,
then the node type of all Premodifiers must be either Auxilary Phrase, Adverbial

Phrase, or Prepositional Phrase,
and the node type of the Head attribute of the parent is not .overb"

and this syntar( record is the last of the post modifiers of its parent
and this syntax record is not in the coordinates attribute of its parent
and among the ancestors of the p:rent there is a record whose node type of the Head is

'Verb" but none of those ancestors can have a Coordinates attribute (this record will later be
referred to as "same ancestor')

and there should be no For To Prepositional Phrase attribute on the paren!
and if the node type equals Infinitive Clause,

then there must be either no WH attribute on PP obj of the parent or the syntax
record is not equal to the Nominal Relative of the parent,

and if the node tlpe is either Present Participle or past participle,
then its Parent does not have an Object of a Prepositional Phrase,

and if the node type is. a Presenf Participle Clause,
then there must be an 'ING' complement on the sarne ancestor

and if the node type is a Past Participle Clause,
then there must be a V8 (code from Longman's dictionary) attribute on tle same
ancestor and if there is an Xl attribute on the syntax record then there must not be
an Object I

and there is no 83 attribute on its parenq
and this synta:r record must follow the head of the same ancestor or there is a passive

attribute on the same ancestor
and ifthe Lemma of the Parent is 'certain,

then the node type of the parent must not be an Adjective phrase

and if the Lemma of the Preposition is either ..as,,or ..o{,'

then there must be a To Noun attribute of its parent

and if the Lemma of the same ancestor is either..be', or..become,'
then either the node tSpe of the Parent must be an Adjective Phrase

or there must be a WH attribute on the Parent
or tlere must be both a To Noun athibute on parent and no There subject

Test on the same ancestor \

or the Lemma of the Parent must be one of the following: *delight,'
o'horror,t'tJoyr" "pleasure," "riot," ttsharle,ot ttsurprise,t' ttterrorrtt
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Figure 30B - TrLF MoveProp
Then

the synta:< record whose attributes will be changed is the same ancestor syntax record (see
above);

if the Parent of the synta:r record has the Subject attribute and the Parent of syntac record
also has the Object attribute,

then delete the object attribute from the ancestor;
if the Parent of the synta:< record has the Subject attribute and the Parent ofthe Synta:<

Record does not also have the Object I attribute,
then set the Subject attribute of same ancestor to be the synt&( record;
if the same ancestor has

the DI (longman code) attribute and there is an Object Complement attribute and
no Indirect Object attribute and there is a To Infinitive on the synta( rword and
the Parent of synta:< record is the Object
and there is no WH attribute on the Parent of Synta:r Record' and either there is an Animats attribute on Parent of syntax record

or there is a Case attribute on Parent of Syntax Record and the Lernma of
the Parent of the syntax record is not "it"
or there is a Human attribute on the Parent of Synta:< Record
or there is a Proper Name attribute on Parent of ,yntr* recod

then make the Indirect Object Attribute on same anc€stor equal to that of the Parent of
slmtax record;

if tltre is an To lnfinitive attribute on the syntax record and no Passive attribute on sarne
anccstor,
then make the Predicate Complement attribute equal to the syntax record;
if the Parent of syntax record is in the Propositions attribute of same anc€stor,
then take that Propositions list and replace the Parent of the syntax record with the syntax
record itself in the propositions list;
delete the Infinitive attribute of the Parent of the syntax record;
delete the Alternatives attribute on the syntax record;
reattach the synta"x record to the same ancestor.
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Figure 33

I . SynToSem I : creates semantic nodes and a basic semantic graph in es

2. synTosem2: creates the top-level semantic node and graph for fitted parses

3. SynToSem3 : creates semantic nodes for a special subclass of elements in fitted parses
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If
Figure 34 A - Rule SynToSeml

the Syntax Record
has a Head and
there is no Subordinate Conjunction and
there is no Correlative and
there is no "It zubject" and
there is no "There zubject" and
there is no Anceslor of the Head for which it is true that that node

is the Emphatic of its Parent and is not a fraction and the head node
is not averb and

if the segment is the Relative Pronoun of its parent,

then there must not be a Nominat Relative on the Object of its Parent
and for all of its Parents last records there must not be a VPDone attribute and
if the lemma equals 'that'
then there must not be an Extra Position on the Parent of the Parent and

the node type is not "Auxiliary Phrase," "To Infinitive," "Determiner phrase,"

or "Tagn' or
there is a Possessive attribute or
there is an E\lR attribute or
the Lemma equals "other" or

there are Coordinates and for all ofthose coordinates there is either a
Possessive attribute or an EVR attribute or the lemma is "other" and

if the node type is "Adverb Phras€"
then if the node type of Parent equals Prepositional Phmse

then the segment must not be the first of the Premodifiers of its Parent
and

either the Lemma must not be equal to 'well' or there must not be any Degree
attribute or there must not be any Weak Obligation on the Parent and

If the node tlpe of the Head is a Conjunction or a Preposition,
then the s€gment node must not be a Conjunction of the Parent and the
segment node must not be a Preposition of the Parent and

If the node type is a Conjunctive Phrase

then there must not be any Coordinates of the Parent or there must not be a
Coordinate Conjunction attribute and

If the node tpe is a Quantifier Phrase,
then the Lemma of the Head must not be "no" and

If the word could have been an Inte{ection
then the node type must not be an Adverb Phrase or
there must be Premodifiers or
there must be no comma or
the segment must be the Post Adverbial of the Parent or
the number of Post Modifrers must be greater than one and

If there is an Intensifier attribute
then either the node type of Head of Parent is a "verb" or
the node type ofParent equals "fitted" or
there is an Adverbial Phmse attribute or
there is a WH marker and a Nominal Relative on the Parent and

If there is a Preposition attribute,
then there must be an Object of the Prepositional Phrase or
there is a.Particle attribute on the Parent or
the word also could have been an Adverb and
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Figure 34 B - Rule SynToSeml

If the Lemma is *also", "so,- or "t@,-
then there must not be a \lPDone attribute on the Parent and

If the I-emma is *as" or "than"
then there must not b€ a Comparative on the Parent and

If the Lemma equals "fo/'
then there must not be a'for to" Preposition on the Parent and

If the Lemma equals "it"
then if there is a Topic Clause on the Parent

then the segment must be equal to the Subject of the Parent or
the segment must be equal to the Object of the Parent and

If the Lemma equals "it"
then the segment must not be in the Premodifiers of the Parent or
If there is an Extra Position on the Predicate Adjective of the Parent

then there must not be a Right Shift attribute on the Parent and
if there is a WH Question attribute on the Parent

then there is no "To Infinitive" attribute on the
Predicate Compliment of the Parent and it's
not the case that for any of the Post Modifiers of the
Parent that there is a "For to" prepositional phrase

. on the first of the Premodifiers and
If the Lemma equals "let"

then the node type is not equal to *Adverb Phrase" and
If the Lemma equals "not"

then there must be a Coordinate Conjunction on the Parent and
If the Lemma equals "there"

then there must not be any Skipover attribute and
either there must not be any "Yes No" question on the parent or

there must not be a Copulative on the Parent or
there must be a T1 attribute on the Parent or
the first token integer must be grcater than the first token integer of
the Subject ofthe Parent and

If the Lemma is "whethef'or "whether or not"
then the node type of the Nominative Relative must not be an
"Infinitive Clause" and

thg Lemma must not b€ "etcr" "etc.r" "the," "h[!," "mrnr" "uhr" or "um"

THEN
(If syntax node was kepg then create a corresponding semantic node.)
Ifthe node type ofthe syntax node is a Noun Phrase and \

there are Bases on the syntax node and
there is a Subject or an Object on the syntax node,

then make the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the first Basis of the synux node
Else if there is a Proper Noun attribute on the syntax node and

if there is a dictionary entry for that word
then make the Predicate equal to that dictionary entry
Else set the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the syntax node
If the word could have been a Verb and has a Present Participle attribute and

if for any of the Premodifiers of the qfntax node there is a Possessive or
if the Lemma of the Preposition of the first of the PostmodiFrers of the qynux node is
"byr" "forr" "ofr" or "to"
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Figure 34 C - Rule SynToSeml

then make the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the Verb entry of the Part of Speech
Record

Copy the appropriate fields from syntax node to the semantic node.
Go through each of the Premodifiers of syntax record and examine each Premodifier

For each record of Premodifien of the synt&x record
if there is a semantic node on the record and
if the semantic node of the record is not in the temporary modifiers attributes
of this semantic record and there is no Skipover attribute on the record and
the record is not equal to the Preposition of the Parent of the record and
the record is either not in the Coordinates of syntax record or
there is a Coordinate ofthe Prepositional Phrase on syntx recor4 or
Cmrdinate Subordinate Clauses
then add the Semantic node of the record to the Temporary Modifiers attribute
on this semantic record

For each record of the Postmodifiers of the syntax record
if there is a semantic node on record and
if the semantic node of record is not in the Temporary Modifiers attributes of
this semantic record and there is no Skipover attribute on r$ord and
record is either not in the Coordinates ofsyntax record or there is a
Coordinate of thePrepositional Phrase on syntax record or
Cmrdinate Subordinate Clauses
then add the Semantic node of the record to the Temporary Modifiers attribute
on this semantic record

If there are Coordinates of the syntrx record and no Coordinates of the Prepositional
Phnse on that syntax record and no Coordinate Subordinate Clauses
then

for each of the Coordinates of syntax record
if there is a Semantic node on recor4
then add that Semantic node to Coordinates attribute on this new
Semantic record.
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l.

)

Figure 36

LF-Dsub 1: creates the Dsub (deep subject) label for subjects of clauses in the active voice

LF-Dsub2: for passive-voice clauses, if there is a "by"-PP, identifies this PP as the Dsub of the
action

LF-Dobj l: creates the Dobj (deep object) label for, e.g., direct objects of clauses in the active
voice

LF-Dobj2: for passive clauses, identifies the syntactic subject as the deep object ofthe action

LF-Dobj3: for clauses like "The door opened," identifies "the door" as the logical objegt of the
action q

LF-Dobj4: for constritions like "the nomination of the candidate." identifies "the candidate" as
the logical object of an action of nominating

LF-Dindl: creates the Dind (deep indirect object) label for, e.g., "Mary" in "John gave Mary the
book"

LF-Dind2: identifies the deep indirect object ("Mary") in paraphrases like "John gave the book to
Mary"

4.

).

6.

7.

8.
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9.

10.

I l.

12.

15.

16.

l?

14.

Figure 37

LF-Dind3: chooses the right deep indirect object in trickier constructions like "The book was
given her"; "She was given the book"

LF-Dnom: creates the Dnom (deep nominative) label for predicate nominatives, e.g., ,,our

friends" in "They are our friends"

LF-Dcmp l: identifies the complement ("president"; "italic") in, e.g., "elect Tom president";
"make the word italic"

LF-Dcmp2: identifies the complement in tricker constructions, e.g., ill "He gave Tom a place to
call his own," "his orryn" is the Dcmp of "call"

LF-Dadj: creates the Dadj label for predicate adjectives, e.g, ,'blue" in "The sky is blue"

LF*CausBy: creates a causative relation where appropriate, e.g., ,,why,, in ,,Why did you say
that?"

LF LocAt: creates a locative relation where appropriate, e.g., "where" in "where did you find
that?"

LF-TmeAt: creates a temporal relation where appropriate, e.g., "what day" in "what day did you
read that?" 

r

LF-Manr: creates a manner relation where appropriate, e.g., "how" in "How did you do that?"
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Figure 38

LF-Ptcl: creates a Ptcl node to refer to particles in phrasal verb constructions

LF-PrpCnjs: creates temporary relations for PPs and subordinate clauses by naming these
elations with the word that is the preposition or conjunction

LF_PrpCoord: handles cases ofcoordinated pps or subordinate clauses

LF_Props: lists remaining clausal adjuncts for any given node

LF-ops: identifies logical operators in noun phrases, e.g., "all" in "all my children"

LF_Nadj: lisg remaining adjectives that premodifi nouns

LF_Mods: lists remaining non-clausal modifiers for any given node
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Figure 39A - Rule LF-Dobj2

If ttre Semantic Record
doesn't dready have a DeW Object,
and has a Passive attribute,
and has a Subject on its syntactic record (Slal{ode), and this Subject (which is a syntactic

recor0 has a Senrl.lode attribute (i.e., it has a corresponding semantic recor0
and there af,e no Coordinates
and if there is a Predicate Complement attribute on its synactic record" then the node tlpe

is not "COMPCL" (i.e., it is not a complement clause, as in: "some pmple were convinced that he
hadwritt€n a book"

and if the SlmNode record has either a D5, D6, ObjC, or Psych feature2
then either the Object ofthe SynNode is not a noun phrase,
or the SynNode has an Xl3 feature (as in: He was named Arlgs')
or the Object of the SynNode has an Anirnate feature
or there is a Case feature on the Object of the SynNode and its Lemma is not "it"

Then,
gtve the Sernantic record a Dobj attribute wittr, as its value, the sernantic record

corresponding to the Subject on the syntactic record
and" remove what is now the value of Dobj attribute from the list of Tmods

2D5, and D6 are features from Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English; ObjC is verb nrbcategory
forverbs which show object control (e.g., I want Harry to wash the car) and Psych is a verb zubcategory
forverbs like "scare" "excite".
3 Xl is a feature from Longrnan's Dictionary of Contemporary English.
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Figure 40

PsLF-RelPro: identifies proper referents for rerative pronouns, ,.g., ;'*ho" refers to "the man" in
"tlte man who came to dinner"

i
PslF-Recit'rocalAnaphora: handles reciprocal pronouns like "each other" and "one another"

PsLF-ReflexiveAnaphora: handles reflexive pronouns like "myself, yourself, himArersel{" etc.

PslF_PronAnaphora: identifies possible Np referents for most pronouns

PslF-ProtoAnaphora: handles special cases of pronouns which can agree with just about any NP
,

PslF-NumhrEllipsis: handles reference for number words, e.g., "A bird in the hand is worth wo
(birds) in tht bush"

PslF-Filllnl{ead: adds UDUMMY" 
as a head word in special cases of unclear referents

PslF-NumbtrCritique: takes note of pronouns that disagree in number with their referents

PsLF-FillDsgb: fills in "x" as a placeholder for the deep subject in cases where that is missing,
e.g., in passives like "The door was opened,'

PslF-UnifyProns: if two pronoun nodes refer to the same referent, this rule unifies them

PslF-UniffCopies l: unifies lor" nod", that should be identical

PslF_UnifCopies2: unifies other nodes that should be identical

PslF-RaiseModality: deletes some verbs when they serve only an aspectual purpose, e.g., in "We
used to go there," "used to" is deleted from the graph

PsLF_RaisePcs: makes fitted parses easier to read
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Figure 41 A - Rule PsLF_PronAnaphora

If the Semantic Record
has a Pers3 attribub, i.e., it is not either first (e.g., I or we) or second person (e.g., you)
and the node type of the head of its qyntactic record is either *PRON' (pronoun) or the node type

of the head of its syntactic record is'ADI' (adjective) and it has a possessive attribute
and is not Reflexive
and none of the premodifien of the Parent of its syntactic node has the Lemrna "owrl"
and the Pred of this semantic record is not "each other" or "one anothef
and does not have NonRdattribute (NonRef is an attribute set on words that cannot have a

referenc€, such as true numbers, as in: One plus one is two.
and does not have a Negation attribute
and if it has an Indefinite attribute, then there must also be a Definite attribute
and is not a Wh- word (it does not have a Wh attribute)
and is not a Relative
and is not a Distal (Distl) or a Proxal (proxl) determiner (e.g., "this" "that")

Then
add a FindRef attributc to the semantic record
for each ofthe records ln the list ofpossible referents; l

ifc
the possible referent hC a corresponding semantjc record
and the possible refere& is not the same as this record (i.e., the antecedent of a noun phrase can

not be the noU phrase itself;
and if the head of botfi the possible referent and of this record's SynNode are pronouns (i.e., have

the node tj?c'PRO}f' as their head), then the possible referent must precede this record
(no fonvards rcference to a pronoun; an example offonvards (cataphoric) reference is:
with his hat ort, the teacher left the roorq where "his" refers forwards to "teacher"

and ifthe possible referent is the ancestor ofthe syntactic record ofthis recorq then that ancestor
must have a Prp attribute (i.e., must have a postmodiSing Prepositional phrase), and its
preposition must be either "in", '.to", ..for',, or,.by''

and there is no Time or Space feature on the possible referent
and this record and the possible referent agree in number
and this record and the possible referent agree in gender
and if the Lemma of the SynNode is "they" and the possible referent can be a Mass noun (i.e., the

possible referent has a N4ass feature),
then the possible referent must also be a Count noun (i.e., it must also have a

Count feature).
and if the Lemma of the SynNode is "tlr€y" and the possible referent has a Sing feature (can be

Singular), and the possible referent does not have a Plur feature (i,e., it €nnot be
Pluml),

then the possible referent is either a Count noun, or the possible referent is a
Coordinated noun phrase, or it has a Universal feature, or the possible
referent is indefinite and has no possessive, or the possible rtferent has
a Proxal feature.

t this list is created in a PrLF rule, so, after qyntactic processing but before most logical form processing
(it is a llst of syntaaic records). This is a list of all the words in the sentence which can be refened to, i.e.
most of the nouns and pronouns in the sentence
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Figure 418 - Rule PslF_PronAnaphora

and if there is an ancestor of the possible referent that has a Coords attribute
(i.e., has coordinate constituents) Out before there is an ancestor with
a Subject attribute) then this ancestor is the same as the ancestor of

, ffix,fjs:Hrx,:rrds 
attribute (butbefore there is an ancesror

then if this record& a possessive 1e.g.,'his" in *John 
saw his son')

add the f,ssible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs attribute)
n
fte possible rderent is a genitive
and pde type of the head of the possible referent is not a Noun
and the possible referent precedes this record (i.e., the semantic record being

processed in this nrle
or if:
&e possible rdercnt is not the first of this record's parents

and the first of the Parents of the possible referent is not the first of this
record's Parents

and if the possible referent follows this record and if any of the possible
rderent's anc€stors have Coordinate constituents, tlen there should be
no ancestor ofthis record for which the Parent has Coordinate
constitueFts and for which the Parent is the same as tlle ancestor of the
possible referent that has Coordinate constituents Out before there is
ancestor whose node tJpe is "M";

or else if the node type of Parent of this record's syntactic record is *TAG' (i.e., if the pronoun is
in a tag qlestion)
add the possible referent to the list ofpossible referents (the value ofthe Refs attribute)

if:
the possible rderent is the Subject of the Parent of the Parent of this record

(e.g., "thgy" refers to "someone" in : Someone painted in here, didn't
they?)

or else:

if
this record is a prepositional phrase
and this record precedes the Subject ofthis record's parent

and the possible referent is the Subject ofthis record's Parent
then add the possible referent to the list ofpossible referents (the value ofthe Refs

attribute);
else if

thie record is not possessive

and this record precedes the possible referent
and node type of the head of the possible referent is "NOUN' and is not a

Dummy noun (i.e., one that cannot be a possible referent)
and if this record is not one of posible referent's ancestors
and ifit is not the case that there is an anc€stor ofthis record that has

Coordinate constituents and the Lemma of that ancestor is "but" and
that ancestor is also an ancestor ofthis record which has Coordinate
constituents

then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs
attribute)
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Figure 4lC - Rule PslF_PronAnaphora
else if

the possible referent is a Prepositional Phrase
and the Parent of the possible referent is not the Parent of this record's

syntactic record
and if the Parent of the possible referent is an Adjective Phrase, then the Parent

ofthe possible referent precedes this record
then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs

attribute)
else if

there is no ancestor of the possible referent for which the I-emma is "be" (birt
before there is an ancestor with a Subject) that is the same as the ancestor of
this record for which the Lemma is *be" (but before there is an anc€$or with a
Subject)
and none of the Parents on the semantic record of the possible referent is the
same as the possible referent
and if this record precedes the possible referen! then the Head of the possible
referent is not either a Noun or an Adjective

then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs
attribute)

if the possible referent was added to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs attribute)
then add of ReOf attribute to the possible referent and add this record to that list
@rovide cross pointers: this record gets a Ref attribute pointing to possible referents, and
the possible referents each get a ReOf attribute, pointing back to this record.
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Figure 27

PrLF-NPQuantOf: for NPs like "a number of books," makes "books" the head and "a number of'
the modifier

PrLF_PPQuantOf: same but for PPs, like "with a number of books"

PrlF-notAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "John thought he would go but Jim thought r

not _"

PrlF-soAnaphora: preparis to fill VP anaphora like "Mary wondered if it was true but Jane knew

PrLF;oAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "Chris wanted to go but Pat didn't want to

PrLF-You: supplies the understood "you" in commands like "(You) please close the door"

PrLF-HowAbout: supplies the understood "you" in constuctions like "How about (you) closing
the door"

PrLF-we: supplies the understood "we/us" in constructions like "Let's (us) go to the movies"

PrLF-l; supplies the understood "1" in, for example, "(I) Thank you" or "(I) Have not yet received
your letter"

PrlF-SubjeetMods: conriects "we" and "all".in, e.g.,',We are all.reading the book,,; connects
"he" and "hungry" in, e.g., "He arrived hungry"

PrlF-RightShift: connects "the man" and "who was my friend,, in, e.g., ,,The man arrived who
was my friend"

hLF-InfclPP: prepares for conect interpretation in constructions like "a person on whom to rely"

PrlF-QuantifierEllipsis: having to do with rhe resolution of pronoun references

PrlF-PossessirSPronHead: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

PrlF-Possible$orefsOffrons: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

PrLF-VPAnafioia: identifies and fills missing arguments in all cases of VP anaphora, e.g.,
"Sarah likes basketball and I do too"

PrlF-DistCoords: distributes elements across coordinated structures, like "They washed _
and dried the dishes"
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Figure 28A - PrLF_You

If tne Syntor Record ,

has ttre attribute "fitfinitive"
and does not have ire attribute "Subject"

or has the attribute "Verb Phrase Invert" and does not have any ofthe
attributes *Object2,''Yeyl.lo/Questiorl" or "Old Subordinate Clause"

and does not meet the 'There Subject Test"
and does not have the "Coordinat€ Constructions" attribute
ud does not have any premodifiers with tle node type "Auxiliary Phrase" or the

attribute "Modal Verb"
and does not have any premodifiers with the lernma "let" or the node tlpe "Adverbial

Phras€,"
and does not have the node tlpe 'Abbrwiated Clause," *Auxiliary P.hrase,"

"Complement Clause," "lnfinitive Clause,"'Noun Relative," "Past Participle
Clause," or "Relative Clause"

and does not have a parent with the node tlpe "Past Participle Clause"
and if the head of the parent has node tlpe "Conjunctiorq"

then the parent does not have a "Subject" attribute and does not have the node type
"Auxiliary Phras€," "€omplemant Clauie," "Infinitive,"'Noun Relative," or
"Relative Clause"

and if.there is an Auxilia,ry Atribute on its Head
then for all its Premodifiers their Irmma must not be "neither" nor'"so,"

and if it has a Do Modifier,
then it must have an Infinitive attribute and either there must not be a Modal on
the First Verb attribute, or the Lemma of its First Verb must be either "dare" or
.hee4"

and if it has a Perfective attribute,
then its Lemma must be do,

and if it has a Verb Phrase Invert attribute,
then either there must not be a L9 attribute
or there must not be a Comma attribute and for all of its Prernodifiers their node

tlpe must not be equal to "Prepositional Phrase" and for all of its Premodifiers their node ffi
must either not be 

*Adverbial Phrase" or there must be a Comma attribute or the node 6rpe of ttreir
Head must be an Interjection,

and has neither "ect" nor "egt." as its Lemma
and if its Lsmma is "suffic€,"

then the Lemma of its Objectl cannot be "it,"
and if its Lemma is oothanh"

then the Lemma of its Object I cannot be "you,"

Then
create a pronoun record for the lemma "you";
make the Subject attribute of the syntax record be a copy of the pronoun record and set the

Segtpe to be 'NP," set the node type to be Segb/pe, and set the head attribute to be the pronoun
rocord;
. .and set the prehdifiers of ttre syntax record to be the value of the subject attribute plus all

of the original prernodifiers and set the Undersubject anribute flag.
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Figure 29

l. TrlF_LongDistl: locates NPs that are removed from their semantic heads and reattaches them,
e.g., "Who did John say that Mary likes _(who)_?"

2. TrLF-LongDist2: performs the same kind of long-distance attachment for AJPs, INFCLs, PPs,

PRPRTCLs, PTPRTCLs, SUBCLs

3. TrlF_PhrasalVerb; defines semantic objects of certain verbs when they appear hidden inside PPs:

"his hat" is really the semantic object of "took off in "He took off his hat"

4. TrLF_ControlwNP: e.g., in i'Chris told Pat what to eat," "Pat" is really the subject of "eat" and

"what" is is object

5. TrLF-ControlwAJP: e.g., in "l find this difficult to believe," "this" is really the object of

. "believe"

6. TrLF-ForInfcl: used in "for-to" constn:ctions, e.g., in "For Mary to talk to John is easy," "Mary is

reatly the subject of "talk"

7. TrlF_ForlnfclCoords: used in "for-to" constructions that have coordinated PPs

8. TrLF-MoveProp: given our strategy for attachment, it is sometimes ne.cessary to move clauses

&om a lower to a higher level so that the proper argument structure can be assigned

9. TrlF_ControlatVP: e.g., in r'Farmers grow food by using salt water," "farmers" is really the
. 

. 
subject of "use salt waterl'

10. TrlF-PropsAsArgs: some clauses (propositions) can be arguments, e.g., in "Has he to answer the

letter?" the object of "has" is "to answer the letter"

I l. TrlF-Extraposition: e.g., in "It makes me happy to meet you," the real subject of "makes" is "to
meet you" -- "it" is an empty word and must drop out

12. TrLF-FillCoords: fills in missing arguments in coordinated structures

13. TrlF_RedefineSubject e.g., in "What is John's address?" we interpret "John's address" as the
. logical subject even though it is not in canonical subject postition
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Figure 30A - TrLF MoveProp

If tne Syntar. Record

has either a node type of Abbreviated Clause, Infinitive Clause, Present Participle Clause,

Past Participle Clause
or if it has a Gerund attribute and an Object of a Prepositional Phrase and

if it has Prenrodifien,
then the.node type of.all Prernodifiers must be either Auxilary Phras€, Adverbial

Phrase, or Prepositional Phrase,

and the node t1rye of the Head attribute of the Parent is not'aelt"
and this synta( record is the last of the post modifrers of its parent

and this synta( rword is not in the cmrdinates attribute of its parent

and among the ancestors of the parent there is a record whose node type of the Head is

'Yerb" but none of those ancestors can have a Coordinates attribute (this record will later be

referred to as "same ancestor')
and there should be no For To Prepositional Phrase attribute on the parent,

and if the nodetyPe eQu*.ffii';,fil1"lftorr. 
on pp obj of the parent or the synta<

record is not equal to the Nominal Relative of the parent,

and if the node type is either Piesent Participle or Past Participle,
then its Parent does not have an Object of a Prepoqitional Phrase,

and if the node type is a Present Participle Clause,

then there must be dn 'ING' Complement <in the same anc€stor
aira if tne riode tlpe is a Past Participle Clause,

. then there must be a V8 (code from [ongman's dictionary) attribute on the same

ancestor and if there is an Xl attribute on the synta( record then there must not be

an Object I
and there is no 83 attribute on its parent,

and this synta( record must follow the head of the same ancestor or there is a passive

attribute on the same ancestor
and if the lrmma of the.Parent is 'c€rtain'

then the node type of the parent must not be an Adjective Phrase

and if the Lemma of the Preposition is either "as" or "of,"
then there must be a To Noun attribute of its Parent

and if the Lemma of the same anc€stor is either "be" or "become"
then either the node tlpe of the Parent must be an Adjective Phrase

or there must be a WH attribute on the Par,ent

or there must be both a To Noun attribute on parent and no There Subject

Test on the same ancestor

or the Lernma of the Parent must be one of the following: "delighq"
tthorrorrot t 

Joyrt' "pleasure, " "riot, " "shamer " ttsurpriser" ttt€rrorr"
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Figure 308 - TrLF MoveProp

Then
; the syntax record whose anributes will be changed is the same ancestor syntax record (see

above);
ifthe Parent ofthe syntax record has the Subject attribute and the Parent ofsyntax record

also has tle Object attribute,
then delete the object attribute from the ancestor;
if the Parent of the synta:r record has the Subject attribute and the Paretrt of the Sptar

Record does not also have the Object I attribute,
then set the Subject attribute of same anc€s&or to be the synta( recor4
if the same ancestor has

the DI (Inngman code) attribute and there is an Object Complernent attribute and
no Indirect Object attribute and therc is a To Infinitive on the syntax record and
the Parent of syntax record is the Object
and there is no WH attribute on the Parent of Syntax Record
and either there is an Animate attribute on Parent of syntax record

or there is a Case attribute on Parent of Synta"r Record and the Lernma of
the Parent of the syntax record is not "it"
or there is a Human attribute on the Parent of Syntax Record
or there is a Pr8per Name attribute on Parent of syntax recor4

. their make the Indirect Object Attribute on s:rme ancsstor equal to that of the Parent of
synta( record;' 

if there is an To Infinitive attribute on the svnta:< record and no Passive attribute on same
ancestor,

then make the Predicate Complement attribuk equal to the syntax record;
if the Parent of synta< record is in the Propositions attribute of same ancestor,
then take that Propositions list and replace the Parent of the synta:< record with the syntax
record itself in the propositions list;
delete the Infinitive attribute of the Parent of the syntax record;
delae the Alternatives attribute on the syntax record;
reattach the syntax record to the same ancestor.

ilg/{;?161'.0
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Figrue 33

L SynToSem l: creates semantic nodes and a basic semantic graph in es

2. SynToSem2: creates the top-level semantic node and graph for fiued parses

3. SynToSem3: creates semantic nodes for a special subclass of elements in fitted parses
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Figure 34 A - Rule SynToSeml

\:

I

the Syntax Record
has a Head and
there is no'subordinate Conjunction and
there is no Correlative and
there is no "It subjegt" and
there is no "There zubject" and
there is no Ancestor of the Head for which it is true that that node

is the Emphatic of its Parent and is not a fraction and the head node
is not a verb and

if the segment is the Relative Pronoun of its Parent,
then there must not be a Nominal Relative on the Object of its Parcnt
and for all of its Parents last records there must not be a VPDone attribute and
if the lemma equals 'that'
then there must not be an Extra Position on the Parent of the Parent and

the node type is not "Auxiliary Phlas€,' "To Infinitive," "Determiner Phras€,"
or "Tag" or
there is a Possepsive attribute or
there is an E\lR attribute or
the Lemma equals "other" or

there are Coordinates and for all ofthose coordinates there is either a
. Possessive attribute or an EVR attribute or the lemma is "othef and

if the node type is *Adverb Phnse'
. then ifthe node type ofParent equals Prepositional Phrase

then the segment must not be the first of the Premodifrers of is Parent
and

either the Lemma must not be equd to 'well' or there must not be any Degree

attribute or there must not be any Weak Obligation on the Parent and
If the node 6'pe of the Head is a Conjunction or a Prepositiorg

then the segnent node must not be a Conjunction of the Parent and the
segment node must not be a Preposition of the Parent and

If the node type is a Conjunctive Phrase

then there must not be any Coordinates of the Parent or there must not be a

Coordinate Conjunction attribute and
If the node tpe is a Qruntifrer Phrase,

then'the l*mma of the Head must not be 
*no" and

If the word could have been an Interjection
then the node type mu$ not be an Adverb Phrabe or
therp must be Premodifiers or
there must be no comma or
the segment must be the Post Adverbial of the Parent or
the number of Post Modifien must be gpeater than one and

If there is an Intensifier attribute
' then either the node t1rye of Head of Parent is a "vert" or

the node tlpe of Parent equals "fitted" or
there is an Adverbial Phns€ attribute or
there is a WH marker and a Nominal Relative on the Parent and

If there is a Preposition attribute,
then there must be an Object of the Prepositional Phrase or
there is a.Particle attribute on the Parent or
the word also could have been an Adverb and

0g/6?461.0

If
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Figure 34 B - Rule SynToSeml

If the lrmma is *also", *so," or "too,-
then there must not be a VPDone attribute on the Parent and

If the kmma is *as'or "tlan"
then there must not be a Comparative on the Parent and

If the Lemma equals "fo/'
then there must not be a'for to" Preposition on the Parent and

If the l*mma equals "it"
then if there is a Topic Clause on the Parent

then the segment must be equal to the Subject of the Parent or
the segment must be equal to the Object of the Parent and

If the Lemma eqruls "it"
then the segment must not be in the Premodifiers of the Parent or
If there is an Exua Position on the Predicate Adjective of the Parent

then there must not be a Right Shift attribute bn the Parent and
if there is a WH Question attribute on the Parent

then there is no "To Infinitive" attribute on the
Predicate Compliment of the Parent and it's
not the case that for any of the Post Modifiers of th6
Parent that there is a "For to" prepositional phrase

' on the first of thEPremodifiers and
If the Lemma equals "let"

then the node.type is not eqrul to "Adverb Phrase' and
If the Lemma equals "not"

then there must be a Coordinate Conjunction on the Parent and
If the Lemma equals "there'

then there must not be any Skipover attribute and
either there must not be any "Yes No" question on the parent or

there must not be a Copulative on the Parent or
there must be a Tl attribute on the Parent or
the first token integer must be gpeater than the first loken integer of
the Subject ofthe Parent and

If the Lemma is "whethef' or "whether or not"
then the node gpe of the Nominative Relative must not be an
"Infinitive Clause" and

thg Lgmma must not be "etc," "etc.," "the," "hm," "mn," "uh,' or *um"

THEN
(If synta.x node was kept then create a corresponding semantic node.)
If the node tlpe of the syntax node is a Noun Phrase and

therc are Bases on the qyntax node and
there is a Subject or an Object on the syntax node,

then ntake the Prediqte equal to the Lemrna of the first Basis of the synhx node
Else if there is r ProlFr Noun attribute on the syntar node and

if there is a dictionar! entry for that word"
then rnake the Fredicate equal to that dictionary entry
Else set the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the s.vntar node

If the word could have been a Verb and has a Present Participle attribute and
if for any of the Premodifiers of the synta\ nde there is a Possessive or
if the Lemma of the Preposition of the first of the Posrmodifiers of the syntax node is
'b5rr" "forr" "of," or "to"

08/t;?4610
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Figure 34 C - Rule SynToSeml

then make the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the Verb entry of the Pan of Speech
Record

Copy the appropriate fields from syntax node to the semantic node.
Co through each of the Premodifiers ofqyntax record and examine each Premodifier

For each record of Premodifiers of the synta,r record
if there is a semantic node on the record and
if the semantic node of the record is not in the temporary modtEers attributes
of this semantic record and there is no Skipover attribute on the record and
the record is not eqrul to the Freposition of the Parent of the record and
the record is either not in the Coordinates of synta"x record or
there is a Cmrdinarc of the Prepositional Phrase on synta( recor4 or
Coordinate Subordinarc Clauses
&en add the Semantic node of the record to the Temporary Modifien anribute
on this semantic record

For each rtrrird of the Postmodifiers of the syntax record
if there is a semantic node on record and
if the semantic gode of record is not in the Temporary Modifiers attributes of
this semantic record and there is no Skipover attribute on record and
record is either not in the Coordinates of ryntax record or there is a
Coordinate of the Prepositional Phrase on syntax record or
Coordinate Subordinate Clauses

. then add the Semantic node of the record to the Temporary Modifiers attribute
on this semantic record

lf there are Coordinates of the syntax record and no Coordinates of the Prcpositional
Phmse on that synux record and no Coordinate Subordinate Clauses
then

for each of the Coordinates of syntax record
if there is a Semantic node on record,
then add that Semantic node to Coordinates anribute on this new
Semantic record.

i8lri74610
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.,

4.

6.

7.

8.

Figure 36

LF-Dsubl: creates the Dsub (deep subject) label for subjects of clauses in the active voice

LF-Dsub2: for passive-voice clauses, if there is a "by"-PP, identifies this PP as the Dsub of the
action

LF-Dobj l: creates the Dobj (deep object) Iabel for, e.g., direct objecs of clauses in the active
voice

LF-Dobj2: for passive clauses, identifies the syntactic subject as the deep object of the action

LF-Dobj3: for clauses like "The door opened," identifies "the door"-as the logical object of the
action

LF-Dobj4: for constrrctions like "the nomination of the candidate." identifies "the candidate" as
the logical object of an action of nominating

LF-Dindl: creates the Dind (deep indirect object) label for, e.g., "Mary" in "John gave Mary the
book"

LF-Dind2: identifies the deep indirect object ("Mary") in paraphrases like "John gave the book to
Mary"
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9.

10.

I l.

t2.

Figwe 37

LF-Dind3: chooses the right deep indirect object in rickier constn:ctions like "The book was
given her"; "She was given the book"

LF-Dnom: creates the Dnom (deep nominative) label for predicate nominatives, e.g., "our
friends" in "They iue our friends"

LF-Dcmp l: identifies the complement ("president"; uitalic") in, e.g., "elect Tom president";
"make the word italic"

LF-Dcmp2: identifies the complement in tricker constnrctions, e.g., in "He gave Tom a place to
call his own," "his own" is the Dcmp of "call"

LF-Dadj: creates the Dadj label for predicate adjectives, e.g, ,,blue,, in ,,The sky is blue"

LF_CausBy: creates a causative relation where appropriate, e.g., "why,' in ,,Why did you say
that?"

LF-LocAt creates a locative relation where appropriate, e.g;, "where" in "where did you find
that?"

LF-TmeAt: creates a temporal relation where appropriate, e.g., "what day" in "what day did you
read that?"

LF-Manr: creates a manner relation where appropriate, e.g., "how" in "How did you do that?"

13.

14.

15.

16.

L't.
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Figure 38

18. LF-ftcl: creates a Ptcl node to refer to particles in phrasal verb constructions

19. LF-PrpCnjs: creates temporary relations for PPs and subordinate clauses by naming these
elations with the word that is the preposition or conjunction

20. LF_PrpCoord: handles cases ofcoordinated PPs or subordinate clauses

21. LF-Props: lists remaining .tuurut adjuncts for any given node

22, LF-Ops: identifies logical operators in noun phrases, e.g., "all" in "all my children"

23. LF_Nadj: liss remaining adjectives that premodif nouns

24. LF_Mods: lists remaining non-clausal modifiers for any given node
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Figure 39A - Rule LF_Dobj2

If tfre Semantic Record
doesn't alrcady have a Deep Object,
and has a Passive attribute,
and has a Subject on its syntactic record (Spl.{ode), and this Subject (which is a qmtactic

recorQ bas a Sernt{ode afiribute (i.e., it'has a conesponding semantic recorQ
and there are no Coordinates
and if there is a Predicate Complement attribute on its synactic recond, then the node tlpe

is not "COMPCL" (i.e., it is not a complement clause, as in: *some people were convinced that he
had written a book'

and if the S)'nNode record has either a D5, D6, ObjC, or Psych feature'?
then either the Object of the SynNode is not a noun pluase,
'or the SynNode has an X13 feature (as in: He was named fules')
or the Object of the SynNode has an Aninate feature
or there is a Case feature on the Object of the SynNode and its Lemma is not "it"

Then,
give the Sernantic record a Dobj'attribute with" as its value, the semantic record

corresponding to the Subject on the syntactic record
an{ remove what is now the value of Dobj attribute from the list of Tmods

2D5, 
and D6 are features from Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English; ObjC is verb srbcategory

for verbs which show object control (e.9., I want Harry to wash the car) and Psych is a verb subcategory
for verbs like "sg?r€- "excite".
3 Xl is a feature from Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English.
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Figure 40

PsLF-RetFro: identifies proper referents for relative pronouns, e.g., "who" refers to "the man" in
"the man who came to dinner"

PslF-ReciprocalAnaphora: handles reciprocal pronouns like "each other" and "one another"

PslF-ReflexiveAnaphora: handles reflexive pronouns like "myself, yourself, him/herself," etc.

PslF_ProMnaphora: identifies possible NP referents for most pronouns

PslF-ProtoAnaphora: handles special cases of pronouns which can agree with just about any NP

PslF-NumberEllipsis: handles reference for number words, e.g., 'A bird in the hand is worth two
(birds) in the bush"

PsLF-FillInHead: adds 'DUMMY" as a head word in special cases of unclear referents

PsLF-NumberCritique: takes note of pronouns that disagree in number with their referents

PsLF-FillDsub: fills in "x" as a placeholder for the deep subject in cases where that is missing,
e.9., in passives like "The door was opened"

PslF-UniffProns: if two p4onoun nodes refer to the same referent, this rule unifies them

PslF_UnifuCopiesl: unifies some nodes that should be identical

PslF_UniffCopies2: unifies other nod6s that should be identical'

PslF-RaiseModality: deletes some verbs when they serve only an aspectual purpose, e.g., in 'lWe
usedto go there," "used to" is deleted from the graph

PsLF_RaisePcs: makes fitted parses easier to read
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Figure 41 A - Rule PsLF_pronAnaphora

ff the Semantic Record
has a Pers3 attribute, i.e., it is not either first (e.g., I or we) or second person (e.g., you)
and the node qpe of the 

lread of is ryntactic record is either "PROM (pmnounior"tne node tlpe
of the head of its syntactic record is'AD.l" (adjective) and it has a possessive attribute

and is not Reflexive
and none of the premodifiers of the Parent of its syntactic node has the l*mrna *own'
and the Pred of this semantic record is not "each othef or..one anothef
and does not have NonRef attribute (NonRef is an attribute set on words that cannot have a

reference, zuch as true numben, as in: One plus one is two.
and does not have a Negation attribute
and if it has an Indefinite attribute, then therc must also be a Definite attriburc
and is not a Wh- word (it does not have a Wh attribute)
and is not a Relative
and is not a Distal (Distl) or a proxal groxl) determiner (e.g., ..this" ..that-)

Then'' &da FindRef attribute to the semantic record' for each ofthe records in the list ofpossible referents; l

if
the possible referent has a corresponrting semantic record
and th9 possible referent is not the same as this record (i.e., the antecedent of a noun phrase can.. not be the noun phrase itselfl
and if the head of both the possible refercnt and of this record's SynNode are pronouns (i.e., have

the node type *PRON'as 
their head), then the possible referent mustprecede this record

(no forwards reference to a pronoun; an example offonvards (cataphoric) reference is:
with his hat orl' the teacher left the roorq where "his" refen forwards to i,teachet''

and ifthe possible referent is the ancestor ofthe syntactic record ofthis recor4 then that ancestor
must have a Prp attribute (i.e., must have a postmodirying Frepositional phrase), and its
preposition must be either..i.n", ..to", ..for,', or..by,'

and there is no Time or Space featue on the posible refeient
and this record and the possible referent agree in number
and this record and the possible referent agree in gender
and if the Lemma of the SynNode is'they" and the possible referent can be a Mass noun (i.e., the

possible referent has a Mass feature),
then the possible rcferent must also be a count noun (i.e., it must also have a

Count feature).
and if the Irmma of the SynNode is "they" and the possible refere,nt has a Sing feature (can be

Singular), and the possible referent does not have a Plur ieatute 1i.e.,It €nnot be
Pluml)' 

then the possible referent is either a count noun, or the possible referent is a
coordinated noun phrase. or it has a universal feature, or the possible
referent is indefinite and has no possessive, or the possible referent has
a Proxal feature.

' this list is created in a PrLF rule, so, after syntactic processing but before most logical form processing
(it is a list of svntactic records). This is a list of all thi words in the sentence whiclican be referred to, i.e.
most of the nouns and pronouns in the sentence

l]gi 6?461''0
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Figure 41B - Rule PslF_pronAnaphora

and if there is an ancestor of tle possible referent that has a Coords attribute
(i.e., has coordinate constituents) (but before there is an ancestor with
a subject attribute) then this ancestor is the same as the ancestor of
this record that has a cmrds attributc (but before there is an :mcestor
with a Subject atrribute)

then ifthis record is a possessive (e.g., *his' in *John 
saw his son')

add the possible rcferent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs attribute)n
the possible refer€nt is a genitive
and node qpe of the head of the possibre referent is not a Noun
and the possible referent precedes this record (i.e., the seruntic record being

processed in this rule
or if:
the possible referent is not the first ofthis record's parents
and the first of the Parents of the possible referent is not the first of this

record's Parents
and if the possible referent follows this record and if any of the possible

referent's ancestors have coordinate constituents, then-there should be
no ancestor of this record for which the parent has Coordinate
constituents and for which the parent is the same as the ancestor of the
possible referent that has coordinate constituents (but before there is

or erse irthe node ,r* "r#;Tl|H:L:$1ffiily;rd is .,rAG,, (i.e., irthe pronoun is
in a tag question)
add the possible referent to the tist of possible referents (the value of the Refs attribute)

if:
the possible refcrent is the Subject ofthe Parent ofthe Parent ofthis record

(e.9., "thgy" refers to "someone" in : Someone painted in here, didn't
they?)

or else:

if
this record is a prepositional phrase
and this record precedes the Subject of this record's parent
and the possible referent is the sub.lecr of this record's parent

then add the possible referent to the list of possrble referents (the value of the Refs
anribute);

else if
this record is not possessive \

and this record precedes the possible rcfcrcnr
and node type of the head of the possrble rcferent is "NOUN' and is not a

Dummy noun (i.e., one thal srnnor be a possible referent)
and ifthis record is not one ofpossrble refcrent's ancestors
and ifit is not the cas€ that there is tn tncsstor ofthis record that has

Cmrdinate constituents and rhc Lcmma of that ancestor is..but" and
that ancestor is also an anc€slor of thrs record which has coordinate
constituents

then add the possible referent to the list of possrble referents (the value of the Refs
attnbutc )

il8/6?4610
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etse if . Figure 4lC - Rule PslF_PronAnaphora

the possible rcferent is a Prepositional Phrase
and the Parent ofthe possible referent is not the Parent ofthis record's '

syntactic record
and if the Parent of the posible rderent is an Adjective Phrase, then the Parent

ofthe possible referent precedes this record
then add the possible'referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Reft

attribute)
else if

there is no anc€stor of the possible referent for which the Lemma is "be- (but
before there is an ancestor with a Subject) that is the same as the ancestor of

. this record for which the Lemma is *be" (but before there is an ancesitor with a' 
Subject)
and none of the Parents on the semantic record of the possible referent is the
same as the possible referent
and if this record precedes the possible referent, then the Head of the possib,le

referent is not either a Noun or an Adjective
then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs
attribute)

if the possible ref,erent was added"to the list of possible referents (the value of the Rds attribu@
then add of ReOf attribute to the possible referent and add this rpcord to that list
(provide cross pointers: this record gets a Refattribute pointing to possible referents, and
the possibl€ referents each get a ReOf attribute, pointing back to this record.
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*"shinston, D.c.2o231

APPLICATTONNUMBER I FIUNGDATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY, DOCKET NOJI"ITLE

r:l {:r,/ *';},1. ,, 4:i:i. Ll LLI'/.,j:;::;/ :t't::] l-.tI I I:frFti\l
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DATE MATLED. 
* {l il fi

NOTICE TO FILE IVflSSING PARTS OF APPLICATION *fiI/T-{i,/'S{,
FILING DATE GRANTED

An Application Number and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. However, the items indicated
below are migsiirg. The required items and fees identified below must be timely submittedALONG WffH
TIIE P+IFIEI\T OF A SURCIIARGE for items 1 and 3-6 only ot b--J-T-) for large entities or
$ &7 \ for small entities who have filed a verified statement claiming such status. The surcharge is set forth in
37 CFR 1.16(e).

If all required items on this form are filed within the perio,{4eJ pglqyDthe total amount owed by applicant as a ,
entity, I small entity (verified statement filed), is

Applicant is given ONE MONTH IROM TEE DATE OF THIS LETTER, OR TWO MONTHS IROM THE
flLING DATE of this application, WHICHEVER IS LATE& within which to file all required items and pay any fees
required above to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the
extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

flJarge

L entity, must submit $ 'i ! U ,t to coryplete the basic filing fee.

z.Qfr,aotional claim tees ot $--b (b-+ ';ffiu"ru 
entity, tr small entity, including any

1 required multiple dependent claim feel are re{uired. Applicant must submit t}re additional claim'" 
fese or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.

t.{.t!" oath or declaration:
i Slr missing.

F does not cover the newly submitted items.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 3? CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date is required.

4. n fire oath or declaration does not identify the application to which it applies. An oath or declaration. in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

5. tr The signature(s) to the oath or declaration is/are: tr missing; tr by a person other than the inventor
or a person qualified under 37 CFR L,42, L.43, or L.47. A properly signed oath or declaration in
compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

6.,tr fire signature of the following joint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration:

An oath or declaration listing the names of all inventors and signed by
the omitted inventor(s), identifring this application by the above Application Number and Filing
Date, is required.

7. tr The application was filed in a language other than English. Applicant must lile a verified English
tranelation of the application and a fee of $-under 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless this fee has
already been paid.

8. ! A$ processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment.
(37 CFR 1.21(m)).

9. D Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was returned without payment.

10" n fire application does not comply with the Sequence Rules. See attached Notice to Comply with
Sequence Rules 37 CFR 1.821-1.825.

11. tr Other

Direct the response to Box Missing Part and refer any questions to the Customer Service Center
at (703) 308-1202.

A copy of this notiee MUST be returned with the resporl'se,

ronM ltl0.l 638 (nEv. 1r.e4)
OFF!EE C{,1PY
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Maurlce J. Pirio

IN THE UMTED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicants

Application No.

Filed

For

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

081674,670

June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC
LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

' Docket No.

Date

Box Missing Part
Assistant Commissioner for Patents
201I Jefferson Davis Highway
Washington, DC 20231

: 661005.447

: September 18, 1996

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION

Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Missing Parts dated August 22, 1996, please

find enclosed a Declaration and Power of Attornev and Form PTO-1533 for the above-

identified application.

The fees have been calculated as follows:

Basic Fee

Total Claims (36, 16 extra)

Independent Claims (7,4 ertra)

Missing Parts Surcharge

TOTAL

$ 7s0

352

312

130

$1,544

Enclosed is

Assistant Commissioner is

a check fees. The

hereby to credit
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Account No. 19-1090. A duplicate copy of this response isany overpayment

enclosed.

to Deposit

Respectfully submitted,

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

SEED and BERRY LLP

MIP jss

Enclosures:
Postcard
CheckNo. 43791 for $1,544
Copy of this Response
Declaration and Power of {ttorney
Copy of Form PTO-1533

6300 Columbia Center
701 Fifth Avenue
S eattle, Washingto n 98 | 04 -7 092
(206) 622-4e00
Fax: (206) 682-6031

c:\DVCV-984

r'.

Registration No. 33,273
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DATE MATLED: il * * li

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PAR.TS OF'APPLICATION
NLING DATE GRANTED

,*tu1[tr.].5" ,:i4?

$ rJ i.'i:::,/'frfi

An Application Number and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. .However, the items indicated
Plg g:_lt$lg. The required items and fees identified below m,r"t U" timely submitted ALONG WITH
TIIE PlYt[E 

- 
T OF A SURCHARGE for items 1 and 3-6 only of S---i a.--:-for large entities or

I_===+* for small entities who have filed a verified statement claiming such siatus. The surchargels set forth in
37 CFR 1.16(e).

If all required items on this form are filed within the period set belgr* the total amount owed by applisant u, u {rurr"entity, I small entity (verified statement filed), is $ i i + it- -

APPIiCANt iS giVEN ONE MONTE FROM TEE DATE OF THIS LETTER, OR. TWO MONTHS FROM THE
flLING DATE of this application, I{HICEEVER IS LATER, within which to file all required items and pay any fees
required above to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by frling a petition accompanied by the
extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

1. Q The etatutory basic filing.fee is: fif missing I insuffrcient. Applicant as aH.iarge entity I smalli entity, must submit $ i . , , to complete the basic filing fee.

a..p The oath or declaration:
' pis missing.

,fi does not cover the newly gubmitted items.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 3? CFR L.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date is required.

4. tr The oath or declaration does not identify the application to which it applies. An oath or declaration
in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Appiication Number and
Filing Date, is required.
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chap$er I

In trod uction

Karen Jensen, George Heidorn, and Stephen Richardson

Abstract

During the 1980s, a group of dedicated researchers developed a very
broad-coverage natural language processing system. This included a
programming language (PLNLP: Programming Language for Natural
Language Processing), development tools, and analysis and synthesis
components. This book presents the first published collection of papers
written about this system and its use.

The PLNLP approach can be identified with several important contribu-
tions to the field of Natural Language Processing (NLp)t ttl Augmenred
Phrase structure Grammar (APSG), using exclusively binary rules; (2)
practical experience leading toward the linguistic theory of Transductive
Grammar; (3) the use of natural language iiself as a knowledge represen-
tation language, and the resulting exploitation qf online text resources as
a source of semantic information and as a knowledge base; and (4) an
integrated, incremental system design that allows one linguistic level to
evolve naturally into the next.

The material in this chapter comes from three previously published
sources. Section 1.2 (System components) is taken from: Jensen 1991
and Segond and Jensen 1992. Section 1.3 (PLNLP language and system)
is taken from Jensen er al. 1986.
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Jensen, Heidorn, and Richardson

l.l The starting point

Natural language is easy for people and hard for machines; that much, at least,
has been established during the last 40 years, as people have been trying to ger
Bomputers to handle our native languages in ways that would be interesting and
useful to us. This book describes one group's pursuit of that goal.

fhe birthplace of this group was the Intemational Business Machines'
Corporation, centrally the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. This work
took place mainly during the 1980s, and involved many people at several sites
arsund the world. Many of these people are still affiliatid wittr lgN4; some have
left to take academic or other posts. The editors of this book joined the Research
Division of the Microsoft Corporation in June of 1991.

The programming language and system used for this research is known as

PLNLP (Programming Language for Natural Language Processing, often pro-
nounced "Penelope" or "Plenelope"). The PLNLP system is an integrated, in-
cremental system for broad-coverage syntactic and semantic analysis and syn-
thesis of natural language. More work has been done for the English language
than for any other, but that is only an historical accident. Significant work has
also been done for several European and Asian languages, some of which is de-
scribed in this book.

Any natural language processing (NI,P) system can be conceptually divided into
three parts: grammar, dictionary, and the programming system that holds
everything together. A division between grammar and dictionary (or l'lexicon")
is inherited from linguistics, the study of language-a discipline that has been
around for a very long time indeed, provably for more than 2000 years. The
addition of a computational component is what turns this enterprise into a very
curTent affair. Computational linguistics, or NLP, has only been with us since
roughly the late 1950s.

Traditionally, grammars are systems of rules that mediate between symbols and
meanings. The rules have a dynamic nature, and are suppbsed to embody gen-
eralizations that hold true for many symbols and combinations of symbols-the
more general, the better. Lexicons are repositories for particular units like words
or phrases, and for information about those units. Lexical information is
prototypically static and specific in nature. But this comparison provides only
the slimmest of guidelines for designing a real system. A key question is what
should be the proper distribution of work between grammar rules and lexicon?

If there is a definitive answer to that question, it has not emerged yet. One pre-
dominant tendency, for example in some systems based on versions of
Chomskyan theory, is to account for linguistic phenomena primarily in the rules.
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lntroduction

Another tendency, found typically in systems that derive from Lexical
Functional Grammar, is to pack a lot of information into the lexical entries, and
simplify the rules as much as possible. Regardless of the tendency, the actual
situation is best seen as a continuum. A certain amount of information is nec-
essary to produce the analysis, and we have two poles for the distribution of that
information: rules and lexicon. Different systems choose different ranges along
the continuum. Now we can rephrase the central question in engineering terms:
which distribution will be most efficient i4 rhe long run? 

,

1.2 System components

To position the various PLNLP language processing systems along that contin-
uum is not easy. The systems consist of different components, and the distri-
bution of lexical versus rule information is different for each component.
Traditional components of linguistic theory include phonetics, phonology,
morphology, syntax, semantics, discourse, and pragmatics. since the pLNLp
system restricts its input to typed text, it does not deal with phonetics and pho-
nology. Morphology is included as part of the initial lexicon. To date, most
activity has been in syntax and semantics; only beginnings (but significant be-
ginnings) have been achieved in discourse and pragmatics.

Gradual evolution during the eighties suggested the following components for
our English analysis system:

l. Syntax, consisting of the broad-coverage English sentence analysis grammar
PEG (the PLNLP English Grammar), coupled with a large lexicon rhat is
basically a list of English word stems with fairly simple associated feature in-
formation. The lexicon started with entries from the full online Webster's
Seventh New Collegiat:e Dictionary. Although the number of words covered is
great, the amount of information per word is sr,nall, compared to what is de-
scribed for many other syntactic grammars. Linguistic information is distributed
much more heavily over the rules than over the lexicon in this component.

2. Corrected synta:r (reassignment), which takes the output from PEG and re-
solves many ambiguous syntactic analyses, based on semantic information from
online dictionary definitions. It recursively calls PEG to retrieve and analyze
dictionary information, applying heuristic rules to that information in order to
"bootstrap" its way from syntax into semantics. During this process, some word
sense disambiguation falls out automatically as a result of the attachment
disambiguation. Since the lexicon associated with this component actually con-
tains entire online dictionaries, the amount of information per word is huge,
much larger than what is described for other NLP systems; and the distribution
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of linguistic information in this component is heavily skewed toward the lexi-

con.

3. Derivarion of logical form (PEGASUS,), which takes the corrected sentence

parse and produces a graph that is the basis for further semantic processing' In

so doing, it determines: (a) the structure of arguments and adjuncts; (b) pronoun

reference; and (c) verb phrase anaphora (the semantic structure of elided VPs).

These steps are accomplished by a set of procedures that operate strictly on the

output of the reassignment component, wiihout consulting any additional lexical

informalion,

4. Sense disambiguation, which narrows down the possible senses of verbs and

nouns in the sentence. It operates on the output from the previous component,

mapping target words, in their sentential context, to relevant online dictionary

entries. Taking advantage of all available information-from the parsed

analysis, from the dictionary, and from other sources-the most likely possible

senses of words are identified through a strategy that weights various types of

evidence and ranks senses according to a similarity measure. The balance of

information in this component is again weighted toward the lexicon, because of

the significant use that is made of online dictionary resources.

5. Normalization of semantic relations. The first step in constructing a dis-

course model is to refine the semantic graph, with the goal of creating a common

or normalized representation for all inputs that mean the same thing. The notion

"mean the same thing" is still fairly intuitive, and this component has been only

partially implemented. Normalization routines are intended to inspect nodes in

the graph and the relations between those nodes, and identify rule-governed

paraphrases across a wide variety of syntactic domains. Of course, the process
'of normalization has aheady been started by PEGASUS; for example, equivalent

argument strucrures are produced for active and passive variants of an English

t.nt.n... Although the routines are semantically oriented, they do not lose

access to the surface syntactic differences. 
\

6. Paragraph (discourse) model. After all possible sentential normalizations

have been made, the system must join sentence graphs to build a formal model

of those discourse chunks which, in written text, are typically called paragraphs.

Much remains tentative here, because this component has also been only

partially implemented. However, at this point it seems likely that the dis-

lrjbution of activity between rules and lexicon will be fairly even for this com-

ponent and for the preceding one.

The papers collected in this volume discuss all of these components, some in

more detail than others. Although the architecture described here is sequential,

with each component building on the output of the preceding one, this is just for
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development purposes. It should be stressed that, in the PLNLP approach,
"broad-coverage" means having the goal of processing literally any input string
in the designated natural language. This is a non-trivial goal, and entails that
each component requires a non-trivial amount of work and time to produce; a
sequential architecture makes it easier to concentrate on certain tasks in the
beginning stages of development. However, the control structure could be non-
sequential (i.e., similar to agenda-controlled systems), taking advantage of the
parallel processing facilities afforded by PLNLp.

More has naturally been done on the first parts of the system than on later parts,
and this state of affairs is reflected in the number of papers collected here for
each component. Most of,the chapters are reprints of pre.viously published
papers, with minor editing changes. Some are shortened versions. Two chapters
(including this one) are constructed from parts of previously published papers.
Also there is one paper'that has not appeared before. This book brings this
material together for the first time, presenting a coherent picture of the evolution
and structure of a natural language analysis system that has been credited with
providing linguistic coverage among the broadest of any in existence.

Since this is a book of collected works, the chapters are somewhat independent
from each other. They also contain more redundancy than would otherwise be
the case. We have tried to minimize redundancy and maximize cohesiveness
wherever possible, and we beg our readers' indulgence for whatever disconti-
nuities might remain.

1.3 PLNLP (the Programming Language for Natural
Language Processing)

What is presented in this book is a blueprint for an integrated NLP analysis sys-
tem, in which the traditional theoretical modules of syntax, semantics, and dis-
course are linked to form a unified whole. A majon key to this linking is the fact
that the entire system can be written in a single formalism, PLNLP (Heidorn
\972), which provides an efficient and smooth joining of information across the
modules. PLNLP is intended for natural language and knowledge base
applications. It can be used, by linguists or by anyone else who is interested in
the structure of human languages, to write computational grammars that both
describe the language and perform tasks associated with language use.

Both rule-based and procedural programming facilities are available in PLNLP.
The basic units of the language are rules and records. - The records are collec-
tions of attributes and values, where the values can be pointers to other records,
thereby creating a complex network of information. In addition to attribute-
value records, PLNLP also supports lists, strings, etc. Furthermore, it allows
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"loose" data typing, with implicit declarations of variables and run-time type
handling (like LISP). Procedures and production rules can be intermixed.
PLNLP provides for both determinism and non-determinism, and features a

concise notation, with essentially no reserved words.

PLNLP's augmented phrase structure grammar (APSG) rules (Heidorn 1975)
are divided into two types: decoding (parsing or analyzing) and encoding
(generating or synthesizing). Associated with each of the rule types is a separate

algorithm: in the decoding case, processing is done bottom-up and parallel; and

in the encoding case, processing is top-down and serial. The basic structure of
the rules, however, is the same in either case. There is a left-hand side, where
the constituent(s) is/are identified and where conditions are tested which must be

true before the rule can be activated; there is the rule arrow; and there is a right-
hand side, where the new coRstituent(s) is/are identified and new structure is
specified:

CONSTITUENT1(conditions)'
CONSTITUENT2 (condi ti ons)

Figure l. General form for PLNLP decoding (parsing) rule

The PLNLP system supports interactive program development and efficient
pro$am execution. The system itself is written in PLNLP, and bootstrapped. It
is portable to many target programming languages and to many computer
families. The PLNLP system is an outgrowth of the Natural Language Processor
(M-P), which was first described in Heidorn 1972. It is not bound to, and

therefore can be used by, any linguistic theory.

To minimize the effort required in writing a cornputational grammar, the PLNLP
runtime environgnent provides a shell into which the user, typically a linguist,
loads a grammaf definition as a set of PLNLP rules. Having loaded a grammar,
the user can th6n choose to decode a sentence according to the rules in that
grammil. Details of the process of decoding can be displayed or suppressed, by
selecting from a variety of tracing options.

Whenever a stretch of input text ending with full stop (typically a sentence) is

processed, the tree for that parse is displayed. After the decoding process is
completed, the user can perform a "post-mortem analysis," to see what non-
terminal symbols of the grammar were discovered at various positions in the

input, and what attribute values were associated with their instances. In addi-
tion, sophisticated debugging functions allow the grammarian to pinpoint the

exact place in a rule where a parse failed to proceed to completion, or the exact

differences between two ambiguous parses of the same input. With these tracing
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and analyzing facilities, the user can easily locate a problem in the grammar,
instead of having to infer it by elaborate deduction.

One of the most important aspects of PLNLP is its ability to express complex
relationships by means of interconnecting networks of records. Permanent or
enduring knowledge structures can be constructed as part of the gfirmmar
loading process; during decoding or encoding, these structures can be modified,
or new transient structures created. The user can call for a record to be dis-
played by giving its name, or can call for the records which are the roots of parse
trees resulting from the last decode operation, and can then follow pointer links
to other records in the network. At any time, the values of attributes in the
displayed record can be viewed, and changed if desired. The user can also call
for the displayed record to be encoded (generated) as an instance of a syntactic
category. All of these features of PLNLP have been 'used successfully by
gfilmmar developers, who have built systems for such diverse languages as

Norwegian, Italian, Arabic, Korean, and English.

1.4 A guide to the chapters of this book
The remaining chapters mirror the major system components as follows:

Syntax: chapters 2-10
Reassignment: chapters 11-15
Logical form: chapters 1Gl8
Sense disambiguation: chapters 19-20
Normalization of semantic relations: chapter 21
Paragraph model: chapter 22

Chapters 2-10 are associated most closely with the first system component, the
initial syntactic sketch. Chapter 2, by Alexis Manaster Ramer, paves the way for
a new theoretical linguistic orientation that would explain the evolution and
architecture of a system such as this one, which, we may call a transductive
grammar system. Manaster Ramer contrasts PEG-sryle grzunmars with tradi-
tional generative grammars. In a generative grammar a string is either well-
formed or not, and if not then it has, strictly speaking, no stnrctural analysis. A
transductive grammar, on the other hand, analyzes any input whatsoever, thus
making no initial distinction between well-formed and ill-formed input. Some
such distinction may still be made as a part of the structural analysis, but it is not
the case that the way you determine if a string is well-formed is to check
whether it has an analysis (as you do in a generative. grammar). Instead you
check what kind of analysis it has.

The PLNLP system was built empirically, driven by the demands of textual data
as they presented themselves, but always with the hope that the text corpora
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would suggest a theoretical model, and that the system itself could serve as data
for a,fnore explanatory theory of ranguage. This, in fact, has always seemed to
be the great promise that computational linguistics holds for linguistics proper.
The theory of Transductive Grammar is a large step toward the fulfillment of
that promise.

The next three chapters (chapters 3-5) describe the initial syntacric componenr,
consisting of three sub-sections: the English analysis grammar pEG, which tries
to produce a single reasonable parse for every input sentence (or sentence
fragment); the parse metric, which ranks them in .uu. PgG produces more than
one parse; and the parse fining procedures, which handle thoie cases where pEG
fails to produce any parse covering the whole input string. pEG is discussed in
chapter 3; the parse metric is explained in chapter 4, and parse fining in chapter
5. Chapter 4,by George Heidorn, gives the original (1982) published" starement
of the metric. Additional, unpublished work has been done to enhance it since
that time. chapter 5, originally pqblished in 19g3, lays out the purposes and
early strategies for parse fitting-a technique that guarantees robustness in a
computational grammar since it produces some reasonable parse for any input.
This robustness is a necessary characteristic of a transductive grammar.

Yael Ravin's chapter on "Grammar Errors and Style Weaknesses in a Text-
critiquing sysrem" (chapter 6) straddles the boundary between theory and ap-
plication. From the theoretical point of view, - "rro.-d.recting 

.upubility i, u
salient characteristic of a transductive grammar. Both generative and trans-
ductive approaches agree that a grammar should be able to identify ill-formed
input. But the transductive insight is that this judgment need not resulr in parse
failure, and, in fact, does not even have to be made by the same parsing rules
that describe constituent structure. Chapter 6 details those filtering aspects of
the PLNLP system that make grammaricality judgments. But from the
application point of view, the main thrust of Ravin's chapter is to explain how
those judgments are used in a text-critiquing sysrem, to offer suggeitions and
corrections to users in a word-processing environment.

Chapters 7-10 present examples of applications that make use of the initial
syntactic sketch. The flagship application is the text critiquing sysrem intro-
duced in chapter 6, first known as "Epistle" (until l9g4) und th.n called
"Critique." Critique is described by Stephen Richardson and Lisa Braden-
Harder in chapter 7. The initial analysis component of this system has also been
used as a front end for machine translation systems from English to several
diverse languages. The most developed of such systems is the English-Japanese
SHALT, built at IBM-Japan's Tokyo Research Laboratory under the direciion of
Taijiro Tsutsumi, who describes that work in chaptei g. SHALT is used
regularly within IBM-Japan, at this time, to translate English computer manuals
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into Japanese. From a very different environment, Diana Santos and her group
developed the PORTUGA system, entirely written in PLNLP, to handle English-
Portuguese translation. In the process, they suggested solutions to several
interesting MT problems. This work is detailed in chapter 9. Another use for
the syntactic sketch is described in chapter 10, by Judith Klavans, Manin
Chodorow and Nina wachholder. They used PEG to parse dictionary
definitions, then analyzed the syntactic and semantic impact of certain head
.nouns in the definitions, demonstrating how relationships and semantic networks
might be automatically inferred from the dictionary.

The next five chapters (chapters l1-15) center on the second analysis compo-
nent, reassignment, which was first proposed in 1986. The basic problem was
this: we had a syntactic grammar with a reasonable promise of true broad cov-
erage; where would thobroad-coverage semantics come from that was needed to
match the syntax?

The problem manifested itself urgently first as a need to correct those syntactic
attachments, such as prepositional phrase attachments, that cannot be success-
fully resolved without semantic information. The accepted way of providing
such information at the time was to hand-code it in somb knowledge represen-
tation, like scripts or frames or graphs, often using a specially-designed knowl-
edge representation language. But if hand-coding were necessary, then true
broad coverage would be very difficult to attain.

We discovered in 1986 that we could get a lot of the requisite information from a
good dictionary of English. By invoking PEG on dictionary definitions, we
couid produce pa$es from which, with some heuristic rules, semantic data could
be extracted and used to correct prepositional phrase attachments in a number of
interesting cases. From there came the realization that natural language itself is
a knowledge representation language. Every text that has been written is a

knowledge representation. Much of the information that we call semantic,
pragmatic, or common-sense does not have to be coded in stylized forms
(although it may be useful to do so in some cases); once we have a broad-
coverage syntax, we can access the knowledge in NL text and exploit it for the

Purpose of bootstrapping the system to higher levels of understanding.

Chapter 11, by Jean-Louis Binot and Karen Jensen, presents the early results of
the experimentation with prepositional phrases. Simonetta Montemagni and
Lucy Vanderwende, in Chapter 12, explore how to extract semantic information
from dictionary definitions. There are two main parts to such definitions: the
genus (syntactically and semantically central) terin, and the differentiae
(everything else of interest). In contrast to most other work in the area, which
concentrates on genus terms, Montemagni and Vanderwende scrutinize the
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differentiae, using patterns found in the syntactic structural analyses to identify
important semantic relations. Chapter 13, by Vanderwende, extends the

prepositional phrase reattachment strategy to other problematic constructions,

such as the definition of relationships between nouns in a phrase like "vegetable

market." All text corpora are possible and promising sources of knowledge;

chapters 14 and l5 focus on natural language dictionaries, which are information
repositories with their own particular characteristics. In chapter 14, Ravin
applies disambiguation techniques to the definitions themselves. Montemagni
has wrinen an initial syntactic grammar for Italian and, in chapter 15, describes

how she uses it within the framework of the Esprit BRA Acquilex project,

tailoring the output from her general-purpose grammar to facilitate the parsing of
dictionary definitions, with the goal of extracting semantic information that will
then be fed into a formal knowledge base.

The logical form component (also called PEGASUS) is discussed in cha,pters

16-18. The basic pu{pose, structure"and results of PEGASUS are explained in
chapter 16. Chapter I7, by Jean-Pierre Chanod, Bettina Harriehausen, and

Montemagni, presents an example of computational comparativa linguistics:
post-processing techniques for deriving logical forms are applied to the syntactic

analyses of three languages-French, German, and Italian-and are shown to

produce, automatically, similar or identical semantic predicate-argument

structures. Chapter 18, by Ee Ah Choo et al., describes a machine translation

system, under construction at the Institute for Systems Science in Singapore, that

uses the argument-structure outputs from PEGASUS as intermediate structures

for English-to-Chinese machine translation. This system may be compared with
the MT systems presented in chapters 8 and 9, which use output from the initial
syntax only.

Sense disambiguation is a critical and difficult task for machine understanding.

This task is distributed to some extent throughout the analysis system, but comes

into high focus in the fourth component. Braden-Harder, making use of
techniques drawn from information retrieval, shows in chapter 19 that multiple

sources of information, including both explicit and implicit dictionary cues, can

be exploited to help the system determine relevant senses of words. In chapter

20, Tsutsumi demonstrates a case-based approach, using disambiguated example

sentences along with hierarchies of synonyms'and taxonyms.

The last two chapters move beyond semantics and into conceptual structure. As

Frederique Segond demonstrates in chapter 21, normalization involves taking

information (including as much word sense disambiguation as possible) from the

preceding components, and providing a foundation for the next stage of analysis,

discourse. By joining sentence structures, we arive at the paragraph, the next

grammatical unit beyond the sentence. In the final chapter, Wlodek Zadrozny
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and Karen Jensen examine the nature of this linguistic construct, demonstrating a

conespondence between paragraphs and certain types of logical models, and

suggesting how to formalize the notional definition of a paragraph as a "unit of
thought." The authors conclude that background knowledge, as exemplified in
online reference works, can be used automatically to build a discourse model.

We can summarize some of the major contributions of the PLNLP approach to

NaturalLanguageProcessingasfollows:..].:

(1) the Augmented Phrase Structure Grammar (APSG) formalism with binary
rules, which provides an efficient and comprehensive tool for NLP;

(2) practical experience leading to the theory of Transductive Grammar, which
presents a new formal perspective on the discipline of linguistics, and provides a

mathematical frartrework for NLP:

(3) the idea that natural ianguage is a knowledge representation language and

can be computationally (and efficiently) exploited as such. This idea manifested
itself first in the use of online dictionaries as a source of semantic information (a
rnajor theme in this book);

(4) an inte$ated and incremental system design, which moves smoothly from
syntzx through semantics into discourse.

ll
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Chapter | 6

PEGASUS: Deriving Argument Structures
after Syntax

Karen Jensen

This chapter is excerpted from Segond and Jensen 1992.

n

Abstract

PEGASUS is the third component in the pLNLp analysis sysrem, follow-
ing syntax and reassignment. Its purpose is to produie a slmantic repre-
sentation, or logical form, for each input sentence or sentence fragmlnt.
To do this it computes: (a) the strucrure of iuguments and adjunits for
each clause; (b) NP (pronoun)-anaphora; and 1ci vp-anaphora (for elided
vPs). while doing this, PEGASUS musr maintain broad coverage (that
is, accept and analyze unrestricted input text). More commonly itr wrn
systems, the computation of such meaning structures is considered im-
possible unless a particular domain is speiified. This chapter explains
these steps and then compares the pLNLp approach with other current
approache s to defining predicate -argument structure s.
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l6.l Introduction
PEGASUS, the third component in the PLNLP analysis system after syntax and
reassignment, provides a definitive move from syntax to semantics, where
"semantics" is understood to involve, minimally, the definition of case frames or
thematic roles (i.e., predicate-argument relations). The most obvious display of
this is in its input and output representations. Input is shown as a parse tree;
output, as a labeled, directed graph. (The underlying information is in the form
of attribute-value record structures throughout.) A tree is primarily a syntactic
representation, where linear ordering and categorial dominance are significant.
A'graph is a semantic representation; linear ordering is no longer relJvant be-
cause whatever information it provided has been assigned to arc labels or fea-
tures in the graph. This output can also be called a logical form.

In order to derive the logical form, PEGASUS must correctly make many chal-
lenging argument assignments, such as long-distance dependencies (e.g., as-
signing the right object for "ate'.'in "what did Mary say that John ate?"); func-
tional control (e.g., assigning the proper subjecrs and objects to infinitives); the
active/passive relationship (making sure that active and passive variants have the
same underlying arguments); and so forth. The program must also identify
meaningful relationships between head words of phrases and their modifiers or
adjuncts. In addition, NP-anaphora (including pronoun and definite noun phrase
referents) and VP-anaphora (assigning the correct arguments and adjuncts within
elided VPs) must be completed; and the entire input string must be properly
quantified. Cunently PEGASUS does not handle definite NP reference or
quantification, but does handle the other phenomena mentioned here.

15.2 Arguments and adjuncts

consider the sentence, "After dinner, Mary gave a cake to John." Figure I
shows the syntactic (tree) representation for that sentence after it has been
processed by the first two analysis components, and figure 2 shows the semantic
graph produced by PEGASUS for rhe same sentence.

A graph is produced by displaying only those attributes and values that are de-
fined to be semantic. However, the underlying record structure contains all at-
tributes resulting from the parse. In this fashion, all levels and types of infor-
mation, from morphological to syntactic to semantic and beyond, are constantly
available. This principle of accountability holds throughout the PLNLP sysrem.
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PEGASUS: Deriving Argument Structures after Syntax 205

DECL1 | ----PP1 | -------PREP1-----"After"
| -------N0UN1*---- "di nner"
| -------puNC1-----", "

- - --NPl--------N0UN2*-- -- "Mary"
_ _ - -VERB1*-----,,gav€,,
----NP2 I -------DETPI------ADJ 1*----"a"

| - - -----tlOUN3*-- - -"cake"
- - - -PPZ | ------- pnEPz- ---- "to"

| -.:----ttouN4* ---- " J ohn "
----PUNCz------". "

Figure 1. Syntactic parse tree

Figure 2. Semantic graph for the sentence in figure I

In an NLP system that uses attribute-value pairs, argument structures can be

produced (a) by defining, for each node, attribute names that correspond to the

desired argument or adjunct types, and (b) by assigning values to those attrib-
utes. It is customary to think of argument names like AGENT, PATIENT, etc.

However, although these labels arc tantalizingly semantic in nature, there is as

yet no uniformly acceptable way of relating syntactic structure to them.

Therefore we avoid such labels, at least for the time being. We adopt, instead,

the notion of "deep" cases or functional roles:

DSUB: deep subject
DIND: deep indirect object
DOBJ: deep object
DNOM: deep predicate nominative
DCMP: deep object complement

All deep argument attributes are added to the analysis record structure by

PEGASUS. For very simple clauses, deep arguments correspond exactly to the

surface syntactic arguments. For example, in "John ate the cake," the NP "John"
fills the roles of both surface and deep subject; "the cake" fills the roles of both

surface and deep object. In such simple cases, the deep argument attributes
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could as well. have been assigned by the syntax rules; they are assigned by
PEGASUS just to simplify the overall sysrem architecture.

Each major class node is examined, and, if it contains more than just one single
(head) word, each associated word is evaluated for possible assignment to some
deep-structure attribute. In addition to the deep case labels, the following non-
syntactic, non-argument auributes define the fully elaborated structure:

PRED: predicate (basic term) label
PTCL: particle in two-part verbs
OPS: operator, iike demonstratiyes and quantifiers

-NADJ: adjective modifying a noun
PADJ: predicate adjective
PROP: otherwise unspecified modifier that is a clause
MODS: otherwise unspecified modifier that is not a clause; also, members

of a coordinated stnrcture, whether clausal or not.

And in addition to these, attributes are defined to point to preposirional phrases
and subordinate clauses. The names of these attributes are actually the lemmas
of those prepositions and conjunctions that begin their phrases and clauses. In
this fashion, a step is taken toward a more semantic analysis of these constitu-
ents, without the necessity of going all the way to case labels like "locative" and
"durative."

The procedure starts by renaming the surface arguments in all cases, as de-
scribed previously. Then it calls a set of sub-procedures, each one of which is
designed to solve a particular piece of the argument puzzle. Here is an outline of
the flow of control taken for the specification of arguments and adjuncts:

1. Assign arguments and modifiers to all VP nodes:

a. Assign arguments, in this order:

l) Unbounded dependencies, e.g., in "What did Mary say that John
ate?" the DOBJ of "ate" is "What." 

\

2) Functional control, e.g., in "John wanted to eat the cake," the DSUB
of "eat" is "John."

3) Passives, e.9., in "The cake was eaten by John," the DSUB is "John"
and the DOBJ is "the cake."

4) Indirect object paraphrases, e.g., the structure for "Mary gave a

surprise to John" must be identical to the structure for "Mary gave
John a surprise."
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PEGASUS: Deriving Argument Strucrures after Synrax 207

5) Indirect object special cases, e.g., in "I told the story," the syntactic
object "the story" is the DOBJ; but in "I told the woman," the
syntactic object "the woman" is the DIND.

6) Extraposition, e.g., "John ate the cake" is the clausal DSUB of the
sentence "It appears that John ate the cake."

b. Assign modifiers (all adjuncts): prepositional, adjective, and adverb
phrases; adverbial noun phrases; subordinate clauses; infinitives;
comment clauses; panicipial modifiers; sentential relative clauses; etc.

2. Assign modifiers (and arguments, when possible) to all NP nodes.

3. Assign modifiers to all AJP (adjective phrase) nodes.

4. Assign modifiers to all AVP (adverb phrase) nodes.

5. For fitted parses (chapter 5), assign the pieces as modifiers of the entire
analysis.

6. Clean up the anribute-value structure by deleting some unwanted features.
For example, the verb "give" can be either transitive or ditransitive, and
therefore brings both features with it from the dictionary into the parse. If
the given sentence turns out to be a simple transitive (e.g., "They gave

$10";, leave the transitive feature but erase the ditransitive feature, which is
no longer true at the clause level.

The focus of linguistic interest here is on the assignment of arguments to VP
nodes. Ordering of the sub-procedures is important. Long-distance dependen-
cies must be resolved before functional control is assigned, and both of these

maneuvers must be performed before passives are handled. The ordering pre-
sented here was experimentally determined by parsing sentences that contain
more than one of the phenomena noted. Figure 3 shows the graph for a sentence
that combines passivization with a long-distance dgpendency: "Who did John
say was kissed by Mary?"

Figure 3. Graph for the.sehtence, "'Who did John say was kissed by Mary?"

Subcategorization features on verbs are used more strictly here than they are

used in the first component, the broad-coverage syntactic sketch. Also, although
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selectional features were not found to be .useful in constructing the syntactic
sketch, they are both useful and necessiry for defining deep arguments in
PEGASUS. With unbounded dependencies, it is important to distinguish the
probable subcategorization types of verbs in the sentence, and also some selec-
tional ("semantic") features on nouns, since the argument structure will vary
depending on the interplay between these two pieces of informatiqn. Consider
the difference between arguments of the two verbs "kiss" and "write." "Kiss" is

usually a simple transitive verb, not ditransitive; but "write" is very often a

ditransitive. These facts affect the default interpretation of their surface syn-
tactic objects:

Who did John kiss? "Who" is DOBJ of the verb "kiss."
Who did John write? "Who" is DIND of the verb "write."

"'\ilho" carries an animate (selectional) feature. If we change "who" to "what"
(non-animate), however, the same ditransitive verb no longer has a deep indirect
object:

What did John write? "'What" is DOBJ of the verb "write."

The sub-procedure for functional control handles not only infinitive clauses, but
also participial clauses, both present and past. These constructions often require
argument assignment over long intenrening snetches of text. In the sentence

"Mary, just as you predicted, arrived excitedly waving her hands," "Mary" is

DSUB of the present participle "excitedly waving her hands." In the sentence

"Bolstered by an outpouring of public confidence, John accepted the post,"
"John" is DOBJ of the past participle "Bolstered by an outpouring..."

Ali of the other sub-procedures for argument assignment are linguistically in-
teresting to various degrees, but none of them is quite so complex as the proce-
dures for unbounded dependency and functional connol.

| 5.3 Anaphora \

The resolution of M-anaphora is done by assigning a REFerent anribute, which
has as its value a pointer to the NP that is being referred to, as shown in figure 4.

Curtently only pronouns are handled; definite NPs can be added.
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Figure 4. Graph (including pronoun reference) for the sentence, "John liked
the cake when he ate it."

The resolution of VP-anaphora is defined by filiing in the missing arguments

and adjuncts for elided VPs. The sentence "John ate the cake and Peter did too,"
for example, shows ellipsis in the second conjunct. The program must infer the

missing information, and display it in the graph, as in figure 5:

rt
'p

is

'p

tt

Figure 5. Graph (including reference for VP ellipsis) for the sentence, "John
ate the cake and Peter did too."

16.3.1 NP (pronoun)-anaphora

The assignment of referents to pronouns proceeds in two steps. First, relative
pronouns within relative clauses are assigned a REF attribute that points to the

head noun governing.the clause. The simplest subcase of this assignment is
displayed in figure 6:

t-

:h
Il.

Figure 6. Graph showing REFerent for the relative pronoun "who" in the

phrase "the man who carne to dinner."

A slightly more complicated functional assignment is involved when right-
shifted relatives are encountered. In the sentence, "The man came who wu yout

friend," the REFerent of "who" is the subject of the main. clause, "man." In the

sentence "Which friend did you bnng who likes chocolate?" the REFerent of
"who" is the fronted object of the main clause, "which friend."
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Second, after handling relative pronouns, all other pronouns are considered,

within sentence boundaries. The following constraints are enforced:

1. Agreement: the NP r,nust agree with the pronoun in number, person, and

gender.

2. Non-clausemates: the NP cannot be an argument within the same clause as

the pronoun, or else the pronoun must be reflexive'

3. Reflexive (the inverse of non-clausemates): a reflexive pronoun can}ave as

its referent only an NF that is an argument within'the same clause' (But this
- will have to be modified; see Znbi-Hertz 1989.)

4. Command: basically, the pronoun cannot command the NP or else the NP

must come before the pronoun in the input string'

These constraints are applied to a pronoun-NP pair within the sentence. If all of

the conditions succeea, ine list attribute REF is created on the pronoun record,

pointing to the NP. Then all.other eligible NPs in the sentence are tested, and

ih. on., that pass the constraints are added as members of the REF list'

The appearance of a noun as a rnember of a pronoun's REF list means only that

this noun is a possible referent for the pronoun, within sentence boundaries' The

notion of posiible referent is important for two reasons. First, at this point the

system has access only to the information carried within the analysis record; and

this information is mostly of a limited syntactic nature. However, it is well

known that referents cannot be assigned properly, in all situations, on the basis

of syntactic information alone (Hobbs lg77). In case more NPs than one should

p.r, th. syntactic constraints, a choice will have to be made later in the

processing, on the basis of background knowledge or broader contextual infor-

mation. The REF list carries the candidates forward for future consideration'

Given only the sentence "The cake was a surprise; John liked it," it is not pos-

sible to know whether "it" refers to the cake orto the surprise.

Second, every sentential assignment of reference can always be modified by ex-

ffasentential context. In the single sentence"'John talked while he ate," the only

referent for..he" is "John." But in the sentence pair "John was not hungry, so

Peter started eating by himself. John talked while he ate," the most likely

referent for "he" ir- "P.t.r." This potential for modification includes even the

assignment of referents to reflexives (Zribi-Hettz 1989)'

| 5.3.2 VP-anaPhora

The elaboration of VP-anaphora is done after pronoun referents are assigned'

First the program identifies the nodes where VP elision has occurred' Then it
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constructs a list of propositions within the sentence, and passes these two

guments-node list and proposition list-to a sub-procedure.

The eligible nodes include, for example:

coordinate and subordinate clauses with VP-anaphora, e.9.,
John ate some cake and Peter did too. (...so didPeter)
John ate his cake, although Peter didn't.

"do so" anaphora, e.g., "lf asked to do so, they will comply."
','

S-pronominalization with "it" or "so," e.g.,
They want him, but John doesn't know ir.
Because no one told them so. thev had to discover the fact.

4. bare infinitivals, e.g., "Those who can afford to,live in large houses."

Gapping, which involves the total absence of any verbal element, is not yet

handled: "fohn ate a cookie and Peter, some cake.

For each eligible node, each eligible proposition is considered, and subjected to

several consfraints. These constraints bear some interesting resemblances to the

constraints enforced for pronoun anaphora. By exercising them, the program

identifies the most likely antecedent to fill the empty VP node. It then fills that

node by cycling through the semantic structure of the antecedent. For each of
the antecedent's semantic attributes ("semantic attributes" are those listed in

Section 16.2 above), if no conesponding attribute exists in the empty node, the

attribute of the antecedent is copied into the empty node. Consider the sentence

"If asked to do so, they will comply." First PEGASUS supplies the missing

deep subject for "asked," and then determines that "do so" involves an anaphoric

reference to the main predicate, "They will comply." The resulting filled

structure is shown as a graph in figure 7. From this graph paraphrases can be

generated, such as "They will comply, if someone ('xx') asks them to comply'"

Figure 7. Graph for the sentence, "If asked to do so, they will comply."
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16.4 Comparison with other approaches

16.4,1 Empty categories and functional uncertainty

Of particular interest here is the fact that argument stnrctures for English are
being defined after the syntactic parse is complete. PEGASUS operates on the
output of the analysis gramma.r, by using a post-syntactic, procedural processor,
to fill in all missing arguments and to produce the completed predicate-argument
picture. In computational systems motivated by current linguistic theories,
however, argument structures are computed during the operation of the initial
analysis grammar.

The problem of filling predicate-argument structures-and, in particular, of
correctly assigning long-distance dependencies as in "Who did Mary think that
Peter said that John kissed?"-is well known in the literature of linguistics and
computational linguistics. Two chief methods have been described for aq,
complishing this:

o the "empty category" (EC) approach;
o the "functional uncertainty" 1FU) approach.

The EC approach is advocated, for instance, by linguists of the Government and
Binding (GB) and Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG) schools (Sells
1985). This approach uses parse structures that contain empty slots in the places
where the dislocated long-distance constituents might be, if the sentence were in
its most neutral form. For example, the sentence "Alice, Peter said that John
kissed" is supposed to have an empty category, ot trace, right after the velb
"kissed," because that is where the noun phrase "Alice" would go if the sentence
were in its default, or neutral, declarative form. Computational grammars that
are built along these lines actually specify empty slots in their parse trees (see

chapter 3, section 3;3.2).

The FU approach is advocated by Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG). This
approach bases its solution not on empty slots in a parse tree, but rather on the
incremental evaluation of the characteristics of all the verbs ("characteristics"
chiefly refers to the required number and kind of arguments that a verb must
have), from left to right in a sentence, in order to find out where the displaced
constituent best fits. A new notational device has been added to the LFG for-
malism, for the pu{pose of computing the properly filled argument structures
(Kaplan utd Zaenen 1987). Computational grammars that are built along these
lines use this device, in their gmmmiu rules, to specify where the missing ar-
gument should be assigned.
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The present method differs from both of these approaches. It differs from the
EC approach in that:

l. It does not use empty categories or traces of any kind.

2. It does not rely so heavily on the constituent, or tree, structure, but uses both
constituent and functional information, along with any other kind of
information available from the dictionary and the syntactic parse (e.9.,

morphology, selectional and subcategorization features, etc.).

It differs from the FU approach in that:

1. It does not use any special notational devices other than those already
provided by the programming language used.

2. It does not rely so bompletely on characteristics of verbs in the sentence
(functional information), but uses both constituent and functional informa-
tion, along with all other available information.

It differs from both of the above approaches in that it performs the argument-

fitling after the syntactic parse has been completed. It uses a post-processor; and

not the initial syntactic grarnmar itself, to manipulate the full range of attribute-
value information, in order to derive the most reasonable argument structure.

16.4.2 Why use a post-processor?

At this stage of the development of NLP, there seems to be no disagreement that

a convenient place to do anaphora resolution is in a post-syntactic processor.

After all, a possible NP or VP antecedent might be found in any part of the

sentence; so it makes sense to assemble all parts, and their likely relationships,
before starting the search. But there is definitely no agreement on the idea that

deep arguments should be assigned post-syntactically. In fact, the optimal
strategy for building an argument structure might conceivably vary from lan-
guage to language. For English, there are some advantages to the post-process-

ing approach.

Using a bottom-up parser, as in the PLNLP system (and many other computa-
tional analysis systems), work mai have to be re-done in the syntax anyway, if
the argument structures were assigned during that initial syntactic parse.

Sentences with topicalization illustrate this fact. Consider "This husband, Peter

said that the preacher gave Mary." "Maryn'may be construed as the deep object

of "give" in all partial parses, right up until the final moment when the topical-
ized NP, "this husband," is added; then "Mary" would have to be changed to

DIND, and the DOBJ attribute of "give" would have to be set to point to "this
husband." Another type of complication may occur in sentences like:
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Who did John kiss who loves him?
Who did John write who loves him?

Suppose that we parse these sentences into two main parts: a matrix clause
("Who did John kiss/write") and a relative (.,who loves him"). ...Who,,may 

be
assigned as DOBJ of "kiss" and DIND of "write" (as discussed in section 16.2).
Then, to what would the relative clause be linked? Would we search for some
deep argument (DOBJ or DIND or something else) in the matrix? Or would we
link the relative clause to the fronted "Who" and then re-assign this modified Np
to be DOBJ of "kiss" and DIND of "write"? Either solution would require extra
effort. -It may be easier to postpone building the semantic structure until after the
syntactic pieces have been assembled

For some languages, €.g., Italian (see chapter 15), many argument structures
cannot be assigned correctly until after background knowledge has been added
to the analysis. This should not be done during the initial J ntactic sketch; it
defeats the purpose of the sketch, and.damages the potential for broad coverage.
That being the case (for these languages), since some argument assignrnents will
have to be made after the syntax anyway, it makes rcnrc to group them all after
the syntax.

No single one of these complications, by itself, is decisive. But taken together,
these (and other similar) situations suggest rhe desirability tf assignin! a".p
functional roles in a post-syntactic component such as pEGASUS.

| 6.5 Conclusion

Within the framework of the PLNLP analysis system, PEGASUS is significant
because it makes the definitive transition from syntax to semantics, where
"semantics" is understood to involve, minimally, the definition of case frames or
thematic roles (i.e., predicate-argumenr relations). within the general
framework of NLP, PEGASUS is interesting because it suggests a way of com-
puting argument structures, in a post-syntactic processing stage, that is different
from methods being used in other cunenr analyiis rytt.rn-r.
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Chapter 2 |

Normalization of Semantic Graphs

Fr6d6rique Segond

Abstract 
"

At the level of semantic relations, we are interested in finding the
semantic links hidden in the syntax of a sentence. This involves, among
other things, normalizing semantic stnrcnrres across a wide range of
paraphrases. The goal is achieved by taking the output of the preceding
analysis components and modifying it with a "concept grzlmmar," written
in PLNLP. The rules of this grrrmmar are similar in form to the rules of
preceding components; but they operate on different aspects of the com-
mon information structure, analyzing the relations between nodes in the
sentence graph, and normalizing semantic structures and lexical relation-
ships in a variety of syntactic domains, without losing access to the sur-
face syntactic differences. This chapter shows how, starting from the
argument structure output from PEGASUS, the concept $ammar Pro-
duces semantic graphs that preserve the broad-coverage, broad-domain
characteristics of the entire system. 

\

This chapter is excerpted from Segond,and Jensen 1992.
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2l.l lntroduction
Semantic relations may be represented by a graph. The nodes of the graph con-

tain words; but, since these are linked with dictionary definitions, synonyms, and

other related words, it is possible to say that these nodes represent concepts.l It
is the job of the concept grammar to construct a well-motivated network in

which semantic relations are properly drawn among concept nodes. This

grammar consists of PLNLP procedures that perform certain operations on a

graph under certain conditions. The arcs of the graph are labeled with relation

names, which are derived in a principled fashion from the combined syntax and

semantics of the input text.2

In order to do this job, one of the important problems that has to be.addressed is

the problem of showing equivalences between paraphrases. This problem is first

approached by PEGASUS (chapter 16), where, for example, both active and

passive forms of a clause are provided with the same argument strucrure. The

work is continued by the concept grammar, and expanded to handle a much

wider set of paraphrase situationsl The basic intuition remains the same,

however: diffJrent sentences that have essentially the same truth-value will have

the same semanric graph. And the same principle of accountability applies here

as there: the system will always have access to the originat surface syntactic

variability, so that no nuances of meaning need ever be lost.

As an example, all of the following sentences have the same essential meaning,

and therefore should be associated with the sarpe semantic graph:

(1) (a) There is a blue block.
(b) The block is blue.
(c) The block is a blue block.
(d) The block is a blue one.

These are not classical syntactic variants, like active and passive; but they are

variants of the same semantic facts: a block exists, and it is blue.

The sentences are analyzed by the syntax (PEG) and by PEGASUS. @ecause

our descriptive sentences are purposely kept very simple, we do not need to use

the reassignment and the sense disambiguation components.) The result is a

graph for iach sentence, corresponding to the basic arguments and adjuncts of

that sentence. The concept grammar examines each sentence graph, checking
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lsee Sowa 1984 for an introduction to conceptual graph structures.
2 There are some interesting parallels that can be made between the principles

that guide the construction of these graphs, and the principles stated in
Jackendoff 1983, for defining major phrasal constituents (S, NP, VP, etc.) as

concept nodes that belong to major "ontological" categories.
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Normalization of Semantic Graphs

for certain configurations that signal the presence of common underlying con-
ceptual cat?ories. Here is where the remaining variations will be normalized.

The operation of the concept $ammar can be compared to the operation of a

syntactic grammar: syntax takes words and phrases, and links them, via com-
mon morpho-syntactic relationships, into a structural whole; the concept

grammar takes arguments and adjuncts, and links them, via common semantic

relationships, into a conceptual whole. Syntax works with syntactic category

labels; the concept grammar works with semantic arc labels.

21 .2 Normalizing the "block" sentences

Consider the four sentences given in (1). The argument and adjunct structures
(sentential graphs) provided by PEGASUS for these sentences, and shown in
figure 1., use just four semantic arc labels (see chapter 16):3

275

DSUB: deep subjeci
PADJ: predicate adjective

NADJ: adjective modifying a noun

DNOM: deep predicate nominative

"The block is blue" (1b)

"The block is a blue block" (lc) "The block is a blue one" (ld)

Figure 1. Sentential graphs for the sentences in (l)

These four sentential graphs are quite different; but, since the sentences have the

same meaning, there should be just one conceptual graph for all of them:

3Although only the lemmas are displayed in the graph nodes, the underlying
record structure keeps access to all syntactic details, such as determiners, tense,

etc.

"There is a blue block" (1a)

"Tlie block is a blue one" (1d)
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Figure 2. Canonical semantic graph for the sentences in (l)

This is a case of paraphrase that requires normalization. In order to achieve it,
first we delete the node "be" in all graphs. The English copula "be" generally

carries very little semantic weight.

RULE 1: Delete the copula "be."

Second, if an adjective carries a lexical feature that marks it as a *'color" word,

then we change the arc label NADJ to the label COLOR. The effect is to change

the narne of the relation between the noun and the adjective.

RULE 2l Change NADJ from node with "color" word to COLOR.

to achieve the desired semantic graph for sentence (1a), we apply Rule 1 and

Rule 2, deleting the node "be" and changing the name of the relation between

the node "block" and the adjective "blue."

When the predicate is an adjective (PADJ), there is, in the argument stlucture,

no direct relation between the subject (DSUB) and the adjective (PADJ). Both

of them are attributes of the node "be." In this case, we create a new relation,
NADJ, between the subject and the adjective, and delete the relation PADJ. (We

will deal later with the difference between predicative (PADJ) and attributive
(NADJ) adjectives.)

RULE 3: Create NADJ arc between subject and predicate adjective.

Once this new arc is created, rules I and 2 will recognize that the adjective is a

"color" word, change the name of the relation NADJ to COLOR, and delete the

node r'be." These operations will turn the sentential graph for (1b) into the de-

sired semantic graph in figure 2.

When the predicate is a noun or a noun phrase (DNOM), as in slntences (1c) and

(1d), we have to ask if that predicate nominative is the same tern as the subject

(or is an equivalent empty anaphoric term, like "one"), or if it is different from
the subject, ffid not empty. In the first case we "unify" the subject and the

predicate NPs. All the nodes which point to the first are made to point to the

second, and vice versa. Once this is done, the problems of the color adjective

and of the empty copula are automatically handled by existing rules, and the

sentential graphs for (1c) and (1d) are fansformed into the canonical graph in
figure 2.

RULE 4: Unify subject and predicate under appropriate conditions.
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In the second case, when there is a DNOM that is different from the subject NP,

we create a new relation between the subject and the predicate. In the simplest

case, we give this relation the IS-A label (but see chapter 10, section 10.2, for

complications):

RULE 5: Create IS-A link under appropriate conditions.

Hence the sentence "The block is an object" has the following semantic graph:

Figure 3. Semantic graph for "The block is an object"

The reader should not conclude from the previous examples that dealing with

paraphrases requires a lot of ad hoc solutions. On the contrary, the rules (or

procedures) of the concept gfiunmar are general in nature. They identify and

represent typical semantic relations in a formal way. A syntactic grammar does

the same thing, but at a different level of structure. The concept grammar tries

to catch what might be called "the semantics of the syntax." These operations

are straighrforward, just as the operations that build constituent structure in a
syntactic gfirmmar are straightforward. But this simplicity should not obscure

the elegance of what is going on here. With minimal effort, using easily ac-

cessible p,use information, we are automating the creation of a conceptual

stnrcture. This conceptual structure will ultimately have a high degree of ab-

stractness and generality.

21,3 Locative prepositional phrases

Consider the following set of sentences (and cf. sentenc es 12-27 in the appen-

dix), which should all have the same semantic graph (figure 4):

(2) (a) There is a blue block on the red block.
(b) There is a red block under the blue block.
(c) The blue block is on the red block.
(d) The red block is under the blue block.

,

I
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_ Figure 4, Canonical semantic graph for the locative senrences in (2)

Note the graph node labeled "position." This word was never used in the para-
phrase sehtences, but the concept was implicit in all of them. (The link between
preposition names and the word/concept "position" can be validated in
dictionaries and thesauri.) One interesting and significant result of setting out to
normalize these paraphrases is the emergence of what might be called the es-
sential meaning of the expressions, namely, a statement of the relative position
of two objects. In this fashion, the writing of a concept grammar results natu-
rally, and pragmatically, in the emergence of terrns that we might want to con-
sider as "semantic primitives."

It should be emphasized, however, that we are not commined beforehand to any
basic conceptual or semantic primitives. In this example, the relations ONTOP
and UNDER appear in the canonical graph of the sentence, but this is just for
pulposes of the present exposition. What we are interested in is to establish an
appropriate link between the two blocks. Instead of ONTOP and TINDER we
could have ABOVE (or ON) and BELOW, etc.

It is not necessary to discuss the treatment of each of the paraphrases. The first
sentence in (2) will serve as an example. Figure 5 shows its sentential graph.

Figure 5. Sentential graph for "There is a blue block on the red block" (2a)

What we want to do is to link the deep subject ("blue block") with the object of
the preposition ("red block") by using the relation names ONTOP and UNDER,
which spring from the concept POSITION. We delete the copula "be," and
create the new node POSITION, motivated by dictionary definitions for locative
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prepositions. Then we add two attributes, UNDER and ONTOP, to this node

ipointing respectively to the subject and the noun phrase object of the preposi-

tLn), *d d.t.t. the anribute ON in the list of attributes of the subject' Notice

that if the SentenCe read "above" inStead Of "On," the Ueatment would be the

same.

Of course, this does not mean that looking at the syntactic relations between

words is enough; the semantics of the words themselves are also important' For

instance, the kind of relation involved between a subject NP and the NP object

sf a PP in the case of a locative prepositional phrase'(9.g., the cat is .m 
the

garden, the cat is under the table), is not the same as the one involved with the

Fp ,ntti.tt is a part of the sentence "The cat is rn love." But still, in all these

three sentences, what we are interested in is building the relation between "the

cat,' and the NP object of the PP (garden, table, love). Giving a n:lme to the

relation (and, for that purpose, knowing that love is a concept, garden is a place'

and table is an object) is the task of the sense disambiguation component

(chapter 19), which lonsults dictionary definitions to find the necessary semantic

information.

21.4 Relative clauses

One way of combining propositions (the block is blue, is on the table' etc') into

one sentence is to use a relative clause. We can say:

The block that is blue is on the table.

On the table is the block that is blue.

The block, which is on the table, is blue.

Figure 6 shows the sentential graph for (3a). The attribute PROP points to the

semantic structure of the relative clause "that is blue," and the attribute REF

identifies the referent of the relative pronoun "that":

(3) (a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 6. Sentential graph for "The block that is blue is on the table" (3a)

In the sentences of (3), we want to relate the deep subjects of the relative clauses

with their predicates. All we have to do, in this Case, is to unify the DSUB of-the

PROP with the REF of the DSUB of the PROP, deleting the REF attribute' The
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restllt is a record, pointed to by PROP, which has a DSUB identical to the DSUB
of lhe whole sentence, and therefore possesses both the attributes that it gains
froth the relative clause, and the attributes of the DSUB of the whole sentence.
Now the system is able to handle recursively all the other problems (copula,
predicate adjective, and spatial prepositional relationships), and we obtain the
same graph as is obtained for sentences such as "The blue block is on the table"
or "There is a blue block on the table":

Figure 7. Canonical semantic graph for the sentences in (3)

21.5 Toward the discourse model

Our work also involves normalizing across sentence boundaries. For instance,
from (4a-b):

(4) (a) The blue block is on the red block.
(b) The red block is on the black block.

we want to be able to infer (4c-d):

(4) (c) The blue block is above the black block.
(d) The black block is below the blue block.

Inference across sentence boundaries does not differ, in essence, from inference
within a single sentence; after all, two sentences may become one sentence, un-
der coordination:

(4) (a AND b) The blue block is on the red block AND the red block is on
the black block.

From an implementation point of view, the strategy is the same. We consider all
nodes called "position." There is one such node in the graph for (4a), and
another in the graph for (4b). We look at the records for both "position" nodes
and obtain two lists: one, a list of all ONIOP anributes; and the other, a list of
all UNDER attributes. We look at the intersection of those lists. If they have an
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element in common (for instance, in the previous example, "red block" will

appear in both of them), then we know that we can infer the graph in figure 8:

Figure 8. Inferential graph for (4c-d)

Figure 8 displays only the inferences in (4c-d), derived from (4a-b). But the

ryip* does not lose access to information about the existence and placement of

the red block mentioned in (4a-b).

All the examples given in this chapter involve sentences with the verb "be."

"Be'n and other state verbs comprise a complicated and interesting class. They

accept a lot of different constructions (adjectival predicates, nominal predicates,

prepositional phrase complements, etc.), and provide a convenient and convinc-

ingfield for preliminary investigations. At the same time, much of the work

done for state verbs (coordination, PP relationships, etc.) can be applied to other

verb classes.

21.6 Conclusion

Dealing with the above phenomena is not the same as dealing with the whole of

natural language. However, we have tried to avoid specific or ad hoc solutions'

The rules of the concept grammar are generic in Sature. They express semantic

facts about English (and, in some cases, about language in general), just as a

morpho-syntactic grammar expresses syntactic facts about English. Therefore

they are in no way restricted to a semantic subdomain.

We hope to have made one substantial contribution in this chapter: to show the

birth of a conceptual grammar, which receives Syntactic and semantic informa-

tion from earlier ttug.i of the system, and automatically provides a grammatical

foundation for the n."t ,tug., discourse. We have dealt with some linguistic

problems, including different kinds of paraphrases. We have also suggested

methods for handling logical properties of natural language, such as the spatial

properties of prepositions. (See Segond and Jensen 1991 for additional con-

structions handled by the concept grammar. The appendix to this chapter gives

28r
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example sentences of the sort that are normalized by the initial version of the

grammar.)

This structure of very general relations is one of the steps leading to an ideal

semantic representation of sentences. It provides a universal representation,

independent from the surface structure, but without losing the information con-

tained in the surface structure. (See Fagan 1990 for a discussion of related

ideas.)

Another contribution of this chapter is to illustrate some advantages of this ap-

proach to an articulated architecture for a natural language understanding sys-

tem. The architecture provides both modularity and integration of NLP tasks,

and allows for a smooth flow from syntax through semantics to discourse.

Starting with an initial syntactic sketch, we obtain a concePtual graph step by

step, without adding a lot of hand-coded semantic information in the lexicon.

The next step is to join the normalized sentence graphs that are the output of the

semantic normalization component; and build a formal model of those discourse

chunks which, in written text, are typically called paragraphs (chaptet 22).
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Appendix to Chapter 2l : Some sentences handled by the
concept grammar

l. There is a blue block.
2. T\e block is blue.
3. The block is a blue block.
4. The block is a blue one.
5. The block is an object.
6. The blue block is a nice block.
7. The blue block is a nice one.. , ,

8. The blue block is a nice object.
9. The black and blue block is small.
10. The big block is blue and the small block is red.
11. The big block and the small block are blue.
12. There is a blue block on the red block.
13. There is a red block under the blue block.
14. The blue block is on the red block.
15: The red block is under the blue block.
16. There is a blue block on the red one.
17. There is a red block under the blue one.
18. The blue block is on the red one.
19. The red block is under the blue one.
20. There is a blue block above the red block.
21. There is a red block below the blue block.
22.T\e blue block is above the red block.
Z3.T'ttered block is below the blue block.
24.T\erc is a blue block above the red one.
25. There is a red block below the blue one.
25. The blue block is above the red one.
27.The red block is below the blue one.
28. The big red and blue block is on the small green one.
29.T1te block that is blue is on the table. 

\

30. There is a block that is blue.
31. The helmet, which is a red piece, is round.
32. The block, which is on the table, is blue.
33. The round helmet is a red piece.
34. There is a round helmet which is a red piece.

35. The blocks are blue and red.

36. There are blue and red blocks.
37. There are eight blue blocks.
38. There are two red blocks.
39. The two red blocks are the mufflers.
40. One of the eight blue blocks is the steering wheel.
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41. There are four wheels.
42.There are two pairs of wheels.
43. There are blue blocks.
44. There are red blocks.
45. There is a black steering wheel.
46. The steering wheel is black.
47. There are two identical blue blocks.
48. The biggest block is blue.
49. The red blocks are on a blue one.
50. The steering wheel is above a pair of wheels.
51. The mufflers are on a pair of wheels.
52. The number that is on one blue block is 3.
53. The car is red and blue.
54. There are three pieces for'the driver.
55. The red helmet is on the head of the driver.
56. The head and the body are on'the driver's legs.
57. The driver who has a yellow face is on the car.
58. A blue block connects two red blocks.
59. A blue black connects eight red blocks.
60. A blue block connects ten blocks.
61. A blue block connects eight blue blocks and two red blocks.
62. The number that is on the blue block is white.
63. The driver is on the car.
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Garside, Roger et al., The Computational Analysis of English: A Corpus-Based

Approach, Longman, pp. 97-109, 1987 .
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If the canonical form in the entry retrieved matches the actual form of the
input word, the entry is handed over to the calling function with the indication that
there was an exact match; this will be the case in the first instance, where the
input form is McDonald andthe canonical form in the entry is also McDonald.
In the second case, where the input form is MCDONALD, the entry is also
returned to the calling function, but with an indication that there was a mismatch
on the level of the canonical form. The calling function can then determine how
entries marked as mismatches are to be handled: that is, whether or not they are to
be rejected

A more interesting example is the treatment of the word Polisft. Lookup
will succes$fully retrieve the entry stored under the normalizedkey polish. In
accordancerto the scheme laid out in (1) above, that entry will contain data for
polish and Polish. Because only the records for the latter will produce an ex'act

match between the input form Polish and the stored canonical form Polish, only
those records will be marked as having matched exactly. The records for the'lowercase 

formpolish will be marked as not having matched exactly. The calling
application can then determine whether to treat the two equally. For example, if
the word occurs sentence-initially, the calling application may reasonably decide
to give both words equal standing; if the word occurs in any other position in the
sentence, the records for the lowercase form may be penalized or rejected
altogether, or they may be given equal standing if the sentence is in title case.

Related Writinss

Descriptions of the treatment of capitalization are not easy to find in the literature.
However, a detailed description of the related algorithm and dictionary representation in
the CLAWS automatic tagging system, developed at the University of Lancaster and the
University of Leeds, can be found inThe Computational Analysis of English: A Corpus-
Based Approach, edited by Roger Garside, Geoffrey Leech and Geoffrey Sampson, and
published by Longman in 1987. See pp. 106-1Oqr"Chapter 8 in that work contains an --)
excellent overview of the problems introduced by capitalization..

The invention does have some points in common with the approach described in
that work. Specifically, our key normalization scheme is very close to the one
implemented in the CLAWS system. It remains to be determiired, I suppose, whether the
ways in which the ihvention differs would be obvious to someone skilled in the art!

Microsaft Products

The text critiquing application currently under development, code-named Noah,
includes an implementation of this invention.
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The vork descriSed here oulllnes the
appllcatlon of a connectlonisE approach !o

--parslng and the seroafitld lnterpretatiori phase
required by most, nattrral.tranguage systeos. Ttrls
'rork vss attenpted on ttl! basls of succenses
achieved in using cdrnectionlst learning
procedures to le.arn internal reprisentatlons
[4r5]. The ma3'or phases to be discussed are the
lericon organLzation and search nechanisos, the
syntactlc porser bnd the seEaotic inrerpreter all
lnplenenced using a connectlonlst approach
rherE the appllcation of a large number of siople
processors to tackle the processing and thqposslblllty of the systen learning the
regularlties. ln the syntactlc structure and the
feal,ure clusterlng of concepts for seoantlc
lnterpretation. Thls systen cotrbines both the
advantages of having lndependent ststens to
tackle syntactlc analysls and seoantlc
lnterpletatlon rhl1e a11or{ing the connectlonlst
approach to yank out the regularl.ty present ln
language. Ttre basic systetn block diagram ts ehorn
tn Ftg.1.

Connectionist Ap.proach 3 !g fntroductlon

. . Connectl.onist systeus tray be descrlbed ad
nasslvely paralIe]. architectures designed to
tackle artlficlal intelligence probleurs. A
gonnectlonlst systen uses a large nurnber of,
stnple processing units. The unlts have linited
'storage capab{lity. The long-teru storage of
kaorledge 1s Ln the pattern of lnterconlectlons
anong the units and in the strengths of the.connestl,ons 

betveen the processorsr. ff u the
connectioas or veights betveen the uolts are
alloned to leain, the netvork'can build'lts' ovh
lnternal representatioos by foruing au' lnterleaved pattern of connectlons betreen

, nu1tlpl.e unlts. fire network generally learns to
. use dlltrLbuced representatlon ln vhl.ch each
i input veclor 1s represented by actlvlEy ln ESny

dlfferent hldden unlts and eash hlddes unlt nay
contrLbute ln representlng nany different .lnput
vectors [6]. In this l{ork Ite oake use of a
regresentatlon created as a result of the

. tralning procedure to reprcsent the syntactlc End
'qenantlc knowledge extracted fton processlng the

text. In othdr wolds the processors oodlfy thelr
behavlor ln response to thelr envlrorulent that ls
shom a set of approprlate exinples (perhaps rlth
deslred outputs) they self-adJust to. produce
conslstent responlrelr. These tearnlng procedures
al1ov the s$tten to generallze (that 1e lgnore
eltght varlatlons)' and to abstract (that ls

. recognlae soEe lnput8 tt hsd never seen before).
l,le have eoployed an lncreaental learnlng
procedure where Ehe systeo tg fed flret vlth
rudlo€ntary pstterns and gradually the couplexl.ty
of the patCerls are lnireaaed as the traltrlng
phaee progress€sr As patterhs'are fed to the
systeE lt te able to ionstruct reletlonahlpa
bet$een the elenentary palterns and evolve a

-. coonon structure. Tbe Etfucture 18 reflned and
'nade nore aocurate as Eore senlenceg are provlded
to the systelo. '

. The Lexlcon Search Hodule

Tte lexlcon ts the core of alt natural
lauguage proceselng aysteo and Ls I 'Yaat
rtorehouse of ln6oruat1on. Trh€' lexlcal dcc811s
rrc stored o[e roo! vord Per each , virtual

processor. The baslc syntactic and semantic.
detallE are aBtached to each vord. Each vord of
lhe text ls also stored one per each virtual
processor. Ilere re assume thal Ehe words have
baen rnorphologJ.cally pre-processed and the lhe
root word and any Lnformation conveyed hy the
derlvatlve is extracted before the commencenent,
of. the lexlcon gearch procedure. The assigning of
lexlcal rords to all the rvords of the text has
been perforned using the scan and sort .procedure
based on assoclatlve or)!eaort-!6sed search [7].
In thls oethod all lhe words of both the lexicon
and the text are Eorted together. Slnce the
lexical itens are subscrlpted rrith a zero and the
text lteus vlth a onel the result of the sorting
operation 1s thst, a word appears fron the
lexLcon, followed by al1 its occurrences in the
text, followed by the. lexicographlcally next rord
and so erlr Then the lexlcon deflnitions.
assoclated nith the sord are spread to all the
rords fur the text.

The vtrtu'al processor representl'ng a noid oi
the text ca11ed Ehe vord node in turn consists of
four sub-nodes represerting the synlactlc'
se8anticr tenporal and coheslve aspects of the
word IFlg.'2]. Ttrls lndependent aoqociatlon allows
the extraction of'eny coEbinatlon of details of a
rord by adJusting, the connecllons betneen the
vord nice aiA its-sub-nodes. Durlng-:i;1t11s phase
veak connectlons (vilh reights greater than zeto
but less 'than a fulI:fledged connectlon) are
establlshed [8J. Tlrus 1n the absence of any other
processlng, the structural links called the
sentelce lilrks beLneen the word nodes trith
assoclaced I xical detalls are ava11able.

ng I n|' ffi rf rftoctnl'
flt{lrll
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The SvnEtctlc .P6rsg!

Ihe granosr of any natural language can be
expreesed uslng a fln{te set of prlnitlves yhlch
conbl,ne lnto paBterns. rhose forrnatlon ls
constrahed by a sec of syntax ruleg. Slnce the
nuuber of '' Syntactlc categorles and prlnltlve
stntactle jconstltuetrts are. 11olted, .durlng the
prepfocesslDg' susge a vlrtual processor is
sttachad tb esch such syntactlc category and
constl,tuFlt.' By- vlrtuail proc6ssror here.rre uean alogtgal uutt vl,th'capabi1ltles 'for patrern

.. latching and retrteval of the structure tirat 1t

Processpr Allocatlon Dur1n4 Tralnlng:

When an exanple rith the nev syntactlc phraseenters the .systeBr the Eyntactlc caE€gory
assoctated vlth each nord io' the phrase - lildentlfted. Ttre syntacrlc caregort.of the. flrst
vord 1s then broadcast to.eech procelrsor rhlch
atteopts to oatch tt vith. .che arsocLeted
structure. A succeseful oatch vould. . reeult . ln
that partj,cular.proceseor being narked. Stnilarly
the ayngactlc category. of the nexr. vord. li
transEltted' to . the processors and . the. patters
roatchlng proceas ts.repeated, and. the eyirtact!.c
cstegory processor Earked. ltrls procesb ls
conttnued unttl the lnput ghrase ls erhausted. rA.
fallure to flnd.B pattern.lndlcates thet th{t
pattern haE noe been prevlously .encountcred by
tbe dysteo and a nee psttern ls allocated to th1;. structure. . :

The' Parelris Procedurel

Af,ter the conpleclon of the lex{coa sesrch.
phase, physlcal connectlols ca11ed category linksexlst beteeen the vord nodes and the - syntactlc
category nodes. Durlng the processlng, after the
rords .have been attached wlth- the- lc*lcal
details, the vord nodes 1111'flre the 'partlculgr
syrtactl.c 'category node to vhlch it belongs, by
strengthentng the.correspondlng connectlon: It t;
gosslble that tyo categort nodes.are fircd' by the
saare word sfuice a pBrtlcular-forn of the.rord can
belong 'to aore thE! ooe syntletlc category. Oace
the syntactlc categort nodes.have besn f,lred '!he
correspondtng syntactic conetltuent node. Ttesysteo thus esses,tislly eaploye E botton:up _ .

parslng strategy .yhere the yord. nodes . areinltlally flred, then.the correspoad!.ag ryntactic ..

category. rodes ln conblnatlon flrc. the syntact{c
constltuent nodis unt1l eyentu8llt th'e.. sentesce
nodes are .ftred [F1g.5J..ttoruevcr la addltl'on
tg the presence of the syltactlc constituent
nodes flred ag e resuh of the actlvatton of the

" Dnrlrr
..'rtttlrr

' rr{ ro&rdtl urotrhi
lrxiorl li|ill

rro r rrmm rn or na niii mnr
'1

' a4''-'

nt I r|lr 0r lll[ ttlctsttc mrcilE

n3 t rrsllc ffinil tt x Eil'J
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syntscttc categoiy nodesr the relatlve order of
the conponents 1s also of slgnif,lcance.

llarker oroDaqatlon dnd the orderlng constralnt:

A aurker propigatlon and constraLnt declslon
technlque ls ueed to deEl vlth Dalnt8lnlng, the
relatl.ve otder aqong the consiituente. l'lhen . a
sentince 11nk exlsts froqr node A to node B a
narker.ls passed fron syotactS.c category node of
A to Bhe syntscllc category node of B. The
pregence of the rsrker enhances che connectlon
velght of correspondlng syntactlc l1nks. ALi,hough
the nelghtr of both the syntactlc ltnke are
enhanced it ls so deslgned that the Eyntactlc
llnk of A 1s enhanced less than the eyntactlc
l1nk of B. A syntactlc constltuent node ls f,ired
only lf 611 1i3 syntactic cstegory..nodes are
flred and. the declslon cohstraint ststlng that
the welghts l{I < I,l2 ( .... ( I{n is satlsfied
rhere lfl, 1,12, ...., I{n are nelghta of dodes l{1,
l{2r ....; l{n thm dlctatlng the order 1o vhlch
thc syntacttc category or the syntactlc
constltuent nodes should occur.

Svntactlc anbloultv:

Ttre tackllng of syntactlc aoblgulty has been
perforned by Ebnventlonal parsers in 6any
dlfferent uays, honever dost of the parslng
Eethods requlred a backlng 'nechanlsu and an
sddLtlonal a.aount of tX.ne for processing. In Ehe

Parser used ln this systen aoblguous siructures
are eonstructed ELroultaneously durtng the ftrst
course of parslng. Tr{o types of 'syntactlc
aoblgulEy are handled by the syntactlc parser,
one the loca1 rord stntactLc category aoblgulty
ehere a word. oay belong to Eore than one
syntactLe sstegory. In thls case nore than one
FyntactLc category node. nlll be ftred by a slngle
rord node bst the syntactlc constlluent foruratlon
constrdlirt, dictated by fhe grarmar rules allons
only one of the fixed category lodes to lnfluince
the flrl^ug of a syntactic constltucnt node;

The second type of anbtgulty ls nore g1oba1 ln
nature and arlses due to the : fact thst sooe
sentence ouy be asslgned nore than one syntactlc
structurer slnce the grEsosr rules do not epeclfy
an un{que structure for the partlcular s€ntence.
In thls systeu thls leade to Eore than the flrlng
of nore tban one sentence node that ls porE than
one structure ts assoclated vlth the gentenc;.
Fventually the constralnts lnnpeed by. thE
selDantic processlng can help to dlsaroblguate
syntactis aoblgulttes [91.

.sdecti.ve retrleval of gyntactl,c structules!

The aln of the syntactic analyzer phaee la.not
only to recognlze the syntactlc legallty of the
sentence but also to f,orn a detalled Eyntactic
l1st etructure representlng the parse lbree of the
sentenc€ [10]. Selectl.ve retrleval of the surface
parse tree of the sentence i.s uaed. by the ensulng
seBantlc processi.ng stsge where seEantlc
representqtXon ls syntactJ.eally controlled and
the repreEeltatlon Day ltself requLre seEantl.c
proJectlon of partlcular constltuents.
Dlstrlbutlve representatlons enables the 16rge
suober of prlnitLve elenents to selectJ.vely forn
consr,ltuent structures [I1]. In our slsteE the
vtrtual processors that are fired forn a cooplex

constltuent structure that rePrese[t all
syotactlc lnter-dependencles betueen the vords of
the sente[ce. Slnce the structure is f,oroed ln a
layered lashlon 1t 1s gosslble bo selecttvely.
retrl,eye 8ny portlon of Ehe Parse lreer-by
choostng the agproprlste psrent, node.

Semantlc. ReDresentsllon

Ttre next level of processing. constructs a
coagrehenslve. selantic reprene[ta!1on uslng
approprlate patterns fron the syntactlc struclure
cdnstsucted lo select the approprlate seEanclc
lnfomatton neceesary to conpletely rePresenc Ehe
neanLng' of the aentence by naking 'sult,able
connectlons. fn essencE lt applles' syntactie
!.nfornatlon to asslgn theoatlc roles to the
santencc, vhere the verb ls coilsidered es the
ceotral coaceptr , rIlh the other syntactlc
constltuentg acttng :o enh8nce the neanlng of the
verb conFept. Seoantle 'detalls of eords are
reprcreneed by senantic oarkers nhlch lndl,cate : 'the prirnltlve se8a$tlc concepts and the
categorlzed 'varlable uhl.ch are syntactlc place
nErkers [12]. Thege lndlcate where Ln the
gyntactl.c structure to look for con8tituent,s to
f111 the role and ls expressed'by spectfylng the '
Psth of the parse tree. Seoantlc detalls also
assoclatl.ve gelectlonal restrlctlons on the
rords. Ttese are restllctions whlch declde the
esErentlal 6e6antlc concepts that, have to be
possessed by the other words'ln order to sonblne
wtth the vord. By sultable narker proPagatlon
dlctated by the nature of the categorized
varlable (exaople [sent,nnprnp]) lt ls posslble
to extrsct the.senantlc deualls and check whether
the gelectlonal regtrictlons are satibfled. The
seaantic detalls of rhe role 1s then assoclated
rlth the seoantic deualls of the vord'by havlng a
setrsnllc l1nk connectLon beiween theo.

Approprlate proJectlon rules are applted
sioultaneously to all the rord hodes to flre the
approprlate parent node. ProJectlon rules can be
appl,led only {f the chtld nodes (or eub-
eonstlluerrts) already have sensnti€ detallg
aeeociated vlth theo that'is they are flred. Ttre
appllcatlon of approprlate 'proJectlon rules
contlnues up the tree t111 the senlence has been
fired end the sebantlc rePresentallo! has beea
obtalned f,or the conplete sentence.

tlere tbe syntactlc structure of the Eentetrcet
narker propagstton tn{llated by the proJectloit
.rulea and the selectlve reroval of Eyntactlc
conitttu'erits epec1f,1ed by categorlzed varlables
are used tb bulld the seoantlc structure'. Ihe
connectl,onlst approach only allone the
etoultaneous Lnltlatlon of proJectJ,on rules
vhenever thelr condltlon of. sppllcatlons are
satisfled to eneble the systeo to efflclently
bu11d lts seoantlc representation.

Conclualon

Ilte systeE usas thc ayntactlc loforsatlon to
gulde the cqnecructloo of,. the eelaatrtlc
representation and thus avolds tbe dlsadvaotage
of, relyug heavlly arr expectatlon raLsed by verbs
Ebout th,e reallzatlon of thelr. argutrents as la CD

[13] and is the preference seuantlcs systenE
[14]. Ilere the syntacttc structure forued ls used
to control ihF Eeoantlc represent'atXon phase
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;iff" "::il*" !IlJ:!!1"n "ur"" are assoclaced
connectl.onist ayntactlc constl.tuent. 

Ttrea"agauie"l; dlpt:::l allowe the detalls

-df ltnsg "ii."ilt :lio,:ff il".",J.T:i**:a*er llnguistlc consrr"tnt" iii" i!Ii, 
".rr"ft"a.
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:11! r,""crJ"- ifi"ff?fiJ ,ili"'ill""o pfr"lJ
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r naturBl .langu8ga unclBrgtandLng sf€t6n tE

dccb,r|'becl rhl'oh ortraats cont€xtual lhforn€tLon
f8odr Japalteee tertE. lt tnlegrratee ayntactlc,
Eanrntl.c and oont.rtucl proc6e6l.ng sErlelly. th€
Egnttotlo gngryr€r obtel.ns rgugh ayntactlC
gtruotursa fron the t6:at. Th€ a€narttlc cnalyt€r
trecte nodl,fylng rtlstlen€ lns{de noun phlasda
sd. crlc lelattons iEong vclba end iroun DhSes€6.
Thaa, thE contextual cnqlyz€r obtalna oontertual
lnlornatlon lroE thE B€nantlc stfucturB exiractEd
by tM NooantLc anelgE€f. our sysr€n undofttand5
th€ cont€:rt uglng grecoded contcrtuol knowiadge
on torror:len and pluga tha cvent lnfornetion ,ln
{n9ut eentena€e {ntg th6 cofrtextual itructu!6'

l: lntroductlon
DsBFl.tE the rdvan€od st8t€ o! Elmtactlc

enalyais rgsearch for nEtura! language proc€rstng
.Dd thc r.rrg u9ctul !.cu:.ta l't hac pfoduced,
thEfe tlEve bqen Cep studLsg lnvolvln€' sontextqei.
lnfornatlon. and uany pfoblcBg r€o|ljl unaolv€d.

fh6 natural lrnguage underetandXng ty*te$
CleecSlbod herq anploya a B!'nttctlo antlyz6r, e
$el|atrtlc englyr6l tr€atlnE nodlfytng rElatlona
luldc noua ghFttaa f,nC tlE rsl.rtl.onl rlrong ucrbe
arldl phrtaea, that la. eord-lovel so!|antlc8, rnd i
cont€xtual analyaet (Fi,E. 1). Th€s€ analyzere
og€ta+ac !n q se!1ally Intagrated faghion. Though
hunBna Eeeo tc urrdefgtend naturef lenguaga tertg
uBlng ths6a th:reg rg661ylsrtr Flrlult€naously, w6
.h8v. il{rda thclr ncthbdAl.€f .s$.ntlgttv dlff€rBnt
lror tbeir hurnan oounterg+rta tor roore e{flcLent
cornputlnE. Our ayetem utEt a contert-freE
Err*83 F|frAf neard SxtEnd€al.Llngol t€ E
Eyntaotl,o analyzQ! to enalyze tno \rapEnas6
tar|ttnoes rnd produca ,a€ting gra€s. lrogt an
rnrlgnlr of €h.s€, in tu$r. lt obte*ng WOrd-lsl'EL
tgr|gnt{c strircturag er(gratgcd tn frene-llxt
re9ao3€ntattrons. Flnallyr tt 6rf6aoi$ o6ntr,(tue!
tnfgtnatLon. uaLng ouf ro9let€ntat{on fron the
a6Et6ntLc ttglrotlJrgs. t{€ rq$aln f,aa frot oe:ta1n
tt thlt atago Hhethef th{6 igclsm repreeante the
b€at r6a1{ratlon of an Erwln€erl,ns-based netur8!
ltlguegf rrrdererandlng ay5t6d, Future piar:a
lnoJ.ud€ conblnlng th€s€ tltr0e procaeeee lnto on€
trocasa Ind brlnglnq the syBtEtn c:otef !o thE
hu,len Dgoc€aa.

8€cauae Ou? lygtan uaaa botton-ug Inglysls
flret ( lncludlng tyf.trct*o atralyal'E lndl.nord-l€val E€iaentlo AnslyEls), it can obtri.n not
qnly th€ outllne of the lnput E6ntances but slig
tJrelr detella. aE ne6$€Faly. fhl€ nathod tE the
beat onr ln .altuatLona flh.ro ths d€tail€d
intoraatlon of. terta aio qulte l.lEortant, tuch ss
ltechlne:,lranslotlon 4tEt€nr itnd plgcli€
guB8tton-tnaH€rlnE 8yEt6$rs. Of coura€, Ln thtg
way, re au€t bu1ld up 6 g1:anbr6 dlstlonary of
pr.circ soral d.f,!'rrlttOna,

In our ByBten, Predlct{ve-etyle psoceeElng tE
not us6d ln syntsctlc enalysLt rnd word-lcvel
ssrntl'c ln!l!'418. gut, in thg aofltar(tual
arulfElt part.. .Fredlctlona from tho trec
stfiroturs of the oont9rtuBl lnfcrinatlon srE uaed
fo" lnstsntirtlon of iba. €ontortusl Etnlctua€.

llg lrt nos develoglng I systBe lhtch oan
und€rstand nenapa$€r rf?lals€ through contertual
ct$e.trJse (r.. Ptq- 2s). Afteg BDDIylnc th€
groasdures outltn€d Ebovs, U1e ayetea obtalne

244

li6.l Syrtnr gor chcri of this trPor trd ltc sltl:oaiicns.

+: grlqhal loFut (l'torntng rftltlon o€' the
Asail, Ehtnbun--JulY 30, t953)'

TllB IOMB I(:LIJS FOUR ?ECptZ INCLUDING A Jt'cGs'
IRono 29th . cofi€spondant.nlrnnol- -in the nornlng a.f tho 29th, at, Parortho/

5!c1lv in ltalv,-a psrked oar exprodsd, !'thlch
il1ref 4 poopi6 tniiucing e Juoge eftlo. hgd
dtrteoted, en lnvastlgatlon lnto Mrf,le ctlnos'
and lnJuaed fbou! !O p€oplo sErlously or
al1ghtlg. Th18 ls the :curth Euttler qsse on

luoies it Patenro a^rrd LtB of t!€ larg'rt
lceie.---Judqo Roccg ahlnnlc{. 56' 1;tl€ o:'rsctol ot
the iElemo grallt8lnary oouri,- ..polloo
bodvcusrttl end othere uere nurdered. At thg
nooiit rhen the 5udg6 lstt liolre, - the uonD
einioaei-t'nfcn -hid uoen 3ot r-rr the car 'firiti oertcad neBr thsre. ?be oxploslon
lnvolvol tn€ r€alden!8, TgndouE ol iho
epartnent dnc &baut lO car€ n€ar thefe'

b: lhe tfan$lgtto$ o! thE €rat!91' rrtlol€ (E)
ffort Jcp€n€8c lnto BngLlBh.

ftg. ?. Art sxan9rc ot nowsPAP€r l=tlclta
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soote:rtuel legr€tantatlons 6rqtre8aad aa shown tn
glE. 3, 3one datells of the l$Dut t6xt ar€
ebErwlato<t ln tl|e lrgura.

2: Svncactic and fanantlc lnelyeiel2]- Uit ue groc€€d to an Explsnatlon of the
deurodologt€a edoptcd by.our- €yBtst!, uSlng !n€ r

n6r3Frltgr attlola ln ELg. 2a OA An €xanPrs' I
Ffrsi, tho Eyate{ analyeed €ech se$teice \
tyntaitl,oalry, obtatnlng torstng t!€es' Nar't, 

I
th€ scstqn constructs a 39$8nt1c 6truoluEa Eor I

each Ph!e56. flofd nranlngs ln oYl 
"?Td I

oiotloirary aiE dcssr{brd ..1'lt 3Rl -(Efftanttc I
aepieisntlt:on LtnguagB). whlch -usee 

rrone'Lr:ta 
I

exireealon ai t|rcwn l.n Fig' {. gach told n€aning I

enir"s r oultable Do'ltlon in the hlErireny ef
concepte. sNL cnebies dcsg gonanttc arialia1s ln
i iieiflle vey. llhE formrl defltltloa of lt6
Evntax and gementlcs 18 not-3tata'd hets. In our
ivsten, . word n€anlng Hrltten in th€ lert cel
eiiry uE:.ag SRI, pf ois rln irnPortent rolt 1n
genaittc €nilYElsr Th€ lilltr.ctlon botween ttr€
flord ts€Bnlnga !a thc cdntaal lEau€ ol ln€
r"n.trtl.a ani1ysle' thB ttodlfylng rsx.tlon€
ins{da iloun Dhr6lrc6 and tha cgaq fcl'8tl.ona anong
veiUE aA4 npun Pfrf,ga€a ar€ doger|rll.nod ln th€
rofC-Iee€l ebmantic stfu6!ur6. fil flg. 4. thr€c
iiii"" (ergrogion, de'8-.h and lnjuly) er€ sblai'n€d
bv anaryzlng th€ flrst eontcnce of tnc articla.lfl
;i":"t;: ifiuman" 1€ E durttrY noda that rnodns
truian ueinga. Hbro,.the peopls who dledl lnclud€
e lucqo and aoto polj.cdnen.

'itrSee are gevaial t1?es of lrnblgulq' &r lnPut
text. In avntaotLc analy$is" anblg$lty n€ans t'ha
eiliirnce o! Eavcral gaierng tr€€4. tterd'rwtl
iementlqs oft€n 3F€elfy whtcn should.be aE!€cted'
Hera, we alrould ueo a ttlnd of pradlctloo' For
iiiaiirfe. paople rho ar€ ln iutho!.lty could bi 6

ilrgei-'"i t€lrorlstrr (s€e- Plg. Za).. thase
conitrelnte ar€ v€ri heigfuL ln erlqlnattng
arnb{aultv, 19 $etl ga Eutflce $!'ntacilc
Giofiatiitn. Sone of this processlnE le done ln
an lnlcfactlvt Hsy in our ryBteF. Our systEn
itit i ttr" geer . nolt to EP€ortrf tho . ralatlodl
betvEen ouentE *n BonB eeclglon PolntS' E\t€n

.iiei-ltt" alltntnaiton of emblgulty by. tha wcrd

sengnties, ttlero mty b'. urr$glvsd. amb!9uJ't168'
rft"i"-iiii u" allninete( by conte'ctuEl anaLYels
$1!h thg conte*tu6L Btfuctu:B'

3i ?esturEa of contertuel rr9res€statlon
out contaxtual 6tructutg flts lnto e tr€e

EtausturE rtth ong root node lnd g nunb€r of leaf
nodee. Rolgtione betveon 6v€nts l'n a story a!0
dofltrad ln th6 ttructure .6 "toona3", and the
r61at.!ont among au! atruoture sre d€firrcd t3y a

lfee acsuctura. Oqr ttlnrct'.rr6 can ahgre tc€n€e
nlth othera.

L€af nod6a r,lth a *hercd root noda D€va 61th€f
On rand,, ar an ror,, reratlor:ghlD rith 6Ech Otlrar,
fhe hlstgohy ahown in Flg. 5 18 rri exa$glc.. T:r€
nod€ ntgrrorlsa I'nvElvlng Donb" haa, lE ln
Flg. 5, thr€€ treqf nod€E (8o€nee) ' 'Elploclcn"'
"itinage" ond ir68cuei. slnc€ th€Ee aaen to o€cul
B€t{cily, th€ rolatlcnehlp srnoilt theE La an tind"
frlEtlo;;hi9. on the othof hand, the foot node
tttlror16t bctlon" !n rlg. 5 hEB tcvartl lerf
nodss - "tafiorlgrn involelng EolDb', 'shootlng''
tnd 89 on. As only ono of theee uguslly
solrB6pondg ta tho nreln toptc Lo nqsEl,aP€r
Btortti, th€y tha?s an 'or" falatlonant,P t'ten,
€6oh oth6r.

Inout event: et€ datched not only dlr€ctly
wlth ioonee ln ths 6tntctu?6, Dut alao rltn
hlqher corrcettt to accordlnqc wlth a gFadeflnad
tr6e etx,qcturg of a corrcogt hl€r:tcliy llko that
Ln Flg. 6. tn otn{a vord.E, thc €yatglr hee e

conceit theeauru€. 30, ootoh'i'ng .beffle€n the
€c€n€ of the Etrustufa gnd the I'ngut ewents
b€codcE ffgxlbl'o.

Fk. S. In rlrtgla ol t:hr coAt rturl alr{cturir

llftfi(oolCr)
^arm 

Et'F(c)
ttrrrl S8*6orkrd)

L0clilgll r(Yrt4(hbts!
r.&{II0l e7U-{Stcllr): Ucrrrci .1, U7(rll!)

lul 4S0(a thr rornlns cl ihr Zech)
gt{-B 

^tl\(lEtc)t6r{(dr.)
,tCIOl 1.il0m)

tir,tt8 4
ltolsl0rr tjlroldsr)

JO fiIFF{ftjrrt)
691 frlc|(laestlon)

lBlsr fgl(crts) 
a:,.t7v'dl(..!

ssll*i) (laind s!,ocgl, r rlkbtlt)
i$rfi  J00un)

rrr4gt lblo^(&,. to)

fl:. 4, ilrr voI*lonl l6tle rtffs@ ortr&'td
lM ibq $flt E|:odr.ifl llr. h'

fir. 5 ltre c?rtEtud *recttEc-(u9?€l,dl{lf)
dd itt :gqrrut.* (lsl /l'r!uj'
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Computer Software

'by Terry Winograd

swering and with the adjuncts to elec'
tronic mail known as coordination sys-

tems. In each case the keY to what is

possible lies in analyzing the nature of
linguistic competence and how thatcom-
petence is related to the formal rule
itructures that are the theoretical basis

of all computer software.

FI-he prospect that te.rt might be trans'
I tutia by a computer arose well be-

fore commercial comptrters were first
manufactured. In 19J9, when the few
working computers were all in military
laboratories, the mathematician Warren
Weaver, one of the Pioneers of com-
munication theory, pointed out that the
techniques developed for code break'
ing might be applicable to machine
translation.

At first the task appears to be straight-
forward. Given a sentence in a source
language, two basic operations yield the

corresponding sentence in a target lan-
guage. First the individtral words are

replaced by their translations; then the

translated words are reordered and ad-
justed in dctail. Take the translation of
"Did you see a white cow?" into the

Spanish "t Vlsre uila vaca blanca?" First
one needs to know the rvord correspon-
dences: "vaca" for "cow" and so on.
Then one needs to knorv the strttctural
detaits of Spanish. The rvords "did" and
"you" arc not translatcd directly bttt
are e.rprcssed throtrgh thc form of the

vcrb "vrste." The adjective "blanca" tol'
lorvs thc noun instead of preceding it as

it does in English. Finally, "trrta " and
"blanca "are in thc ieminine form corre-
sponding to "uaca." fvltrch of the carly
study of machinc translation drvelt on
the technical problcm of putting a large
dictionary into comptrtcr storage and
emporvering the comptrtei to search ef'
ficiently in it ltlcanrvhilc the softrvare
for dealing with gramnrar was bascd on
the then current theorics of thc struc'
ture o[ languagc, augmented by rough'
and-ready rules.

p- E,l - It1
m adip ul are I i ngLI i s ri c

The programs yielded translations so

bad that they were incomprehensible.
The problem is that natural 'language

does not embodY meaning in the same

way that a cryptographic code embodies
a message. The meaning of a sentence in
a natural language is dependent not only
on the form of the sentence bul also on
the context. One can see this most clear'
ly through examPles of ambiguitY.

In the simPlest form of ambiguitY'
known as lexical ambiguity, a single
word has more than one possible mean'
ing. Thus "Stay away from the bank"
mieht be advice to an investor or to a
ciri'id too ciose to a river. In translating it
into Spanish one rvould need to choose

betwein "orilla" and " banco," and noth'
ing in the sentence itself reve als which is

iniended. Attempts to deal with lexical
ambiguity in translation soflware have

included ihe insertion of all the possibil'
ities into the translated text and the sta-

tistical analysis of the source text in an

effort to decide which translation is ap-

oropriate. For e.tample, "oriila "is likely
io be the correct choice if words related
to rivers and water are nearby in the

source text. The first strategy leads to

comolex. unreadable text; the second

vielcis the cofrect choice in many cases
-but 

the wrong one in manY others'

Tn structttral ambigtrity the problem
J. goes beyond a single word. Consid-
er ihe t.ntence "He sarv that gasoline

can explode." It has two interpretalions
based on quite different trses of "that"
and "can.'-' Hence the sente nce has

trvo possible grammatical structtlres'
and the translator mttst choos: betrveen

them [see bortom illusrtailon ott page 93]'

An imbiguity of "dcep strtrcture" is

subtler slill: trvo readings of a sentence

can have the same aPparent grammatl'

cal structure but nonetheiess differ in
meaning. "The chickens are r;ady to

eat" imptics that something is a lout to
eat somLthing, but which are the chick-
ens? One of the advances in linguiltic.-*

. I ii .- lrai.'-: r ''

f VA.' ii'' ",,,1r:'_9! 
"

for \Working with Language

Programs can symbols wirh Srear facilirY,

as in word-processing software, but attempts to have ComPLItefS

deal wirh meaning are vexed by ambiguiry in httman languages

f n the popular mythology the compttt-
I er is a mathematics machine: it is

I designed to clo numerical calcula'
tions. Yet it is really a language ma-
chine: its fundamental porver lies in its
abiliry to manipulate linguistic tokens-
symbols to rvhich meaning has been as-

signed. Indeed, "natural language" (the

language people sPeak and write, as

distinguished from the ':artificial" lan-
guages in rvhich computer programs are
written) is central to comptlter science.

i\'Iuch of the earliest work in the field
was aimed at breaking military codes'
and in the 1950's efforts to have com-
puters translate text from one natural
language into another led to crucial
advances, even thotrgh the goal itsetf
was not achieved. Work continues on
the still more ambitious project of mak'
ing natural language a medium in which
to communicate with comptlters.

Today investigators are developing
unified theories of computation that em'
brace both natural and artificial lan:'
guages. Here I shall concentrate on the

former, that is, on the language of every'
day human comrnunication. Within that
realm there is a vast range of sof tware to
be considered. Some of it is mundane
and successful. A multitrrde of micro-
computers have invaded homes, otEces

and schools, and most of them are used

at least in part for "word processing."

Other applications are speculative and

far from realization. Science fiction is

populated by robots that converse as if
thev were httman, with barely a mechan'
icaf tinge to their voice. Real attempts to
:et computers to converse have run uP

igainst great dithcultics. and the best of
the laboratory prototypes are still a pale
reflection of the linguistic competcnce
of the averdge child'

The range of comPuter software for
processing langtrage precludes a com'
prehensive survey; instead t shall look
at four tYpis of Program. The Pro-
grams deal with machine translation,
with word processing, with question an'
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theory since ttre igSO's has been the de-
velopment of a formalism in rvhich the

deep structure of language can be repre'
sented, but the formalism is of little help
in deducing the intended deep structure
of a particular sentence.

A fourth kind of ambiguitl'-semantic
ambiguity-rgsul15 rvhen a phrase can
play different roles in the overall mean'
ing of a sentence. The sentence "David
wants to marry a Norwegian" is an ex'
ample. In one meaning of the senlence
the phrase "a Norrvegian" is referential.
David intends to marry a particular per'
son, and the speaker of the sentence has
chosen an attribute of the person-her
being from NorrvaY-in order to de'
scribe her. In another meaning of the
senlence the phrase is attributir-e. Nei-
ther David nor the speaker has a partic-
ular person in mind: the sent€nce simply
means th:.rt David hopes to marry some'
one of Norrvegian nationality.

A liiin kind of ambiguity might be

catled ;ragmatic ambiguity. It arises
from thc use of pronouns and special
nouns such as "one" and "another."
Take the sentence "When a bright moon
cnds a dark day, a brighter one rvill
{otlorv." A brighter day or a brighter
rnoonl ,\t times it is possible for trans'
lltion soft*'are to simply translate the
alnbiguous pronoun or noun. thereby
plcserving the ambiguity in the transla'
tbn. In many cases, horvever, this strat-
dff is not available. In a Spanish trans-
lstion of "She dropped ihe plate on the
tfble and broke ir," one must choose ei-
dicr thc masculine "lo" or the feminine
'-la" to rcnclcr "it." The choice forces
t[e translator to decide whether the
flfasculine "pl.tto" (plate) or the femi-
f|ine "rrresa " (table) rvas broken.

In manl' ambiguous sentences the
rllcirning is obvious to a human reader,

but only because the reader brings to the
task an understanding of context. Thus
"The porridge is ready to eat" is unam-
biguous because one knows porridge is

inanimate. "There's a rnan in the room
with a green hat on" is unambiguous
because one knorvs rooms do not wear
hats. Without such knowledge virtually
any sentence. is ambiguous.

[lthough fully automatic, high-quality
I \ machine translation is not feasible,
software is available to facilitate trans-
lation. One e.xarnple is the computeriza-
tion of translation aids such as diction-
aries and phrase books. These vary from
elaborate systems meant for technical
translators. in which the function of
"looking a word up" is made a part of a
multilingual word-processing program'
to hand-held computerized libraries of
phrases for use by tourists. Another
strategy is to process text by hand to
make it suitable for machine transla-
tion. A person working as a "pre'editor"
takes a text in the source language and
creates a seeond text, still in the source
language, that is simplified in ways fa-
cilitating machine translation. Words
with multiple meanings can be eliminat-
ed, aiong with grammaticai construc'
tions that complicate syntactic analysis.
Conjunctions that cause ambiguity can
be suppressed, or the ambiguity can be

resolved by inserting special punc'
tuation, as in "the [old men] and [wom-
enl." After the machine translation a

"post-editor" can check for blunders
and smooth the translated text.

The effort is sometimes cost-effective.
In the first ptace, the pre-editor and post-
editor need not be bilingual, as a transla-
tor would have to be. Then too, if a sin-
gle text (say an instruction manual) is to
be translated into several languages' a

large investment in pre-editing may be

lusiified because it rvill serve for all the

translations. Ii the author of the text

can be taught the less ambiguous form
of the sorrrce language, no pre'editor
is needed. Finally, softrvaie can help in

checking the pre-ediled text to make cer' ' 
j';

tain it meets the specifications for input
to the translation system (although this

is no guarantee chat the ranslation will
be acceptable).

A michine'translation system em-
ploying pre- and post-editing has been

in use since 1980 at the Pan'American
Health Organization, s'here it has trans'
lated more than a million rvords of text
from Spanish into English. A new sys-

tem is being developed for the European
Economic Community, rvith the goal of
translating documents among the offi-
cial languages of the community: Dan-
ish, Dutch, English, French, Cerman,
Greek and ltalian' lvleanrvhile the the-

oretical work on syntax and meaning
has contiriued, but there hav'e been no

breakthroughs in machine translation'
The ambiguity pervading natural lan-
euase continues to limit the possibili-
ii"t.-fot reasons I shall examine more
fully betow.

T turn next to rvord processing, that is,

I to software that aids in the prepara-

tion, formatting and printing of text'
Word processors deal onlY with the

maniptilation and disptay of strings of
characters and hence only rvith superfi-
cial aspects of the structure of language.
Even io, they pose technical problems
quite central to the design of compute.r
softrvare. In some cases the end prod-

uct of a word-processing program is no

more than a sequence of lines of text'
In others it is a-complex layout of ty-

oosraphic elements, sometimes with
Ari*ingt intercalated. In still others it
is a structured document, with chapter

headings, section numbers and so on'

ana wiifr a table of contents and an in'
dex comPiled bY the Program''- iit. key probiems in designing word-

orocessing soIrware centcr on lssues

ii ,.pr.tJn,ution and intcraction' Rcp'

..s.niution is the task of devising data

,t.u.rrt.t that can be manipulated co.n-

veniently by the softs'are but still make

provision for the things that concern the

user of the system, say the layout oi the

orinted page. Interaction takes uP the

issue of how the ttser expresses instruc'
tions and horv the system responos'

Consider the f undamental problem -of
emptoying thc data-storage. devices of a

computer to hold an encoded sequence

oi natu.at'tanguage characters' The first

' 
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thus there are teletype .oa.$ ro, -or,
of the keys on a typewriter. The codes
include the alphabetic chatacters ,4

through Z the digits 0 through 9 and
common punctuation marks such as the
period and the comma. Standards are
harder to establish, however, for sym-
bols such as ;, @, c and l. And what
about keys that print nothing, such as

the tab key, the carriage-return key and
the backspace key?

The difficulties that arise in choos-
ing standards can be illustrated by one
peculiarity of text encoding. The tele-
type code distinguishes between a car-
riage return lrvhich returns the,type car-
riage to the beginning of the line with-
out advancing the paper) and a line feed
(which advahces the paper without re-
positioning the carriage). Hence the end
of a line is marked by a sequgnce of
trvo characters: a carriage return and a

line feed. One code would suffice, and
so some programs eliminate either the
carriage return or the line feed, or they'
replace both characters with another
code entirely. The problem is that vari'
ous programs employ different conven-
tions, so that lines encoded by one pro'
gram may not be readable by another.

The problems become rvorse when a

full range of characters-Punctuation
marks, mathematical symbols, diacriti-
cal marks such as the urnlaut-is consid-
ered. fvtoreover, word processing is now
being extended to languages such as

Chinese and Japanese, which require
thousands of ideographic characters,
and to languages such as Arabic and
Hebrew, which are written from right
to left. Coding schemes adequate for
English are useless for alphabets with
thousands of characters. It should be

said that the schemes continue to vary
because political and economic forces
piay a role in the design of computer
systems. A given manulacturer wants to
promulgate a standard that suits its own
equipment; thus some present'day stan-
dards exist because they were offered by
a vendor that dominates a market. On
the other hand, technical matters such
as the efRciency oi certain software run'
ning on certain hardware perpetuate dif-
ferences in detail. It will be quite a while
before universal standards emerge and
users gain the ability to transport text
from one word-processing system to
any other.

Encoding schemes aside. there is the
form of the letters themselves. On a

typervriter keyboard an A is simply an

A. Typographically, horvcver. an A is

an A or an z{ or an A. ln the nerv field
of digital typography the computer is a
tooI for the design and presentation of
forms of type. Some of the efforts in
the lield are applied to the forms them-
selves: in particular the representation
of characteis as composites of dots and
spaces. Additional efforts go into the
devismg of code for the computer stor'
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Stay away trom the bank.

bank n 1 . the rising terrain that borders a river or lake.

bank n 2. an establishment for the deposit. loan, issuance and transmission of moneY.

t
{

AIIBIGUOUS fTIEANINGS permcate naiural tanguagcs (that is, languagcs that pcoplc spcak

and rvrite) and thus subvert tlreattempt to have conrputcrs traltshte text front onc languagq into

another. Here lexical ambiguity, the simplest type of anrbigrrity, is diagrenrnred- In lcsical

ambiguity a word in a sente-nce lras nrore tharr orre possible meaning, Irr this case the word is

"6onf" (i'alor), rvlrich might equally rvell refer to eithcr I rivcr or a finlncial institution' A

translator must choose. Tlie follorvirig four iltustrrtions sltorv nrore conrplex types of lrnrbiguity'

He saw that gasoline can explode.

/,----\
NP VP

IruoLn ,qux verb

lll
gasdiine cin exPlode

I

p,tn

I

He
I

gasoline

Noun

I

I
can

STRUCTURAL AllBIGUtT'.t' arises whcn I se.ntcnce can be tlescribed b1', more than one

grammatical structure. Hcre thc conflicting possibilitics for lhe scntence "He slw that gasoline

ian explode,'are displayed in the form of grrmnratical "tree&F In one of the tres the sentence

bas a subordinate clause whosl subjcct is ;gasolitre" (color); the sentcncc refeni- to the recogni' 
I

tion of a property of thrt sub$tlnce. In the other tree *gasoline can' is part "f :i-"::-Plf: .,,.
ii#f ?*Iiil i i""t"i"""'"r gasotine; thc sentence rcfc; to thc sight ol a spccific explosio; '1"::-

.- ---- . -r -- .:11'
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age of text that combines different fonts
(such as Times Roman and Helvetica)
and diferent faces (such as iratic and
boldface).

Qo far I have dealt only wirh stored
\J sequences of characters. Yet one of
the major tasks of a word-processing
program is to deal with margins and
spacing-with the "geography" of the
printed page. In the typesetting language
called rrx commands that specify non-
standard characters, change the style of
type, set the margins and sg on are em-
bedded in the text fsee top illustration on
page 961. A command ro rEX is distin-
guished from ordinary rext by the back-
slash character (\). The stored texr is
"compiled" by the rrx program, which
interprets the embedded commands in
order to.create a printcJ document in
the specified format.

The compiling is quite compiex, and a
good deal of computation is often need-
ed to get from code created by means of
a word-processing program to code that
readily drives a printer or a typesetting
machine. An algorithm that justifies text
(fills the full width of each line of type)
must determine how many words will fit
in a line, how much space should be in-
serted between the words and whether a
Iine would be improved by dividing and
hyphenating a word. The algorithm may
also take actions to avoid visual defects
such as a line with wide interword soac-
ing followed by a line that is very com-
pact. Positioning each line on the page is
further complicated by the placement of
headings, footnotes, illustrations, tables
and so on. Mathematical formulas have
their own typographic rules.

rrx and similar programs are prim-
itive with respect to another aspect of
word processing: the user interface. The
high-resolution display screens becom-
ing available are now making it pos-
sible for the computer to display to
the user a fair approximation of the
pages it will print, including the place-
ment of each item and the typeface to
be employed. This suggests that the user
should not have to type special com-
mand sequences but might instead ma-
nipulate page geography directly on the
screen by means of the computer key-
board and a pointing device such as
a "mouse." The resulting interface be-
tween the computer and the user would
then fall into the class of interfaces
known as wysrwyc, which stands for
"What you see is what you get."

Tt is worth noting that programs for
r manipulating text are called differ-
ent things by different professions. Pro-
grammers call them text editors, but
in business and publishing they are re- ..
ferred to as word processors; in the lat-
ter fields an editor is a person who works '
to improve the quality of text. Comput- '

er software is emerging to aid in this ':
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DEEP'STRUCTURAL AntBIGUITY arises when a sentcnce has a singlc apparent structurebut nonethetcss has more than one possiblc meaning. In this exampre"tne lIniencc is sThe
chickens arc ready to eal'Its grammaticat structurc (rol) leaves theiolc of thc chickcns am-
biguous: in onc inicrprctation they will eat; in ihe oth* tircy will bc o"t.n. Ouup-.rtucturc trecs
makc tbe chickens' role cxplicit: they are thc subjcct of tlc scnlenc c (nidtttilrln whlch casctheir food is undctcrminedrlor tbcy arc thc object ibouo^lrand tbcir nter: rrc'undotcrmlncd.

The chickens ar6 ready to eat.

4,"tlThe chickens

1 .--.i' 'l'o i',"loy lo j"

,"/\,"ttThe chickens
I

are

Adj

I

I

ready

o"/\,"

/_\_\/i
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. l. "lt oLr ruJ,n
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more substantive aspect of editing. It
deals with neither the visual format of
language nor the conceptual content but
with spelling, grammar and style. It in'
cludes two kinds of prograrns: rnecha'
nized reference works and mechanized
correctness aids.

1 An example of a mechanized refer'
Qnce work is a thesaurus program de'
ligned so that when the writer desig-
hates a word, a list of synonyms appears
on the display screen. In advanced sys'
tems the thesaurus is fuily integrated
into the word-processing program. The
writer positions a marker to indicate the
word to be replaced..The thesaurus is

then invoked; it displays the alterna'
tives in a "window" on the screen. The
writer positions the marker on one of
the alternatives, which automatically
replaces the rejected word.

The design of such a Program in-
volves both linguistic and computa'
tional issues. A linguistic issue is that
the mechanism for looking uP a word
should be flexible enough to accept vari'
ant forms. For example, the store of in-
formation pertaining to "endow" should
be accessible to queries about "en'
dowed," "endowing," "endows" and
even "unendowed" or "endowment."
Recognizing the common root in such
words calls for a morphological analy-
sis. which can be done by techniques
developed in the course of work on
machine translation. Computational is'
sues inciude devising methods for stor'
ing and searching through a thesaurus
or a dictionary, which must be fairly
large to be useful." A correctness aid deals with spelling,
grammar .and even elements of style.
The simplest such programs attempt to
match each word in a text with an en'
try in a stored dictionary. Words that
have no match are flagged as possible

misspellings. Other programs look for
common gramrnatical errors or stylis'
tic infeiicities. For example, the Writ-
er's Workbench software deveioped at
AT&T Bell Laboratories includes pro'
grams that search for repeated words,
iuch as "the the" (a common typing mis-
take), for incorrect punctuation such as

"?." and for wordy phrases such as "at
this point in time." A different correct'
ness aid calls attention to "pomPous
phrases" such as "exhibit a tendency"
and "arrive at a decision" and suggests

simpler replacements such as "tend"
and "decide." Still another correctness
aid searches for gender'specific terms
such as "mailman" and "chairman" and
suggests replacements such as "mail
carrier" and "chairPerson."

tn addition to searching a text for
particular srings of characters' some
iorrectness-aid programs do statisli-
cal analyses. By calculating the aver'
age length of sentences, the length of
words and similar quantities, they com-
pute a "readability index." Passages that

...- . . ':
Oavid wants to marry a Nonvegiah.

3x Norwegian(x) A Want(David,IMarry(David,x)l)

Want(David,[3x Nonivegian(x) A Marry(Oavid'x)l)

SEMANTIC AMBIGUITY arises when a phrase can play different roles in the meaning of a

sentence. Here the roles of the phrasc tta Nor'wegian" bccome explicit when tht sentence "David
wants to marry ! Norwegian"'is ctranslated" into a togical form based on the notrtion called

predicate calculus. Accoiding to one interpretrtion, the speaker of thc sentence has a parlic'

ulo, p.raon in mind lnd has-chosen nationality a.s r way to.specify,wlro. Hence the sentence

;;il.;il;;iists (e) an r such that r is Noiwegian ana.(n)r is the person David wants to

marry. Aicording to another interpretation, neithir David noi the speaker has any pirrticu-

fo, p"*on in min?. Davirl might be going to Norway hoping to meet som€one marriageable'

PRAGiVIATIC AMBIGUITY ariscs when r sentence is given more than one possible meaning

by a woril such as the pronoun .'it." suppose a comPrt€r is given the sentence shown in the illus'

t 
"tion. 

If the compuier has access to'siored knowledge of the grammar of English sentences

but tacks access to commonscnse knowledge of thc propertie of tables rnd llatest the com'

puter could infer with equal validity that the table was broken or that the Plate was broken'

She dropped the plate on the tabl€ and broke it'

She dropped lho plate on the rablo and broka lthe Platel'

She dropped the plate on the tabl€ and brok€ lthe tablol'.

score poorly can be brought to the writ-
er's attention. No program is yet able
to make a comPrehensive grammatical
analysis of a text, but an experimen-
tal iystem called Epistle, developed
at thi International Business Machines
Corporation, makes some grammatical
judgments. It employs a Srammar o-t

400 rules and a dictionary of 130,000
words. As with all software that tries lo
parse text without dealing with what the
text means, there are many sentences

that,canoot be analyzed correctly.

Ts there software that really deals with
I meaning-software that exhibits the

kind of reasoning a person woul( use

in carrying out linguistic tasks such as

translaiing, summarizing or answering a
question? Such software has been the
goal of research projects in artificial
intelligence since the mid-1960's' when
the necessary computer hardware and
programming techniques began to ap-
peai eu.n as the impracticability of
machine translation was becoming ap-
parent. There are many applications
in which the software would be use-

ful. They include programs that accePt

natural-language commands, programs
for information retrieval, programs that
summarize text and programs that ac'
quire language'based knowledge for ex'
pert syslems.- 

No existing software deals with mean'
ing over a significant subset of English;
each experimental program is based on
finding a simplified version cf language
and meaning and testing'what can be

done within its confines. Some inves'

tigators seb no fundamental barrier to
wiiting programs with a full under'
standing of natural language. Others ar-
sue thaicomputerized understanding of
i"nguuge is impossible. In order to fol-
low the arguments it is importartt to
examine the basics of how a language'
understanding program has to work'

A language'understanding program
needs several components, correspond-
ing to the various levels at, which lan'
guage is analyzed lsee illunrations on

iasis 96-lA0l. Most programs deal with
*r-itt.n language; hence the analysis- of
sound wavis is bypassed and the first
level of analysis is morphological. The
program applies rules that decompose a

word into-its root, or basic form, and

inflections such as the endings -s and

-rng. The rules correspond in large part
to the spelling rules children are taught
in elemintary school. Children learn'
for example, that the root of "baking"
is "bake,; whereas the root of "bark-
ing" is "bark." An exception Iist han-

dlis words to which the rules do not
aoplv. such as forms of the verb "be"'
Ot'n.i rutes associate inflections with
"features" of words. For example, "arn
going" is a progressive verb: it signals

an act in progress.

Tlor each root that emerges from the
f morphological analysis a dictionary
vields the set of lexical categories to
which the root belongs. This is the sec-

ond level of analysis carried out by the

comguter. Some roots (such as "the")
have only one lexical category; othels. i,r.

' have seviral. "Darlc' can be a no-qltrgr::;;
.::.. ' .'i .'-, , .-i;,r,t:::;..:rt.;"iffi+St"li
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This is a sample ot a lr itatic iustiliedi piece ot text, which contains l\eightpoint small letters {\bold and } I {bigFont big onesl.
It includes loreign words such.as. 'lquote pe\ -- na\rquote-wnicrr ii sp-anistr-and loreign titters tile ritinir and ra-leph,
which can be balfling, and includes one rhskip 1.3in wide space.

NEW FONT X.POSI.
ENTIW COOE TION

Y.POSI. X.INCRE.
TION MENT

FONT X.POSI.
cooE TroN

Y-POSI- X.TNCRE.
TION MENT

NEW FONT X.POSI. Y.POSI. X.INCRE.
ENTITY COOE TION TION M€NT

This is a sample o( a justified piece of text. which contains.smalt teu.ers and

big OneS. lr includes foreign words such as..peda"-which is Span-
ish-and foreign letters like a and N. which can be baffiing. and includes
one'""- -"- wide space
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and so on. Such comrnands are distinguished by a bockslash (\). The
TEx softrvare tcompiles" the input, producing computer code that wilt
drive a printing machine (D). To that end the code is divided into t.en-

tities," each of which specifies the typefrce and the starting posi-
tion for a sequence of words. Coded tt..l' increments" space out the
words to 6ll the distance betrveen margins on the printed page; thus
they r'justify" lines of type. The printed page (c) ihows the resull

n

:
i
I

IVORD PROCESSING, that is, the compurer-aided preparation and
editing of text, requires several representrtions of ttte text, because
the formtt best for interactions bet$een the softrvare and its user is
not efficient for sending instructions to a printing machine, nor can it
cfficiently give a preview of the result of the printing. ln the typeset.
ting language TEr the user's typed input (a) includeJcommands that
specifJ' nonstandard characters, change the style of type, set nrargins

an adjective; "bloom" can be a noun or a
verb. In some instances the morpholog-
ical analysis limits the possibiliries. (ln
ItS COmmOn usages "bloom" can be a
noun or a verb, but "blooming" is only
a verb.) The output of the morpholog-
ical and lexical analysis is thuS a se-
quence of the words in a sentence, with
each word carrying a quantity of dic-
tionary and feature information. This
output serves in turn as the input to the

. third component of the program, the
parser, or syntactic-analysis component;
which applies rules of grammar to de-
termine the structure of the sentence.

Two distinct problems arise in design-
ing an adequate parser. The first prob-
lem is the specification of a precise set of
rules-a grammar-that determines the
set of possible sentence structures in a
language. Over the past 30 years much
work in theoretical linguistics has beeir
directed toward devising formal Iinguis-
tic systems: constructions in which the
syntactic rules of a language are stat-
ed so precisely that a computer could
employ them to analyze the language.
The generative transformational gram-
mars invented by Noam Chomsky of
the N{assachusetts Insrirure of Technol-
ogy were the first comprehensive at-
tempt; they spe-cify the syntax of a lan-
guage by means of a set of rules whose
mechanical application generates all al-
lowable structures.

. The second problem is that of rhe
parsing itself. It is not always possible to

..-_. .tell, when a part of a sentence is encoun-
x-;:,. ,: .:,

. -.i-i: qr ..
: *ii}{i.I : :,ii:l*iir:.":a*o.i,lru.uii*.;;,.-**_ _

tered, just what role it plays in the sen-
tence or whether the words in it go to-
gether. Take the sentence "Roses will
be blooming in the dark gardens we
abandoned long ago." The words "in
the dark" might be interpreted as a com-
plete phrase; after ail, they are gram-
matically well formed and they make
sense. But the phrase cannot form a co-
herent unit in a complete analysis of the
sentence because it forces "Roses will be
biooming in the dark" to be interpreted

as a sentence and therefore leaves "gar-
dens we abandoned long ago" without a
role to play.

Parsers adopt various strategies for
exploring the multiple ways phrases can
be put together. Some work from the top
down, trying from the outset to find pos-
sible sentences; others work from the
bottom up, trying local word combi-
nations. Some backtrack to explore al-
ternatives in depth if a given possibil-
ity fails; others use parallel processing

Spoken
language

. ".rn

COITPUTERIZED UNDERSTANDING OF LANGUAGE requires the computer to ar"*ri$
on sevcral types of stored data (vhite bo.res) and ptrform scveral lcvels of rnall'sis (colored
Doxes). If the language is spoken, the first analysis is phonological (/): the comDuter enalyzcsl

-!

,l

l',

Phonemes Morphemes

sound wave* If the language ls written, ihe 6rst analysis is morpbologlcal (2): thc computcr del
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to keep track of a number of alterna-
tives simultaneously' Some make use of
formalisms (such as transformational
grammar) that were developed by lin'
suists. Others make use of newer for'
iralisms designed with computers in
mind. The latter formalisms are better

'suited to the implementation of parsing

orocedures. For e.rample, "augmented-
iransition networks" exPress the struc'
ture of sentences and phrases as an ex-

olicit sequence of "transitions" to be fol'
iowed by a machine.'"Lexical-function
grammars" create a l'functional struc-
iure" in which grammatical functions
such as head, subject and object are ex'
plicitly tied to the words and phrases

that serve thosP functions.
Although no formal grammar suc'

cessfully deals with all the grammati'
cal problems of any natural language'

existing grarnrnars and parsers can han-

dle well over 90 percent of all sentences.

This is not entirely to the good. A given

sentence maY have hundreds or even

thousands of possible syntactic analy-
ses. lvlost of them have no plausible
meaning. People are not aware of con-

sidering and rejecting such possibilities'
but parsing programs are swampeo oy

meaningless alternatives.

T'he output of a parsing program be-
I com.s the input to the fourth com'

ponent of a language'understanding
progra-' a semantic. analyzer,. which

iranilates the syntactic form of a sen-

tence into a "logical" form. The point is
to put the linguistic expressions into a

form that makes it possible for the com'
puter to apply reasoning procedures and

iraw inferences. Here again there are

competing theories about what repre'
sentition is most appropriate' As with
parsing, the key issues are effectiveness

and efficiencY.

Effectiveness depends on finding the

aoprooriate formal structures to en'

"bl. irt. 
meaning of linguistic expres-

sions. One possibility is predicate calcu-

lus, which employs the quantifiers V to
mean "all" and 3 to mean "there ex-
ists." In predicate calculus "Rbses rvill
be blooming... " is equivalent to the as-

sertion "There exists something that is a

rose and that is blooming...." This en-

tails a difficulty' Is one rose adequate to

represent the meaning of "roses will be

blooming," or would it be better to sPec-

ify two or more? How can the comPuter
dicide? The dilemma is worsened if a

sentence includes a mass noun such as

"water" in "Water will be flowing. " .''
One cannot itemize water at all. In de'
signing a formal structure for the mean'
in! of linguistic expressions many simi-
lai probllms arise from the inherent
vagueness of language.

Em.iency must also be considered,
because the computer will employ the
logical form of a ientence to draw infer'
eniEs that in turn serve both the analysis

of the meaning of the sentence and the

formulation of a response to it' Some

formalisms, such as predicate calculus'
are not directly amenable to efficient
computation, but other, more "proce'
dural" representations have also been

devised. Consider the effort to answer

. the question "Are there flowers in the'eardins 
we abandoned long ago?"iThe

io-out.. needs to know that roses are

flowirs. This knowledge could be repre'

sented by a formula in pred.icate-calcu'

lus amounting to the assertion "b'very'

thine that is I rose is a flower.'' The

.o--our.t could then apply techniques

deveioped for mechanical theorem'

;;";iil to make the needed deduction'

A diffeient approach would be to grve

certain inferences a privileged c.om.pu'

i"ii"""r status. For eiample, basic clas'

sificational deductions could be repre'
sented directly in data structures [.tee

bottom illusrratiott ott page 100J. Such de-

ductions are rcquired constantly for rea-

soning about tfre ordinary properties of
obiecis. Other types of fact (for exam'
ole that flo',vers need rvater in order to
erow) could then be represented in a
iorm'closer to predicate calculus' The
computer could drarv on both to make

inferences (for example that if roses do

not get watcr, the)' rvill not grow)'
A good deal of rescarch has gone

into tle design of "represcntation lan-
guages" that prov'ide for thc effective

indlfficient cncoding of meaning' The
greatest di{Iiculty tics in thc nature of
human commonscnse reusoning' i\Iost

.of what a pcrsoh knorvs cunnot be for'
mulated in all'or'nothii:; logiccl rrrles;

it lies instcad in "normal c.\Pcctations.''
If onc asks. "[s thcrc dirt in thc garden? "
the ansrvcr is almost ccrtainly yes' The
yes, howevcr, cannot bc a logical infer'
.na.r to.. gardcns arc hvdroponic, and

the plants thcre grow in tratcr' A person

tends to rely on normitI cxpcctattons
without thinking oI cxccptions unless

thcy are relcvant. Brrt littlc progress

hai been madc torvard formalizing the

conccpt 6f "lqlcvancc" und thc way it
shapci the buckground of cxpcctations

brought to bcar in thc rrndcrstanding of
Iinguistic c.\Prcsstons'

,The final stagc of :rnallsis in a lan-
I guagc.trndcrstanding progrcm rs

pragmaric irnall sis: tltc anulr sis oI con'
ia..i Et'.t1' scnlcncc rs cnrl'cddcd in a

selting: il comr:s irom it pirrticular
soca}tcr lt u prrlrcttlar timc rrnd it rc[ers'

oi l*"tt implrcitlr. t() lt f 'rrtrdtrlirr body

of undcrstandinS. Sunrc rrl' thc cmbcd-
dine is str'.ri5h1f1r1*'lrd tltc pronottn "1"

rcfc-rs to thc spcaLcr: thc :rrir crb "now"
rcfcrs to thc monrcnl :rl 'rlrich thc sen-

tr

cal analysis (J), in which the computer as-signs words to their lexical

.;i;;; (noun, for lnstance) rni identinei "features" such as plu'

il:-Tiil;;;t ty.iu"ii" u."lvsis, or parsing (J): the applic-ation or

.rl*li"t"rn-ar to yletd theitructuie of the sentencc' After tbat

;;;;:;;;,lc anatvsis (5). trcre thc scntencc ls converted inlo a

f orm thrt m rrr cr lt ",Y:'J.j1J 1:* :lt. t*, Hl ::::
f '#;H, l: i; I ilil',ti :;?i:, il:TJ1il lil:
f. il".'Hi[f ;i'i.":': g: i 3 i. i'*.; *:i:iTj
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tence is uttered. Yet even these can be
problematic: consider the use of ,.now"
in a letter I write today expecting you
to read it three or four Aays tience.
Still, fairly uncomplicated programs can
drarv the right conclusion most of the
time. Other embedding is more com_
plex. The pronoun '.we" .is an examole.
"We" might refer ro the speaker anOine
hearer or to the speaker and some third
party. Which of these it is (and who the
thild party might be) is not explicir and
in fact is a common source of misunder-
standing when people converse.

Still other types of embedding are not.
signaled by a troublesome word such'
as "we." The sentence ..Roses will be
blooming... " presuppoies the idenrifi-
cation of some future moment when the
roses rvill indeed be in bloom. Thus the
sentence might have followed the sen-
tence "What will it be like rvhen.we get
home?" or "summer is fast upon u-s."
Similarly, the noun phrase ..the dark
gardens we abandoned long ago" has a
context.dependent meaning. There may
be only one instance of gardens in which
we have been together; there may be
more than one. The sentence presup-
poses a body of knowledge from whiih
the gardens are identifiable. The point
is that a phrase beginning with ;the'.
rarely specifies fully rhe object to which
rt reters.

One apprc..ch to such phrases has
been to ence ? knorvledge of the wortd
in a form the program can use to make
inferences. For example, in the sentence
"I went to a restaurant and the waiter
was rude" one can infer that ..the wait-
er" refers to the person who served the

, speaker's meal if one,s knowledge in-
cludes a script, so to speak, of the typicai

Roses will be blooming
In the dark gardens
we abandoned long ago,

.i,if.9*8.."....-*,. -

events attending a meal in a restaurant.
(A particular waiter or rvaitress serves
any given customer.) In more complex
cases an analysis of the speaker's goals
and strategies can help, If one hears
"lt{y math exam is tomorrow, rvhere's
the book?" one can assume that the
speaker intends to study and that ..the
book" means the mathematics text em-
ployed in a course the speaker is taking.
The approach is hampered by the sami
difficulty that besets the representation
of meaning: the difficulty of formalizing
the commonsense background that de-
termines which scripts, glals and strare-
gres are relevanr and how they interact.
The programs written so far work onlv
in highly artificial and limited realmi.
and it is not clear how far such programs
can be extended.

Even more problematic are the effects
of contex! on the meaning of words.
Suppose thar in coming to grips with

. "the dark gardens we abandoned lone
ago" one rries to apply a particulai
meaning to "dark." Which should it be?
The "dark" of "those dark days of tribu-
lation" or rhat of ,'How dark it is with
the lights offl" or thar of ..dark colors.'?
Although a kernel of similarity unites
the uses of a word, its full meanine is
determined by how it is used and by-the
prior understanding the speaker expecrs
of the hearer. "The dark gardens" may
have a quite specific meaning for the
person addressed; for the rest of us it is
slightly mysrerious.

At first it might seem possible to disrin-
,( \ guish "literal" uses of language
from those that are more metaphorical
or poetical. Computer programs faced
with exclusivety literal language could

l89C S 'ent,ific Anerican
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then be freed from contcrtual dilem-
mas. The problem is that metaphor and
"poetic meaning" arc nor limired to the
pages of litcrature. Everyday language
is pervaded by unconscious metaphor,
as rvhen one says, ..1 lost two hours
trying to get my idea across." Virtual-
ly every rvord has an open-ended field
of meanings that shade gradually from
those that seem utterly literal to those
that are clearly metaphorical.

The limitarions on the formalization
of contexrual meaning inake it impossi-
ble at present-and conceivably forev-
er-to design computer programs that
come close to full mimicry of hurnan
language understanding. The only pro-

. grams in practical use today that at-
tempt even limited understanding are
natural-language "front ends" that en.
able the user of a program to request
information by asking questions in En-
glish. The program responds with En-
glish senrences or rvith a display of data.

A program called sxnotu is an earlv
exarnple. Developed in the late 1960's, it
enables a person to communicate with a
computer in English about a simular-
ed rvorld of blocks on a tabletop. The
program analyzes requests, commands
and staremenrs made by the user and
responds with appropriate words or
with actions performed in the simulat-
ed scene. sHRDLU srrcceeded in part be-
cause its world of conversarion is limit-
ed to a simple and specialized domain:
the blocks and a few actions thar can be
taken with them.

Some more recent front-end inter-
faces have been designed with practical
applications in mind. A person wanting
access to information stored in the com-
puter types natural-language sentences

il
'9

,-
.-l

' 
.a'

Root Lexical categories Features

i. Verb (auxiliary) .'.. [modatl
be ":-I'.'-''-":':'*'-'Verb(auxiliary)'"'.'lintinirivei

-, ,verb(copur"rj'. 
'[iniiniriu.l

bloom ' 
Verb (intransitiv€i) --[progressivet

-' . . . ..---.'. . Determinar...,,,,...-:,..Idefinitel .;..;.;.1,:=]@
Noun

gardens garden --'Noun
Verb

- 
[Pluralf :';1.\.;r4:

lthifd.person, singular,

blooming

ln ..

the..:. .

dark

we . Pronoun

abandoned abandon Verb (trhnsitive)'

'Pronoun

tonil

ago

SUCCESSIO.r- OF ANALYSES. ilone by a hypotheticat comprrrcr
qr9grrtn suggests hory softrvare thrt understrndi tanguage works. Intltis illustration the program has been given thc sentcnce r.Roses will
De otooming in the..t-rk gardens wc abandoned long ago.,, Thc firsf

. . ::......".n"|tr* (rnorphological and tdxicll) yleld a list of the rvords in the

senlence, lrith thcir rools, their lexical categorics rnd their fer'Bloonting," for instance, is a progrrssivc verb: it significs rrn
progreJs. The data serr.e rs input for the syntactic livel of
the ptrsitlg of the sentcncc. Here the surface, or gramm.tlcat, s
ture of "Roses will be blooming. .. " is put in the iorm of a trea
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that the computer interprets as queries.
The Fnge of the questioning is circum-
scribld by the range of the data from
rvhich answers are formulated; in this
way words can be given precise mean'
ing. fn a data base on automobiles, for
example, "dark" can be defined as the
colors "black" and "navy" and nothing
more than that. The contextual meaning
is there, but it is predetermined by the
builder of the system, and the user is
expected to learn it.

The main advantage of a natural-lan-
guage front end is that it presents a low
initial barrier to potential users. Some'
one invited to pose a question in English
is usually willing to try, and if the com-
puter proves unable to handle the spe'
cific form of the question, the user is
probably willing to modify the word.
ing until it works. Over time the user
rvill learn the constraints imposed by
the system. In contrast, a person who
must learn a specialized language in
order to fopmulate a question may well
ieel that an inordinate amount of work
is being demanded.

T want finally to look at a rather new
a type of system called a coordinator.
tn brief it replaces standard electronic
mail with a process that aids the genera-
tion of messages and monitors the prog-
ress of the resulting conversations. Co'
ordinators are based on speech-act the'
ory, which asserts that every utterance
lalls into one of a smali number of cate'
gories. Some speech acts are statementsi
"lt's raining." Some are expressive: "l'm
sorry I stepped on your toe"'Some are
requests: "Please take her the package"
orlWhat is your name? " Some are com'
mitments: "I'll do it tomorrow." Some

are declarative: "You're fired." (Declar-
atives differ from statements in that
they take effect by virtue of having
been said.)

The classification of speech acts is

useful because acts in the various cate-
gories do not occur at random. Each

speech act has "felicity conditions" un-
der which it is an appropriate thing to
say and "conditions of satisfaction" un-
der which it is fulfilled. For example, a

request or a commitment carries with it'
either impticitly or explicitly, a time by
which it should be satisfied. Moieover,

}:t:t lhc computer dLscards num€rous incorrect trces. For exam-
;J,::tttlt r lrc. in n'hicb 'Roses w'ill be blooming in thc dark" is
\-]:T: ". 

tcntcnce. Tbc decp srructure of ..RosC will be bloom-
'il l.nut ln thc form of . f uoctioral-structura diagram. Thcre thc
;:F 

b.{rten tlc part of . scatancc becomc cxplici! they rr.

shown by sirings betwecn boxes. Some relations wcre crplicit in the

surface siructuie (for exanrple that "roses" is the subject of "bloom'
iii l. Oilt.. were not (for examplc that "gardens' is the object of

"a-bandoned'). The syntacric analysis is supplied to thc 6nal 
.s'rages . "' .'

of thc program, wbich appcar in tbc top illustration oq thc ncxt PaEa '.:i'ai:;. -i:: 
'

' ' ' r'- 
"+;$":" 

i::'. . '. , :.1;.-:i.-: ,'',t:gi::,i-E;ii::j:.,: : . ..-.'

Aux

I

I

I

I
wlll

NP

Head: Roses
Number: Plural
Person: Third
Definite: NoJ

Head: blooming
Subject: ;--
Auxiliaries: will be
Tense: Future Progressive
Modifiers: t NP

Head: we
Number: Plural
Person: First
Definite: Yes

NP

Head: gardens
Determiner: the
Number: Plural
Person: Third
Definile: Yes

PP

_lHead: in
Obiect: >

J

Head: abandoned
Subject: F
Obiect: c--
Tense: Past
Modifiers: ?

Qualiliers:

AP

Head: ago
Modifiers: lonr
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quantitied variable -

possibly unspecified .

identity determined
by context

z = speaker of the sentence
plus unspecified others,
possibly hearer

to = moment of utteranCe Of
the context

tr = unspecified future moment
determined by context

t2 = past moment described
as "long ago"

:.T:ll:: :111-! !1'1'tb::t th:.:"i.tbl:.'/, ;, rs' /1 and ,'. in;]

X=
y=

3xyz,to,tr,t2 [ Rosa(x)
A Garden(y)
A 0ark(y)
n Abandon(z,y,t2)
A Eloom(x,y,ti)
n After (to,t,)
A LongAfte(t2,ro)l

A\ALYSES CONCLUDE with the convetsion of the syntactic struc-ture o[ ..Roses will be blooming. . . r' into a form from which the com_puter can draw inferences. In this example the conversion is basedon predicate catculus; thus the semantic-'analyria rnoauf" of the hy-pothetical software represents the logical conient oi,.Roses rvill beDrooming... " by symbols that crn be transtated as ..x is a rose and., isa garden and y is dark...." Finalty, the pragmatic-analysis module

variable r, for exarnple, is r.quantifiedt': it declares the-existence.oi 
isomething instead of identifying a particular object In other woris. l

the computer takes ..roses" as refering,to roses in general, not to pll. .ticular roses. lfence roses is not a ..definite, noun. iThat decision was
made in the course of semantic analysis.) On the orher hand, i re-
mains ambiguous becluse it stands for the arnbiguous pronoun ..we.,,

each speech act is part of a conversa_
tion that follows a regular pattern. The
regulariry is crucial for successf ul com_
munication.

- As with every aspect of language, the
tuil.understanding of any given speech
act is alwa!6 enmeshed in the unaiticu-
lated background expectations of rhe
speaker and the hearer. The speech act"l'll be here romorrow" might be a pre-
diction or a promise, and ..bo yo, itay
tennis?" might be a quesrion or an inui-
tation. In spoken conversation intona-
tion.and stress play a prominent parr in
establishing such meaning.

Coordinaror systems deal with the
speech acts embodied in messages by
specify'ing what needs to be done ani
when. The system does not itself at-
tempr to analyze the linguistic content
of messages. Instead the word-process-
ing softs'are at the sender's end asks the
sender ro make explicit the speech-act
content of each message. A person may
*'rite "I'll be happy to get you that re-
port" in the message itself but must add
(wirh a few special keysrokes) rhar rhe

message is an eccerr of a particular ne.
QUEST. The computer system can then
keep track of messages and their inter-
connections. [n particular the system
can monitor the completion of conver-
sations, calling rhe users' attention to
cases in which something immediate is
pending or in which an agreed-on time
for satisfaction has not been met.u From a broad perspective, coordi-
nators are just one member of a laree
family of softrvare that gives users a
structured medium in which language
is augmented by e.rplicit indications of
how things fit together. Another type of
softrvare in this family provides iools
for outlining and crosi-indexing docu-
ments. Still another type is a comput-
erized bulletin board that enables uiers
to store and receive messages not ad_
dressed to a specific receiver. The mes-
sages are "posred" with additional struc- '

ture that indicates their content and
helps interested readers to find them.

The most obvious prediction about
the future of computer software deal-
ing with language is that the decreas-

ing cost of hardware will make apptica-
tions that are possible but imprattical
today avaiiable quite widely in the fu-
ture. Yet software that mimics the full
human understanding of language is

. simply not in prospecr. Some spicific
trends can be noted. -

,T'he first is that spoken language willr get more emphasis. To be sure, the
computerized understanding of spoken
language presents all the difficulties of
written language and more. Merely sep-
arating an utterance into its comoonent
words can vex a computer; thus hopes
for a "voice typewriter" that types text
from dictarion are just as dirn as hopes

. for high-quality machine translation
and language-understanding, On the
other hand, many useful devices do
not require the analysis of connected
speech. Existing systems that can identi-
fy a spoken word or phrase from a fixed 

I

vocabulary of a few hundred items will I

improve the interface between users and J

machines; the recent emergence of in- *j
expensive integrated-circuit chips thar .l
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process acoustic signals will facilitate
rhc trend. Speech synthesizers that gen-
erare understandable utterances (al-
though not in a natural-sounding voice)
will also play an increasing role. lm-
proved speech '.compression" anA en-
coding techniques will make acoustic
mcssages and acoustic annotation of
computer fi les commonplace.

A second trend in software dealing
ivith.language is that constraints on lin]
guistic domain will be handled with in-
crcasing care and theoretical analysis.
r\t several points in this article I have
noted instances in which computers deal
rvith meaning in an acceptaUt. *uy-U.-
causc they operate in a limited domain
o[-possible meanings. people using such
sot tware quickly recognize thar thc
computer does not understand thc full
range of language, but the subset avail-
ablc is nonetheless a good basis for ccjm-
munication. lvluch of the commcrcial
success of future software that deals
with language will depend on the dis-
covery of domains in which constraints
on what sentences can mean still lcave
the user a broad range of language.

A third trend lies in the developmcnt
of systems that combinc the natural and
the formal. Often it is taken for granted
that natural language is the best way for
people to communicate with comeutcrs.
Plans for a "fifrh generation" of intclli-
gent computers are based on this propo-
sition. It is not at all evidcnt, howevcr,
that the proposition is valid. In some
cases ev€n the fullest understanding of
natural language is not as exprcssive as a
picture. And in many cases a partial un-
derstanding of natural language proves
to be less usable than a well-designed
formal interface. Consider the work
with natural-language front ends. Here
natural language promotes the initial
acceptance of the system, but after that
the users often move toward stylized
forms of 'language they find they can
employ with confidence, thar is, with-
out worrying about whether or not the
machine will interpret their statcments
correctly.

The most successful currenl systems
facilitate this transition. Somc sysrbms
(including coordinators; mi.'t the natural
and the formal: the user is taught to rcc-
ognize formal properties of utterances
and include them e.rplicitly in messages.
Thus the computer handlcs formal
structures, while people handle tasks in
which context is important and precise
rules cannot be applied. Other systems
tncorporate a highly structured query
system, so that as the user gains cxperi-
ence the artificial forms are seen lo save
tirne and trouble.'ln each case the com-
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DETAILND ACTION

Drmoings

1. Figure 1-23 should be designated by a legend such as -Prior Art-- because only that

which is old is illustrated. See MPEP $ 608.02(9).

Aaim Reiections - 35 USC S 112

2. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. ll2:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims partioularly pointing out and

distinctly claiming the subjeot rnatter whioh the applioant regards as his invention.

3. Claim 12 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second pangraph, as being indefinite for failing

to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the

invention. The phrase "with and infinitive clause" is not clear. It is assumed that this should read

"with an infinitive clause"

Aaim Rejections - 35 USC S 102 
i

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C . 702 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

@) the invention was patented or desoribed in a printed publication in this or a foreign counky or in public use or

on sale in this counby, more than one year prior to the date of applioation for patent in the United States,
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5. Claims 1-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being disclosed by Jensen et al.

"Natural Language Processing: The PLNLP Approach" included in the information disclosure

statement. Jensen teaches the following features:

a. As per claims I,21,22,24,25,27:

i. adding syntactic rules and adjusting the syntax parse tree, on page 3 in the

Syntm and Corrected Syntm component sections, which anticipates

"including implied" and "added syntactic roles" to create a complete

syntactic analysis implied by the phrase "the broad-coverage Engtsh

sentence analysis grammar"

ii. generating a separate skeletal logical form, on page 4 in Derivation of

logical form section

iii. adding and adjusting logical form graph, on page 4 in sense

discvnbiguation secfiion, also as shown in figure 5 on page 209

b. As per claims 2 and3: adding syntactic constructs for omitted verb after a

predefined word, figure 6 on page 209 shows syntactic construct related to the

predefined word "to"

c. As per claim 5: a syntactic construct for a pronoun, figure 4 page209.

d. As per claims 7 and 8: syntactic construct for coordinate structures, in figure 5 on

page209, in this case "and"
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o

h.

i.

Page 4

e. As per claim 10: resolving long-distance attachment phenomena, on page207 the

pwagraph above figure 3.

As per claim 13: logical form graph based on syntax parse tree, page 204 first

paragraph

As per claims 14-20: deep parts of speech, on pages 205 and206

As per claimZ3 and26 semantic labels, in figure 2 onpage205

As per claim28,29 and 31: syntax parse tree and logical form gfaph, in figures 1

and 2 on page 205, both of which a speaker of the natural language can understand

As per claim 30: a first and second sub-components, on page 4 in Derivation of

togicalform section, taking step "a" as the first sub-component and "b" and "c"

together as the second sub-component

As per claim32 and 33: add syntactic roles, on page 204 second paragraph

As per claim 34: a skeletal logical form, on page 4, as a graph which is the basis

for further semantic processing

As per claim 35: add semantic labels to skeletal grap:, in figure 2 onpage205

As per claim 36: constructs a complete logical form graph, on page 204 in section

16.1

f.

j.

k.

l.

m.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC S 103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:
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7.

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disolosed or desoribed as set forth in

seotion 102 of this title, if ttre differences between the subjeot matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a pdrson

having ordinarytitt i1 tfr" art to whioh said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

claims 4 rejected under 35 u.s.c. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Jensen as applied to

claim 1.

As pre claim 4, Jensen teaches the step of adding a syntactic Gonstruct for a

omitted verb aftef the word "to", as discussed in claim 3 but not after the word

"not". It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinarily skill in the art to use the same type of construct for a omitted

verb after the word "not" since both are defined as "omitted" and are thus needed

to form the complete logical graph of the sentence'

As per claim 5, Jensen teaches the step of adding syntactic constructs for the word

"and" as discussed in claim 8, but not the word "or". It would have been obvious

at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinarily skill in the art to

use the same type of construct for the word "or" si4ce both are coordinate

structures and are needed to form the complete logical graph of the.

As per claim 11, Jensen teaches transforming a syntax parse tree into a logical

graph but, does not teach transforming verbal phrases into verbs with prepositional

phrase objects. It is well known in the art these form equivalent parse trees.

Tirerefore, it would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a

a.

b.

c.
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person having ordinarily skill in the art to first do this transformation in order to

form a logical graph.

d. As per clum t2, Jensen teaches transforming a syntax parse tree into a logical

graph but does not teach replacing "it" with an infinitive clause. It is well known

in the art these form equivalent parse trees. Therefore, it would have been obvious

at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinarily skill in the art to

first do this transformation in order to form a logical graph.
F

Conclusion

Any response to this action should be mailed to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

or faxed to:

(703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for entry)

(703) 305-9508 (for informal or draft communications, please label

PROPOSED" or "DRAFT")

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 2I2l Crystal Drive,

Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist).

8.

Or:
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Any inquiry concerning this communication from the examiner shouid be directed to Harolil A.

Zintelwhose telephone number is (703) 305-2381. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-

Fridayfrom 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examinels supewisor,
,i

David Hudspeth, can be reached at (?0S) g0b.482b.

The facsimile phone number for the Art Unit is (70S) 305-9508. Alternately, facsimile

messages may be sent directly to (?03) 305-9644 where they will be stored in the examinels voice

mailbox (telling the examiner that a fax was received) and be automatically printed ( i.e. . no delay by

examiner).

Any inquiry ofa general natute or relating to the status ofthis application should be directed

to the Group receptioniet whose telephone number is (z0g) B0b.Bg00.

Harold A. Zintel 'W
Assi.stant Patent Examiner

March 26. 1998

.4** /,'&'t-'*--.
DAVID R. HUDSPETII

SU PERVFONY PATEI\IT EXAMINER
GROUP 27OO
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PATENT ../!"6*.
corespondence is being deposited *rnro"l4Jf)
an envelope addressed to the Assistantf ,(?-1&

cefiiS that on the date specified below, this
States Postal Service as first-class mail in

for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

Iulv 27.1998
Date

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicants

Application No.

Filed

For

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

081674,610

June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC

LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

Examrner

Art Unit

Docket No.

Date

Assistant Commissio4er for Patents c

Washington, DC 20231

H.Zintel
2741

66t00s.447

JuIy 27,1998

PETITION FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME 
..

UNDER 37 C.F.R. I 1.136(a)

Sir:

Applicants herewith petition the Assistant Commissioner of Patents under 37

C.F.R. $ 1.136(a) for a l-month extension of time for filing the response to the Examiner's

Action dated March 27, 7998, from June 27, 1,998 to July 27, 1998. Submitted herewith is a

check in the amount of $1,054 (including $110 to cover the cost of the extension.)

Any deficiency or ove{payment should be charged or credited to Deposit Account

No. 19-1090. This petition is being submitted in triplicate

,:i,'*;;i' :. Titl $i i"!i:ii!i I i:,r ii,r{i;1ir J.'i *i,ii 4 i, i ,

rr,i rri: l:i i!ii,ir+ !i

Respectfu lly submitted,

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

SEED and BERRY t t p

Enclosures:
Postcard
Check
Two copies of this Petition

6300 Columbia Center
701 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, Washingto n 9 8 | 0 4-7 092
(206) 622-4900 Fax: (206) 682-603r

Mauribe J. Pirio
Registration No. 33,27 3
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ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
WASHINGTONDC 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application.
I Small entity status of this application under 37 CFR 1 9 and 1.27 has been established by a verified statement

previously submitted.

I A verified statement to establish small entity status under CFR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed.
X 1 R netition for an Extension of Time for one month is enclosed.
X I A General Authorization Under 37 C.F.R. g 1.136(aX3) is enclosed.

I No additional claim fee is required.
The fee has been calculated as shown.

(Col. l) (Col.2) (Col.3)
CLAIMS

REMAINING

AFTER

AMENDMENT

HIGHEST

PREV. PAID

FOR

PRESENT

EXTRA

TOTAL

*

64 MINUS

**
36 28

INDEP.

ts

'i tt MINUS

* *:t

7 4
] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE CLAIMS

EXTENSIGN OF TIME FEE

TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE

* If the entry in Col. I is less than the entry in Col. 2, write "0" in Col. 3.
** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, write "20" in this space.

*** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, write "3" in this space.

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found from the equivalent box

in Col. I of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally filed.

PleasechargemyDepositAccountNo. l9-l090intheamountof$_. Aduplicatecopyofthissheetisenclosed.
I A check in the amount of $ 1.054 is attached.

The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following additional fees associated with
this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-1090. A duplicate copy of this sheet is
enclosed.

txl Any frling fees under 37 CFR 1.16 for the presentation of exfa claims.

txl Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17.

Respectfu lly submitted,
George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

/

Snno ,lNo Bnnny;r,r,F
6300 Columbia Center

701 Fifth Avenue
S eattle, Washingto n 98104 -7 092

Phone (206) 622-4900
Fax (206) 682-6031

DocketNo.:' 6$;L005.44\s
Date: Jtfly 27,1998

kr re applicaticir of
Application No.:
Filed:
For:

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen
08t674,610
June 280 1996
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC
LOGICAL F'ORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

.. : .: ,-/-

*..J

X

OR

TOTAL

II
tx
IX]

Registration No. 33,27 3
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.1. g oom A PATENT

Applicants

Application No.

Filed

For

IN THE LTNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

081674,610

June28,1996

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC

LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES . it....i. \L,'

Examiner : H. Zifiel
Art Unit : 2l4I
Docket No. : 661005.447

Date : Julv 27.1998

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, DC 20231

GENERAL AUTHORILATTON LTNDER 37 C.F.R. I 1.136(aX3)

Sir:
With respect to the above-identified application, the Assistant Commissioner is

authorized to treat any concurrent or future reply requiring a petition for an extension of time

under 37 C.F.R. $ 1.136(a)(3) for its timely submission as incorporating a petition therefor for

the appropriate length of time. The Assistant Commissioner is also authorizedto charge any fees

which may be required under 37 C.F.R. $ 1.136(a)(3), or credit any overpayment, to Deposit

AccountNo. 19-1090.

Respectfully submitted,

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

SEED and BERRY t lr

SEED andBERRYLLP
6300 Columbia Center
701 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104-7 092
(206) 622-4900 FAX: (206) 682-6031

Registration No. 33,27 3
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certi$r that on the date specified below, this correspondence is being deposited with the
United States Postal Service as first-class mail in an envelope addresSed to the Assistant
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 2023L

Julv 27,1998
Datd

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicants

Application No.

Filed

For

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

081674,610

June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC

LOGICAL TONN,IS FROM SYNTAX TREES

Examiner

Art Unit

Docket No.

Date

H. Zirrtel

2741

661005.447

Iuly 27,1998

h)ji

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, DC 20231

AMENDMENT

Sir:

In response to the Office Action dated March 27, 1998, please extend the period

of time for response one month, to expire on IuIy 27, 1998. Enclosed are a General

Authorization, a Petition for an Extension of Time, and the requisite fee. Please amend the

application as follows :

In the Claims i v / v, ,/
Please amend claims 1,12, and27-29 as follows.

,-i ;l::,;,, ;:;iitl'-; ::',:';q,. .
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1. (Amended) A method in a system for generating a logical

form graph for a sentence in a natural language,

the sentence being represented by a syntax parse tree ing nodes representing syntactic

$

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

l1

t2

13

t4

15

t6

constructs of the sentence, the syntax parse tree being in a data structure and

v1

the same order as the words of the sentence, the method

adding syntactic roles to the syntax

that are implicit in the sentence;

adjusting the syntax parse tree with the

leaf nodes are reordered to represent a more complete is of the sentence;

generating a skeletal logical form syntax parse ffee,

the skeletal logical form graph belng represented in a

data structure of the syntax parse tree;

adding semantic labels to the generated logical form graph; and

adjusting the logical form graph wi semantic labels to add semantic

constructs to complete the logical form graph.

12. (Amended) The method of cl 1 wherein the step of adjusting the

syntax parse tree includes replacing the word o'it" wi [and] an infinitive clause.

27. (Amended) A computer s for generating a logical form graph

for a sentence in a natural language, the

sentence being represented by a syntax parse

constructs of the sentence, the syntax parse tree

having nodes representing syntactic

represented in a data structure and

the same order as the words of the sentence, the

for any syntactic constructs

syntactic roles. wherein the

that is from the

I

2

N
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7

8

9

l0

l1

12

IJ

t4

l5

l6

t7

ls

a phase one component for adding syntactic roles to yntax parse tree for

any syntactic constructs that are implicit in the sentence and for ng the syntax parse

tfee with the added syntactic roles to represent a

complete syntactic analysis of the sentence;

a phase two component for generating a logical form graph for the

adjusted syntax parse tree, the skeletal logical being represented in a data

structure that is separate from the data structure o syntax parse tree, the logical form

graph having nodes and links, the nodes ing to semantic constructs and the links

corresponding to relationships between constructs; and

a phase three component adding semantic labels to the generated skeletal

logical form graph and for adjusting logical form graph with Semantic labels to add

form graph.

N
semantic constructs to complete t[re

28. (Amended) A method in a {omputer system for processing input

text representing a phrase or sentence of a language in order to represent in the

computer system at least one meaning of the in text that a human speaker of the natural

language would understand the input text to , the method comprising the steps of:

generating a syntax parse tree from the input text to

represent a syntactic analysis ofthe input text;

generating a fseparate] logical form graph to

represent a semantic anaiysis of the input structffe

I

2

J

4

29. (Amended) A co system for processing input text

representing a phrase or sentence ofa natural in order to represent in the computer

system at least one meaning of the input that a human speaker of the natural language

would understand the input text to the system comprising:
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)

6

8

9

10

1l

a component that generates a

represent a syntactic analysis ofthe input text;

ntax parse tree from the input text to

a component that generates a I ] logical fbrm graph to represent a

semantic analysis of the input text, [wherein the gical form graph comprises nodes and

directional linksl

Please add the following new claims.

I

2

a
J

4

5

(_
r\.6(\
\r\ j
\\ \\\\J

-- 37. A method in a computer system for a syntax parse tree for

a sentence, the sentence having wtlrds that are ordered, method comprising:

representing the words of the

sentence and intermediary nodes representing s constructs, the leaf nodes being

ordered in the same order as the words of the

altering the order of the leaf syntax parse tree to

reflect a more complete understanding of the !

I

2

38. The method of claim/37 in the alteri udes adding leaf

nodes for syntactic roles that are implicit ir{the

t

2

39. The method of Iaim 37 wherein the altering includes resolving

long-distance attachment phenomena.

I

2

40. The me

verbal phrases into verbs with

of claim 37 wherein the altering includes transforming

itional phrase obj ects.

: and

of the
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I

2

I

includes replacing the

42. A method in a computer system for ing a syntax parse tree for

2 a sentence, the sentence having words, the method

generating a syntax parse tree with leaf representing the words of the

4 sentence and intermediary nodes representing syntactic

5 adding nodes to the syntax parse tree

; and

represent syntactic roles that are

6 implicit in the sentence.

4t. The method of claim 37 wherein the

word "it" with an infinitive clause.

43. The method of claim 42 in when the sentence omits a verb$ I

2

1

2

I

2

1t

I

2

I

n

after a predefined word, adding a node for

44. The method of claim the predefined is the word
ttto.t'

The method of clai 43 wherein the predefined word is ,the word

"not."

46. The method of laim 42 wherein when the sentence is missing a

pronoun, adding a node for the missi pronoun.

47. The method/of claim 46 wherein the missing pronoun is the word

"you" and the sentence is an i ve semence.

48. The of claim 42 wherein when the sentence includes

to expand the coordinate structure.coordinate structures, adding

45.
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1
t

2

I

2

49.

the word "and."

the word "or."

51. A computer-readable medium

computer system to modi$' a syntax parse tree for a

that are ordered, the syntax parse tree having leaf

sentence and intermediary nodes representing

The method of claim 48 wherein the coordi structures include

50. The method of claim 48 wherein the

I

a

instructions for causing a

the sentence having words

representing the words of the

the leaf nodes beins

including altering the

ine of

the altering

r\ 4N\'
\J6

I

ordered in the same order as the words of the

order ofthe leafnodes ofthe syntax parse tree

the syntax ofthe sentences.

52. The computer- medium of, claim

includes adding leaf nodes for syntactic that are implicit in the sentence.

53. The computer medium of claim 51 wherein the alterins

includes resolving long-distance phenomena.

54. The com -readable medium of claim 51 wherein the altering

into verbs with prepositional phrase objects.includes transformins verbal

55. The r-readable medium of claim 51 wherein the aiterins

includes replacing the 'with an infinitive clause.

I

2

2

I

2

I

2
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2

56. A computer-readable medium containing i for causing a

having words,computer system to modiff a syntax parse tree for a sentence, the

the syntax pane tree having leaf nodes representing the words of the sentence and

intermediary nodes representing syntactic constructs by adding nodes to the syntax

parse tree to represent syntactic roles that are implicit in the

57. The computer-readable medium of m 56 wherein when the

sentence omits a verb after a predefined word, adding aleaf for the omitted verb.

o\ 2

\\,
2

s8.

word is the word "to."

62.

sentence includes

structure.

coordinate

63. The

structures include the word

e medium of'claim 56 wherein when the

nodes to expand the coordinateadding leaf

readable medium of claim 62 wherein the coordinate

The computer-readable medium claim 57 wherein the predefined

The com

2

1

2

II

2

J

I

L

59. The computer-readable

word is the word "not."

of claim 57 wherein the predefined

60. The computer- of claim when the

sentence is missing a pronoun, adding a I node.for mlssmg pronoun

61. The computer ble ium of claim 60 wherein the mlssmg

pronoiln is the word "you" and the ls an rmperatrve sentence.
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64, Thecomputer-readable claim 62 wherein the coordinate

shuctures include the word "or."

Claims l-20,27-30, and 37-64 are now pending rl the apphcation Applicants

have amended claims l, 72, and 27-29, canceled claims 2l-26 and 31-36, and added ciaims

37-64 to clari$r the subject matter of that applicants regard as their invention.

Applicants' invention is directed to several aspects of techniques for generating a

iogical form graph. One technique alters the ordering of the leaf nodes of a syntax parse tree.

Traditionally, a syntax parse tree contains one leaf node for each word of the sentence, and the

leaf nodes are ordered in the same order as the words of the sentence. Applicants' technique

reflects a more complete understanding of the sentence by reordering the leaf nodes of the syntax

parse tree. This reordering of the leaf nodes of the syntax sparse tree facilitates the generation of

the logical form graph. In another aspect of applicants' technique, leaf nodes are added to the

syntax parse tree to represent syntactic roles that are implicit in the sentence, that is, the sentence

contains no word explicit to that role. These added nodes may represent a missing pronoun such

as the word "you" ot amissing verb after the words "to" or oonot." In another aspect, applicantq'

technique generates the logical form graph as a data structure that is separate from the syntax

parse tree. Prior techniques, in contrast, imposed the logical form graph data structure on the

nodes of the syntax parse tree. Such imposition of one data struoture upon another resulted and

added complexity when generating a logical form graph.

The Examiner has rejected claims 1-36 under 35 U.S.C. $ 102(b) as being

anticipated by the Jensen reference. Although applicants disagree, applicants have amended the

claims to clari$ the subject matter that applicants regard as their invention. The Jensen

reference on page 3 describes a cornponent which generates "corrected syntax." However, the
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Jensen reference neither teaches nor suggests that the "corrected syntax" includes any reordering

of the leaf nodes of the syntax parse tree or any adding of leaf nodes to the syntax parse tree.

Moreover, the Jensen reference describes techniques that transform a syntax parse tree into a

logical form,graph so that i 
"orn-on 

data structure is used to store both the syntax parse tree and

the logical form graph. As such, the Jensen reference neither teaches nor suggests that a separate

data structure is used for the syntax parse tree and the logical form graph

Claims l-20 and 27 now recite "wherein the leaf nodes are reordered to represent

a more complete syntactic analysis of the sentence." As discussed above, the Jensen reference

does not describe reordering of leaf nodes. Claims 28-30 now make it particularly clear that the

logical form graph and the syntax parse tree are stored in separate data structures. The Jensen

reference only describes the use of a single data structure which representg both the syntax parse

tree and the logical form graph. Newly added claims 37-64 either recite altering the ordering of

the nodes or adding of leaf nodes to the syntax parse tree. The Jensen reference neither teaches

nor suggests such altering or adding.

The Examiner has rejected claim 12 under 35 U.S.C. $ 112, second paragraph, as

being indefinite. Applicants have amended claim 12 to correct a minor typographical error.

Based upon the above remarks and amendments, applicants respectfully request

reconsideration of this application and its early allowance.

Respectfully submitted,

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

SEED and BERRY rrp
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Serial Number: 081 67 4610

Art'{Jnit: 2741 (formerly 2308)

Page2

DETAILED ACTION

Drawings

1. Figure 1-23 should be designated by a legend such as --Prior Art-- because only that

which is old is illustrated. See MPEP g 608.02(9).

Claim Rejections - 35 aSC S 112

2. Claims 1,27,37,51 arerejecte6lunder35 U.S.C. 112, secondparagraph, asbeing

indefinite for failing to particulady point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention. In lines 9 and 10 (in claim 1, same wording in other claims) the

step of reordering is done "to represent a more complete syntactic analysis". How can reordering

per se make an analysis more complete?

Claim Rejections - 35 aSC S 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C.l02thatform the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the Unitod States.
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4. Claims l'64 arcrejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being disclosed by Jensen et al.

'Natural Language Processing: The PLNLP Approach" included in the information disclosure

statement. Jensen teaches the following features:

a. As per claims I,27,37,51 and 56:

i. parse tree with the same order as the original sentence, in figure 1 on page

205

ii. adding syntactic rules, on page 205, as deep argument attributes are added

to the analysis rdcord structure

iii. adjusting or reordering the syntax parse tree, on page 4, since relationships

are to be normalized, sentences that mean the same thing are represented in

the same form, adjusting or reordering is inherent. As in figures 1 and 2 on

page205 the leaves are reordered as the graph is created.

iv. generating a separate skeletal logical form, on page 4 in Derivation of

logical form section

As per claims 2,3,44,52,57 and 58: adding syntactic constructs for omitted verb

after a predefirFd word, on page 2r2, as "fill in all missing arguments"

As per claim 5 and 46: a syntactic construct for a pronoun, figure 4 page209.

As per claims 7 and8, 48, 49,62 and 63: syntactic construct for coordinate

strucfures, in figure 5 on page 209, inthis case 66alld"

b.

c.

d.
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As per claim 10, 39 and 53: resolving long-distance attachment phenomena, on

page207 the paragraph above figure 3.

As per claim 13: logical form graph based on syntax parse tree, page 204 first

paragraph

As per claims 14-20: deep parts of speech, on pages 205 and206

As per claim 28 and 29: syntax parse tree and logical form graph, in figures 1 and

2 on page 205, both of which a speaker of the natural language can understand

As per claim 30: a first and second sub-components, on page 4 in Derivation of

logicalform section, taking step "a" as the first sub-component and "b" and'oc"

together as the second sub-component

As per ciaim 38: add syntactic roles, on page 204 second paragraph andpage 2ll

as "filled structure

k' As per claim 42: Adding nodes that are implicit, in figure 5, as missing information

Claim Rejections - 35 USC S 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

6. Claims 4, 6,9, ll, 12, 41, 40,45,47,50, 54, 55, 59,60,61,64 rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Jensen as applied to claim 1.

e.

g.

h.

j.
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As per claims 4,45 and,59: Jensen teaches the step of adding a syntactic construct

for a omitted verb after the word "to", as discussed in claim 3 but not after the

word'onot". It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a

person having ordinarily skill in the art to use the same type of construct for a

omitted verb after the word "not" since both are defined as "omitted" and axe thus

needed to form the complete logical graph of the sentence.

As per claims 9, 50 and k4, J.nr.o teaches the step of adding syntactic constructs

for the word "and" as discussed in claim 8, but not the word o'or". It would have

been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinarily skill

in the art to use the same type of construct for the word ooor" since both are

coordinate structures and are needed to form the complete logical graph of the.

As per claims I1,40 and 54: Jensen teaches transforming a syntax parse tree into a

logical graph but, does not teach transforming verbal phrases into verbs with

prepositional phrase objects. It would have been obvious at the time the invention

was made to a person having ordinarily skill in the brt to first do this

transformation in order to form a logical graph because it is well known in the art

these form equivalent parse trees.

As per claims 12,41and 55: Jensen teaches transforming a syntax parse tree into a

logical graph but does not teach replacing "it" with an infinitive clause. It is well

b.

c.

d.
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known in the art these form equivalent parse trees. As per claim 32 and33: add

syntactic roles, on page 204 second paragraph

e. As per claim 6,47,60 and 61: It is well known in the art to supply you in a

imperative sentence.

Response to Amendment

7. Applicant's arguments filed7l30l98 have been fully considered but they are not all

persuasive.

ll22ndparagraph rejection of claim 12 is withdrawn in view of amendment of

7130t98.

Attomey argues that figures l-23 are not prior art although the examiner sees no

distinguishing features between these drawing and the figures in Jensen.

Attorney argues that the nodes are reordered in the traditional manner, thus this

feature is not novel.

Attorney argues that adding nodes for an implicit pronoun is novel. But, since

speakers of the language would understand to add the implied pronouns when

deciphering a spoken phrase it would be obvious to add a node for that implied

pronoun. Further Jensen on page 212 teaches the step of "fill(ing) in missing

arguments'l

b.

c.

d.
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e. Attorney argues that the prior art does not show the logical form graph and the

parse tree in separate data structures. But Jensen on page 204 teaches a parse tree

as input and a logical form as output thus separating the two.

Conclusion

8. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this Offrce

action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP $ 706.07(a). Applicant is

reminded of the extension of time poliiy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this acJion. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. ln no event ,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action. ,

9. nclusion

Any response to this action should be mailed to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231
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or faxed to:

(703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for entry)

Or:

(703) 305-9508 (for informal or draft communications, please label

PROPOSED" or "DRAFT")

Hand.'delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 2121 Crystal Drive,

Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor @eceptionist).

Any inquiry concerning this communication from the examiner should be directed to Harold. A.

Zintel whose telephoue number is (703) 305-2381. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-

Friday from 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor,

David Hudspeth, can be reached at (703) 305.482b.

The facsimile phone number for the Art Unit is (703) 305.9508. Alternately, facsimile

messages may be sent directly to (703) 305-9644 where they willbe stored in the examiner's voice

mailbox (telling the examiner that a fax was received) and be automatically printed ( i.e. - no delay by

examiner).

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status ofthis application should be directed

to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (708) B0b-4900.

HarordA.zinter 

W
r
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Assistant Patent Examiner

September 11, 1998

Page 9

,6**-"(n-vft--
DAVID H. HUDSPffH

SUPI RVI$ORY PATENT EXAMINER
0R0uP 2700
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I lrereby certify that this paper is being facsimilc trrinsmitted to tlre
Office on the date shown below.

DecembEr 14. 1998
Datc

04
nr

lrAl

Potent and Trademar*

fr.)l)J
ae ?r

Applicant

Application No.

Filecl

For

IN THE UNITED STATES PAI.IJNT AND TRADEMARK OIJI.ICE

George Fleidoln and Karcn Jcnscn

08/674,610

June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSI'DM ITOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC
LOGICAL I?ORMS FROM SYNTAX TRI]US

Uxamincr

Art Unit

Docket No.

Date

Harold A. ZinteI

274t

661005,447

Decenrber 14, 1998

A.,isi starrt Cornm issioner for Patcnts
Washington, DC 2Q231

AMENDMTNI:

Sir:

In responsc to the Oflice Aotion datcd September 15, 199g, piease amenci the

application ss follows:

In the Clainrs:

Please cancel claims
/7 / / f

L-20,27, and 3l-64.

/ ./' ./'
Please amend claims 2L,24,2E, nnd 29 as followsr
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\e
l0

11

tata

t{

t4

grapl'r for u plt

(Aruended) A method in a cotnputer systerr: for getrerating a logical f<rrm

of words specificd in a natural language, tho natural language having a

grammar specifyirig

rnethod comprising:

of the natural langr.rirge, the computcr svstem havin$ a memorv thc

acflcratln Parsc trce of the phrase bnscd on the

repxe.qentinggramrrrar of the natural

syntactic conshuct of the

guag€, the initial parse treo ining r:odcs

ofthe phlase;

adjustiug the i ial syntax parse ete syntactic analysi.t lbr syntactic

constnrots that arc imolieit in the

gcncrating in the a skeletal logical fornt graph for the adjustcd syntax

in a data structure that isparsc trcc, thc skcletal logical graph being rcpresented

indepcndcnt of a data structure of the x parsc trcc; and

adjusting tlre skeletal

complete the logical form graph.

oal fonrr graph t0 identi$/ semantic cor:structs to

I

-

5

4

5

t-n ry6
{rk]ro ,v\8

I
IO

II

It

l3

l4

(Amcnded) A computer-readablc medium containing instrucLions lbr

causing a compute\systcm to gcnerate a logical form graph lbr a .sentpnoo specificd in a naturlrl

language, the rratural having a grammax specifying syntax of the naturai langrtage, the

computer system having\ initial synlax parse tree of thc scntence that represcnts a patse trf the

sentence based on thc of the natural

nod cs representing syntactic

arljusting the initial tax e syn[actic analysis for syntuctio

constructs that are irnplicit in the sentc

gcncrating u skelctal logical fr:rm graph for thc

adjusted syntax parse tree, the skeletal I lbrm gruph being rcpresented in a data strtcturs

that is independent of a data structure of the parse tree; and

adusting the skeletal logical fc:

complcte the logical form graph ibr the sentencc.

grnph to idcntify semantic constructs to
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I
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4

,5
a

8

9

l0

8. (Twice Amended) A method in a computet systenr for proccssing input

text representi pluase or sentence of a natural lzurguage in order to represent in the ctrmpq[er

system qt least ing of thc input text that a human speaker of thc natural larrguage would

understand the input t to represent, thc nrctltod conrprising the steps of:

in.rncmory of the comnuter svstem ,s first datn structure for a syntax

parsc trcc from thc input t to represent a syntaotic analysis of thc input text; and

second data structure for a logical

form graph to represent a s

generated f|om the syntax

structure,

analvsis of the text, tho second data sttucture beiug

e treE but bcing a data structurc tiorn the first data

29. (Twicc )A system

in order

for ng input tcxt

repressnt in the comprflerrepresenting a phrasc or seutence of natural

system at lcast ono mealring of the input that a h of the natural language wr:uld

understand thc input tcxt to represent, the

a component that gcncratcs j syntax paf,sc tfcc

fron the input text to lepresent a syntactic nnal of'the input text; and

a component that gcncrates a loeical form

grilph to represent a scmantic arralysis of the input thc logical fonn graph bcing stored in o

data structurE that is scparate lrorn a data struchrrc in ich the generatcd syntax pnrse tree is

stored, the logical form graphbeing geuelated bascd in par on tlre generatcd syntax parss tree.

RE,MARKS

Clairns 2l-26 and 28-30 ure now pending. Applichnts have canceled claims 1-20,

27, arnd 31-54 and nmcndcd clainrs 21,24, and 28-29 to clarify the subjcct matter cvF tl'reir

invention.

Applicants woulcl likq 1o thank the Exarniner l'or lris consicleration during thc

telephone intervicw of December 1 1, 1998. During that interview, applicants' represcntative and

the ExaminEr discusscd thc coucept of generating a Iogical form graph thal. is o separatc data
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structure from the syntax parse tree from which the logical form graph is dcrived. The pending

cla.ims arc dircctcd to this concept. In addition, applioants' reprcscntative and fhe Examiuer

discussed whether claim 28, before being amended, encompassed thc display of a syntax parsc

tree and a logical form graph as shown on pagc 205 of thc Jcnscn refet ence.

The llxaminer rcjcctcd clainrs 21-26 ancl 28-30 utrder 35 U,S.C. $ 102(b) as treing

anticipated by the Jcnscn rcfbrcncc. It is the Exarliner's position that 'oJcnscn on page 204

teaches a pat'se tlee as input and a logica,l lbnl ns or.rtput thus separating thc two," (Exnminer's

Action, September 15, 1998, pagc 7). Although applicarrts believe that thc unamended claims

dicl not ellcompass the display of a syntax parse tree and a logical form gtaph, applicatrts

nevortheless have amended the claitns to make it particularly clear that the generafed syntax

parse tlee and the generated logical form graph$ ate stored in the memory of computer system.

For example, elairn 2l now recitcs "generatir:g in tl're rrrerlory an initial.syntax parse tTee" and

"generating in the-rnemorv a skclctal logical frrrrl graph." Thus, the amcnded clajms clenrly do

not enoompass the display of a syntax iarse tree arrd a logical form graph as shown orr page 205

rt I the Jensen referencc.

Each of the pending clairns also reoites that thc logical form graph is storcd in a

data sbucture that is "separate" frorn or "indcpcndent" of the syntax parse trcc. For example,

clainr 2l reoites "the skeletal logical form graph being represented itr a data stru$ture thnt is

independent o[a data structure of the syntax parse tree," and claim 28 rccites "the second data

structure being generated froru the synte,\ parsc tree being a separate data stntctnre fronr the first

data strr-tctur$.n' T'lte Jensert refercncc, in contrast, describes that the data strttcture for the logical

lorrn grirph u.ses the same underlying rccords that are used to represcnt thc syntax parse tree. In

partioular, the Jensen rcfcterrcc at pago 204 states:

A graph is produced by displaying only thosc attributes and values thnt arL:

delined to be semantic, Howcvcr, the underlvinq record stntcfitre col*ains nll thc
nttributes resulting from the patse.

Thus, it is clear that Jensen's uuderlying rccord structure contains infon:ration for both ths

logical forrn graph ancl tlre syntax parse tree.

Applicants lirrther empho.sizcd this combined data structurc aspect of the prior art

in the bnokgroutrd scction of the application. For cxample, the background $tartes that "thc

P, 07
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logical fonn graph is constructcd from thc nodos of the syntax parse tree, adding to them

Ittributes lrnd new bi-directional links." (Specificaltion, p. 10,) Applicarts also pointed ont iu thc

backgrouncl section of tlre application Lhe disadvantage of representing thc logical fbrm graph

using the same data structure that is used to represcnt thc syntax parsc trcc. Irr particulat, the

baokgrorurd states that:

because nodcs olthe syntax parso trco arc cxtcndgd and leused as uodes of the

logioal form graph, prior art semsntic subsystcnrs produce large, cuml:ersome,
ancl complicatcd data strrlctrres, The size arrd conrplexity of a logical fonn grnph

overlayed [sio] onto a syntax parsc trcc makes ftrther use of the combined data
structttre errot-prone and ineflicient,

(Speciflrcation, pages 11-12,) Thus, opplicants' separation of the syntax parsc ttco datn structure

lionr the logical fbrm data structure avoids these disadvantages of thc prior afl.

As requested by the llxamincr, applicants are addirrg the legend "prior art" to

Figures l -23. 'Ihe cirawings arc being f,tled under a separate cover.

Basccl upon the above amorldments antl renrarks, applicants rcspcctlfrlly lequest

reconsidcration of this application arrd its early allowanco.

Respcctfully submitted,

Geotgo Heidorn and Knren Jcnscn

SIIJD and BERRY LLP

Bnclosurcs:
Form PTO-I0t3 (+ copy)

6300 Cohuni:ia Ceuter
701 Fifth Avemre
Seafile" Washington 98 1 04-7092
(205) 622-4eoo
Fa".r: (206) 6t2-6031

wpN/Ms/66 I 005/T'AXED AMENDMEN',T' ( t2- I 4-9rr)

Mauricd J. Pirio
Registration No. 33,273
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Seattle, Washington 981 o4-7og2,U,S.A. trkt'i I 5 1998

FAX: (206) 682-6031 / PHONE: (206) 622-4900 ffir's"rrq'3x p'?q"1{1

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL

DATE: December_14. 1998 OUR REF. NO: 66,1_005.447

TO: Examiner H. Zintel. ArtUnit2741

FROMi Maurice J. Pirio

YOUR REF. NO.: Serial No.08/674,610

YOUR FAX NO.: fi03) 308-90.51

RE:

We are transmitting I pages (including this sheet). lf transrnission is incomplete,

please call Vietoria Sellers at (206) 622-4900 or fax our oftice at the number above.

COMMENTS

TO BE ENTERED

Please hand-deliver to Examiner Zintel

as soon as possible

Confirmation copy sent

DATE FAXED:

TIME FAXED:

BY:

+

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this facsimile message is legally privileged
and/or confidential information intended only for the uge of the individual or entify named below. lf you are
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of
this facsimile or its content is strictly prohibited, lf you have received this facsimile in error, please
immediately notifo us by telephone and return the original facsimile message to us by mail or destroy it
without making a copy. Thank
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6300 Cohmbia CjenLer

701 Fifth Avenue

Irone (206) 622-4900
Fux (206) 682'6031

P, A2

tu"tH ffi#ajffifr''iiffiffi

FAX N0, 2n4q826031

ffi;ttqr.rt fi?fXf}
lrocketNo,: 661005,447

Datc; I)ccsmber 14, 1998

seattrq wnshingtorliti"o+-zont fiffiCial fiffi I 5 199S

Plrone (206) 622-4904

In rc application of
Application No.:
Piled:
For:

Gcorgc Hoidorn and Karen Jensen
081674,6L0
June 28, 1996
METHOD AND SYSTEM I'OR COMPUTING SNMANTIC
LOGICAI, FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

ASSISTANT COMMTSSION ER FOR PATENTS
WASHTNGTON DC 2023r

Sir:

I'ransrnitted hcrcwith is an amendment in t}te above-identificd application.

J Srrrall entity statr:s of flris application nndsr 37 CFR I-9 and L27 has been establislted by a vuriJled statement
previously submitted.

] A verified statement Lo cstablish .small entify status under CI.'R 1.9 and 1,27 is euclosed.

] A Pctition for an Exten,rion of Time for month is cnoloscd-

] A Gcncral Autlrorization Utrder 37 C.F^R. $ I .l3fr(o)(3) is enclosed,
X I No additional claim fee is requircd.

The fee has been calcularc,

(col. I) (Col- 2) (Col,3)
CLAIMS

REMAININC

AFTNR.

AMENDMENT

HI6H55T

I,REV. I'AID

FQR

ritussnr
EXI'RJI

TOTAL 9 MINIJS

+f

0

INDEP 4 MINUS

t ir 'li

t1 0
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MUI.,TN'I,IJ CI,AIMS

EXTENSION OF TIMH FTiE

TOTAL ADI)I'I]ONAL FEE

OR

TOTA

i If thc crtlty in Col. 1 is Issc thun thc cntry in Col, 2, wtiro "0" in Col. 3.
ti lfthsrillighostNumbcrProyioustyloidFor"lNTlllsSPACEislcsslhun?(,,writc"?0"inthisspace.

N** Jflh€rrllighcstNumhcrl'rcviouslyP'.tidFor"INTtIIS.CPACF; islsssthonS,wrilc"3"intltisspur:c.
The 0l{ighost Nlthbcr Prcviously Fnid Forrr(lotul nr lndcpondcnt) is thc highcst nunrbr:r found fronr tfic cquivnlent box

in Col, I of n ptior amettdiltcnL or lh$ numbcr of claims oliginalll, fi lcd.

O'fIIERTHAN A
SMALL ENTITY

RATI' ADDTTIONAL

FLd

xIt $ 0

x78 $ 0
+ 26t)

L $ 0

tl
tl
txl

Please chargc my peposit AcsountNo, J9-1090 in the arnount of $_, A duplicatc copy of this slroct is cnclo.,i,:d..

A chcck in Lhc anfruut of $_ is atrached.
Thc Asrliutant Corfrmissioner is hercby nuthoriz.cd to charge payrnent of thc following additiorrnl fccs a.qsociated with
tl'ris can'lnlunjcation ol oredil any ovcrlrayment to Deposit Account No. 'l 9- 1 090. A duplicatc copy of tlris sheet js

enclosed,

txl Arry filing fees unclcr 3? CFR Ll6 for the pleseutation of extra clirims.

txl Any patont npplicotion proce.ssing fees under 37 CFR 1.17.

Rcspcc tfrrlly s ubmitted,
Gcorgc Heidonr and Karen Jcnsen

Rcgistration No. 33,273
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UEED AND I'ETTRY LLP

6300 Columbia Center
701 Fifth Avenue

Seattlo, Washington 98 I 04-7092
Phone (206) 622-4900

Fax (206) 682-603 I
Docket No.:

Dtto:

P, 03

0fficial
661005.447
T)ecsmber 14, 199t

In re application of
Application No.:
Filed:
For:

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen
nv674,6L0
June 28, 1995
METHOD AND SYSTEM F'OR COMPUTING SEMANTIC
LOGICAL FORMS F'ROM SYIYTAX TRBI]S

AS SI S'TANT COMMIS SIONER FOR PATENTS
WASHINGTON DC 2O?3I

Sir:

$d,H F{bi#h[U*#

ftES 1 5 t998

ffirmnin f)?ft{"}

-fransmittecl herewith is an amcndmcnt in the above-identified application,

t I Stnall cnriry stutus of this application undcr 3 7 CFR I .9 and I -2? has been established by a vcrilicd stttcmcnt
prcviously submitted,

] A verified statement to establish small entity status undcr CFR 1.9 nd l -27 is enclosed.

] A Petitioq fgr an Exteflsion of Tirfle for month is enclosed.

I A General Authorization Under 37 C.II.R $ 1.135(o)(3) is enclosL'd.

X 1 No additional claim fee is required.
Thc fec has bccn calculatcd as

(col, l) (Col,2) (Col, 3)
CLAIMS

REMATNIhIC

AFTFR

AMENDMENT

IIIQIIE$T

PREV. PAID

FOR

f

PRTISENT

EXTR.A

TOl'AL
,

9 MINUS

++

64 0

INDEP.

I

4 MINUS

+**

11 0
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MUI,TIPI.E CLAIMS

EXTENSION OF TIME FEE
TOI'AL ADDITIONAL FEE TOTAL

' If the entry in Col, I is lcss thqn thc cntry in Col.2, rvrito "0" in Col, 3.
+* If thc r'Highcst Number Prcviously ?nid For" IN TI.trS SPACE ls lesg thun 10, writc "?0" in this spacc,

tr'ti Ifths'rllighustNurrrbcrPreviourlyPaidForfiINTl{f^9SPACEislcssthanl,writc'3"indtisspace.
'I'hc 'rHighc.+t Numbrr Proviously Poid For" (Total or Indcpcndcnt) is the higltc.sr rrunber found tiom thc cquivalcut box

in Col. I of a prior nrncndmeot or llte nuntberof clainrs originrrlly filcd,

OI'III'RTI{AN A
SMALL ENTITY

tlI]
txl

Please oharge my Deposit AccountNo. l9-l!90 in the amount of S_, A duplicntc copy of th{s -sheet is enclosed,
A check in the nrnount of$_ is aftachcd.
TIte Assistanr Comrnissiorter is heruby authorized to chuge paymcnt of the following additional fees associntcd with
lhiscornmurricntionorcrcditonyovcrpayrnenttoDepositAcsorntNo. t9-1090, Aduplicatecopyofthisshcetis
crtclosrgd,

lxl ,{ny filing fees under 37 CFR 1.16 for the prescntntion of extra claims.

txl Any patent application procsssing fees undcr 37 CFR 1.17.

Respectfully subm itt erJ,

George Hcidorn and Karen Jensen

Registration No. 33,21 3
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6300 Columbia Center
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iffi;{ $**Ufndtfffifl}
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FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL

CONFIDENTIALITY NoTICE: The information contained in this facsimile messJge is tegaity priuileged
and/or confldential information tntended only for the use of the individual or entity namea below. ir yo, 

"renot the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of
this facsimile or its contEnt is strictly prohibited, lf you have received this facsimile in error, please
immediately notify us by telephone and return the origlnal facsimile message to us by mail or destroy it
without making a copy, Thank you.

0fficial

DATE: Deqember 14,,1998 ,. OUR REF. NO: 66100A_!47__

TO: _ Examiner H. ZinleLArLUnit?T4l

FROM: Maurice J. Pirio

YOUR REF. NO,: _serial No. 08/674,610

YOUR FAX No.: (70als08-9051

RE:

We are transmitting 8 pages (including this sheet). If transmission ls incomplete,

please call Victoria Sellers at (208) 622-4900 or fax our office at the number above.

. QOMMENTS

TO BE ENTERED

Please hand-deliver to Examiner Zintel

as soon as possible

DATE

TIME

FAXED:

FAXED:

Confirmation eopy sent BY:

{
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ilfficial
DocketNo.; 661005.447

Dpte: Deccmber 14, 1998

SE, & BERRY

In ro applicatioa of
Appllcation Noi:
Filod:
For:

George Heidorn and Knron Jeusen
0E1674,610
June 2t, I996
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC
LOGICAL FOIWIS FROM SYNTAX TREES

ASS tSTANl' COMMISSION ER FOR PATENTS
WASHINGTON DC 2023I

Sir: ;
Trartsminep heftwith i.s an nmcndntent in the abovc-irtentified application.
t I Smaff cnthy stntus of this application under 37 cItR I .9 'and l.27 ha$ been established by a vu'rified staterncnt

previously submitted.

t I A verificd stfltemenr to esrablish small entity staitu under CFR 1.9 nnd I.Z7 is encloserl,
t ] A Petition for an Exfension of Time for month is encloscd.
t J- A Goncrql Authorization Under 37 C_F,R, g l.l3d(u)(3) is enclosed_
I X ] No ahditional claim fee is rcquired.

llte fcc has calculated as shown.

fCol, l) (Col,2) (Col.3)
CLAIMS

RnMAa{hrt

AFTER

AM|1N'MENT

HICI.IEST

PFEV. PAID

foR

PRESENT

Ex'r'RA

TOTAL
*

MINUS

t+
64 0

INDIiP.

il

4 MINUS

*+.
ll 0

I rrRST PRESpNTATION Or MULTTI'LE CLATMS
EXI"ITNSION OF TIME rEE
TOTAL ADDI'TIONAL FEE TOTAL

t If tho ontry in Col. I is lc{s thirn thc enrry in Col, 2, wire ',0,' in Col, 3,tr lf thc Fllighwt Numbcr Pcviously Pnid For" IN THI$ SI'ACE is ls"-$ than 20, wrile 'r20'r in this spsce.
v'i t If the "l-Iigltcst Nunrbtr Prcviously Plirl Fur' lN ]'HIS SPACB is lcss tharr 3, writc "]', in this sprcc,

'l'hc "Flighesr Numbsr Prcviously Prid For" (Total or Indopcndcnt) is rhs hi shcsr number found lrorn rhc cquivnlenr box
in Crrl, t of n prior irmendmcnr or rhe numbcr of clnirns originrlly lilcd.

Plense charge my Dcposit Acconnt No, l9-1090 in the nmouut of $_, A duplicate copy of this sheer is c'nclosed.
A chcpk iu the arnount of $_ is attached.
The Assistant Commissionor is hereby duthorized to charge paymcnt qf the following additional fees associntcd with
this communicatiorr or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No, ,l 

g- 1090. A duplicate copy of rhis sheet is
enclosed.

Any filing fees undar 37 CFR 1.16 forthe prescnlation of extfa claims.
Any patenl application proccssing fees urrdcr 37 CFR 1.17.

I{cspcctfu lly subm i tted,

OR

I]
LI
txl

txl
txl

OTHER TI-IAN A
SMAI,L ENTITY

Gcorge l.Ieidom and Karen Jcnsen
S[-:I.:')AND I]ERRY I

Registration No. 33,273
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I hereby certify that this paper is being facsi'rile trusnriil.ed to the
Olficc on lhe dato shown below.

PATEN'I'

Patent aud Trademark

Desembql4,lg9g
I)ate

$rs I
IN TIIE UNITED STATES PA]'IINT AND TRADBMARK OFFICE

ffirmqm

5 1998

fr7#f$

Applicant

Application No,

Filcd

For

Gcorge Ileidorn and Karcn Jensen

08/674,610

June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSI'EM FOR COMPUTIN(i SEMANTIC
LOGICAL I'IOIIMS TROM SYN'I'AX TREtrS

o Examirrcr

Art lJnit

Docket No.

Datc

Harold A. Zintel

274r

66100s.447

December 14, 1998

Assisl.ant Commissioncr for Patcnts
Washington, DC 2023t

ATAENDMEM

ht

application as fol

to thc Office AcLion datcd September 15, 19911, pleasc arnend thc

Plcase canccl clairns I-2Q,27, nncl3l-64.

Pleosc amend claims 21,24,28, iurd 29 as follows:
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I 2s. (Twicc Arnendcci) A rtrethorl in a cornputer system for processing inpur
2 lext reprosenting a phrase or scntcnce of a natrrral langunge in orcler to reprcseut in the computcr

3 system at least orle meaning oi'the input text that a hurnan speaker of Lhe naturnl language wouicl
4 understand the input toxt to reprcsent, thc mcl.hocl comprising thc steps of:

5 gonerating in n'remory of tlre c:qrnnuter svstpm a first dato structt.tre for n syntax
6 pal'se trcc fiom thc input text to ropresent n synl.actic analysis of the input tcxl.; apd

7 generating in nremorv olt the cRlnDuLer svstem er secon<l data structule for a logical
8 li:rrn graph to reprcsent a scmantic analysis of thc input text, tlre second data st4tcturc bcitrg
9 gcneruted from the syntax parsc tree bnt bcing a separate data structurc frour ths first clata

l0 Structurc.

| 29- (T'wice Amended) A computcr system lbr processing ir:put tcxt
2 rePrcscnting a phrase or scntence of a naturnl languugc in orcler to reprosent in the computer

3 system at least ouc neiming of the input te.xt l.hat n humun spcaker of the natural languagc would
4 undcrstand ths input text to represcnt, the systcnr comprising;

5 a component that generatcs in rrremory of the qenrputer ,system a syntax parse tree

6 fi'orn the input tcxt to reprcsent a syntactic ounlysis of thc input text; and

7 a component that generatcs irr mempry of tllc corrrnuter systerp a lclgical form
8 graph [o reprcscnt a sernanl.ic analysis o['thc inprrt text, the logical lorm graph beilg stored in a
9 dlta structure that is separatc from a data shrrclnre in which the gcnorated syntax parse tree is
lo storcd, tlre logical fornr graph being generatccl based in part on thc generatecl syntax parse trcc.

BIW$
Clainrs 2l'26 and 2E-30 are now perrding. Applicants have cancelecl clairls 1-20,

27. and 3l-64 aud amended claims ?1,24, and 28-29 to ctari.ff thc .sr-rbject matrer of iheil
invention.

ApplicaDts wor.rld like to tlranl< the lixuniner for iris consiclcration tlur.ing tlre
tclephoue inlerview of f)ecembcr I1, 1998" During tlrat intcrview, applicztnts' rcpressntnlive anct

the Examiner discussed thc concept of generating a logical li:1n grapS that is ir separate data
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structure from the syntax p$rse trcc from which the logical l'orm graph is dcrived. I'he pelcling

clairns are directcd to this concopt. In acl<tition, appliconts' teprescntative ancl the l:xamiper
cliscussEd wbether clainr 28, bcfore being anrcnded, cncompassccl the display of a syutax parse

trcc atrcl a logical form graph as showtl crn pogc 205 of thc Jensen refererrce.

Thc Exarniner rcjected clainrs 21-26 and 28-30 rmrler 35 U.S.C. $ 102(b) as bcirrg

itnticipated by thc Jensen rcfcrence. It is thu- Hxaminer's position that "Jenscn nn page 204

tcaches o parsc ttee as input and n logical fornr a.s output thus separating thc two.,' (Exaruincr's

Action, Septembq 15, 199E, page 7). Althorrgh applicants believe that the unamenclccl clirims

dicl not Enconlpa$s, thc display of a syrrtax parse trcc and a logical form graph, applicants

nevcrtheless havc anreudcd the claims to makc it particularly clear that thc generatccl syntnx
parse trcc and the gcnerated logical fbnn graphs arc stored in tlre nlemo/y of conrputer system.

Iior cxample, clainr 21 now recites "gcnerating in the monrory an initial syntax parsc tree" ancl

"generating in the r4emcrtJ a skelctalJogical lbnn graph," Thu$, the arncnriecl claims clcarly clcr

not cttconrpass thc display of a syntax par.se trcc an<I a logical Fcrrm graph as showp on page 205

of the .Ienscn re ferencc.

Dach ot'the pcnding clainrs illso rccites that the logical ltrrm graph is stored in a
data stntcturc that is "scpatote" ffoln or "inclependcnt" of the syrrtax parse tree. For exanlple,

clairn 21 recitcs "the skclctal logical fonrr groph being rcpresentccl in a clata skuct11re thnt is
iDdcpendent ot'a data structurc of the syntax pilrsc trce," and claipr 28 rccites "the seconcl cleta

stt'ucturc being gcner4ted fronr the syrtnx parss tree being a $eparetc data structttrE f'rorn t1e first
data strrrcturc"' The Jcnscrt refercnce, in coutrast, describes that the deta structurc for the logicnl
fornr graph use's the san're undcrlying recorcls that are used to represcnt tle syntax parse tree. I'
particular, the Jcn.sen refcrence at page 204 statsrs:

A graph is produccd by displaying only those attributes antl valucs thot ar.e
dcfined to bc sematttic. Howevcr, lhe undellvinq recofd struoture contairls all thc
atl.ributcs tesulting frorn thc p4rse.

'I'hus' it is clear thnt Jensen's ttnclerlying record strucfiuc contains infbrmatior-r for botl thc

logical fonn graph and the syntsx parse trec.

Applicants f'urther cmpltasizcci this cornbinecl dnta $tructurs aspcct oFthe prior ort

in the backgrortnd section of thc applicntion. lor exitnlple, the backgroulrl stutes that "[1e
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logical {bnn graph is conslructcd from thc nories of the syntax parse tree, adrli*g t' lhem
nth"ibutcs ahd new bi-dilectional links." (Specificntion, p. I0,) Applicants nlso 1:ointcd out in the

backgrorrnd section of the application thc di.sadvantage of representing the logical fornr graph
nsitrg the same data structure that is r.rsecl to ropreseut the syntax parse tree, In parlicular, tlre
bnckground slates that:

bccause ttodes of thc syntax parse trcc are extcndecl ancl reusec{ as nodcs ol- thc
Iogical form gtaph, priol sft scmantic subsystems produce lar.gc, cumbcrsoure,
and cornplic,atcd dilta structures. The size ancl complexity of a logical form graph
overlayed [sic] onto a syntax pnrsc tree malces furthcr use of the combined clatil
{itructtue error-pfotl$ and inefl'icient.

(Specification, pages l1't2.) Thus, applicants' separation of thc syntax parse trcc clata struc.ture

frorn the logical fofrn data structure ovoids therse disacivantagcs of tho prior art.

As requestcd by the Exarnincr, applicants are adclirrg thc legencl "p1ior art" [o

Figu:'es 1-23. Tlre drawings are bciug'fircd. r-rncler a sep&ratc cover.

Based upon the abovs arrtettdtncnts ancl reniu'ks, applicants respcctfully rcquest

rEcousideration of this application and its cnrly allowa:rce-

Respcctfully subnritted,

Georgc l{eidorn and Karcn Jensen

SEED and RERRY I.LP

SEFN.& BERRY
,tl

Registuation No. 33,273

Rnclosnres:
Iorm PTO-1083 (+ copy)

6300 Columbin Centcr
701 Fifth Avenue
Seattlc, Washingto n 9 I 1, 04-7 092
(206) 622-4e0a
Fax; (206) 682-60i1

wPN/MS/66 I 005/t?AXED n MDNDIVI r.lNT ( I 2. t 4_eE)
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Patent and Trademark Office
AddTess: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTSANDTRADEMABKS

Washington, D.C.20231
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Advisory Action

THE PERIOD FO* RESPONSE: lcheck onty a) or bl]
a) ffi expires- 3 months fiom the mairing date of the finar rejection.
b) [ expires'either three months fiom the t{tgj31" of.theJinal rejection, or on.the mairing date of this Advisory Action, whicheveris latsr' In no evont, however, will ttre statutory period for ttr" i"rponr" oxpire later thin six months from the dato of the finalrejecttoh.

il-t';:ffii:il lfJ'[:#;:i,t"#::fil,:f;|'lf"',f""1'].",: il::',ll,cil1'1-3i-rlr:Ll" proposed response and the appropriate ree. rhai:ffil#!,il"tX"J,:T:?*,tt'" p"iii[n, l"i'i'fr" r;" rr.ave ueen t'uai;i'r,"'i#i?Jffl"'Jfi"'"""tffit"l$Tliji"';?lt"J
carcurat.d rrom tha ,"_. ^?1tfl.]31,31$..1!1"",rresponding 

;;;ili;;i;'iu;: Any 6xt6nsion fee oursuant ro 37 ctrp .r 1

rne qare ror the purposes of
t to 37 CFR 1.17 wilt ba

doterminins the period ot eitensibn-i-nd ih;';";;;Je";;ffi#"Jilii'"i'inyfr::'ff;:xi#""Bi1xT,l,ii*J!j gicalculated from the date of ttre origililiy-sJtl-niitJneo;iitui"iv'prilli't-or"r";pon* 
or as set forth in b) above.

n Appeilant's Brief is due two months from the date of the Notice of Appear fired on (or within anyperiod for response set forth above, whichever is tatei).- Sre Si CFR 1,191(d) andTz CFR 1.192(a).
Appllcant's response to the finalrejection, t"_r1-ol 

=-pryJ4.Jgpg_has 
been considered with the foltowing effect,but is Nor deemed to prace the ap-plication in condition for ailowance:

X tne proposed amendment(s);

I wit be entered upon firing of a Notice of Appear and an Appear Brief.X will not be entered because:

tl they raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search. (see note below).n they raise the issue of new matter. (See note belowl.
x 

*iH1?i:lj;;,:to 
to place the application in better form for appeat by materiaily reducins or simptifyins the

! they present additional claims without cancelling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE:

n Applicant's response has overcome the following rejection(s):

n Newly proposed or amended claims rrrnr,r;{ er^separate,time|ytiteoamen-o-m-eii.;wou|dbeallowab|eifsubmittedina
o 

*t i:t#il::;:::tJ:or 
request for reconsideration has been considered but does Nor place the apptication in condition

u
Iff#.*il:liliill'lH!,}.?,l,l'consideredbecauseitisnotdirectedSoLELY,o',,u,ffi

X For purposes of Appeal, the status of the claims is as follows (see attacheA *rltt.n explanation, if any):
Claims allowed:

Claims objected to:

u
tr
n

Claims rejected: l-20, 27-AO, and J7_64l-20, 27-3O, and J7-64

The proposed drawing correction filed on fhas fJras not been approved by the Examiner.
Note the attached rnformation Discrosure statement(sl, pro-144g, paper No(s).
Other

/4"2ftf44---
DAVID R. HUDSPFTH

S U PERVISORY PATEI{T EXAMINER
GROUP 27OOU. $. Patont and Trademrk Officc

PTO-303 (Rev. 8-9b) Advisory Action Part of Paper No.
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lnterview Summary

Application No.

oat674,610

Group Art Unit

2741

All participants {applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

l1l Harold Zintel (3)

(4)l2l Maurice Phio

Date of Interview Dec 10, 1998

Type: K Telephonic n Personal (copy is given to I applicant n appticant's representative].

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: n Yes X lrto. lf yes, brief description:

Agreement ! was reached. X was not reached.

Claim(s) discussed: 1, 27, and 28

ldentification of prior art discussed:
Natural Language Language Proce$glng page2oS figures I and 2

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments:
clarification of inventive features

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments, if available, which the examiner agreed would render
the claims allowable must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendents which would render the claims allowable
is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

1. x lt is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview.

Unless the paragraph above has been checked to indicate to the contrary, A FORIVI,AL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION lS NOT WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP
Section 713.04). lf a response to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT lS GIVEN ONE MONTH
FROM THIS INTERVIEW DATE TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE TNTERVIEW.

2, n Since the Examiner's interview summary above (including any attachmentsl reflects a complete response to
each of the objections, tejections and requirements that may be present in the last Office action, and since the
claims are now allowable, this completed form is considered to fulfill the response requirements of the last
Office action. Applicant is not relieved from providing a separate record of the interview unless box 1 above
is also checked.

Examiner Notel You must sign and stamp this form unlsss it is an attachment to a signed Office action.

U. S, Patent and Tradcmrk Offics

PTO-413 (Rev. 10-951 Interview Summary Paper
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tr K,W,
PWtgr-1plHisign 

1+linside this box

s:

t$sg
tcPHm ffi#n$ffi"-.SONTINUED PROSECUTION APPLICATION

"r i:I,f REQUEST TRANSTVIITTAL
':i Sabmit an original, and a duplicate for fee processing

(onty for Qontinuation or Divisionat apptications under 37 CFR S 1.53(d))

FEB 2 5 leeg

Addres$to:

Box OPA

Assis'tant Commissioner for Patents

Washlngton, DC 20231

Attorney Docket No. 661005,447 \;ntr.fi'dl+ €i*/ r:'tu

First Named I nventw*-,' George Eeidorn

Examiner Name H.Zintel

Group / Art Unit 2141

Express MailLabelNo 8M1s0269464US

This is a request for a l]l continuation or l_l Oivisional application under 37 CFR S 1.53(d),

(continued prosecution application (CPA)) of prior application number 0816741610 ,

flled on @ entitled MEIHOD AND SYSTEIT {9!4

NOTES
FILING QUAL|FICATIONS: Ihe prior application identified above must be a nonprovisional apptication that is either: (1) complete as
defined by 37 CFR S 1.51(b, or (2) the national stage of an intemational application in compliance with 35 U.S.C. $ 371. A Notice will
be placed on a patent issuing from a CPA, except for r&issues and designs, to the effect that the patent issued on a CPA and is subiect
to the twenty-year patent term provisions of 35 U.S.C. S 154(a)(2). Therefore, the pior application of a CPA may have been filed
before, on or after June 8, 1995.

C-t-P NOT PERMTTTED: A continuaffon-in-part apptication cannot be filed as a CPA under 37 CFR 5 1.53(d), but must be filed under
37 CFR S 1.53(b).

EXPRESS ABANDONMENT OF PRIOR APPLICATION: The filing of this CPA is a request to expressly abandon the prior application
as of the filing date of the request for a CPA. 37 C.F.R. S 1.53(b) must be used lo file a continuation, divisional, ar continuation-in-part
of an application that is not to be abandoned,

ACCESS TO PRIOR APPLICATION: The filing of this CPA will be construed to include a waiver of confidentiality by the applicant
under 35 U. S. C. S 122 to the extent that any member of the public who is entitled under the provrsions of 37 CFR $ 1 .14 to access fo,

copies of or information conceming, the pior application may be given similar access fo, copies of , or similar information concerning,
the other application or applications in the file jacket.

35 U.S.C. S 120 STATEMENT: ln a CPA, no reference to the pior application is needed in the first sentence of the specification and
none shauld be submifted. lf a sentence referencing the pior application is submifted, it will not be entered. A reguesf for a CPA is the
specific refercnce required by 35 U.S.C. g 120 and to every application assigned the application number identified in such request,
37 CFR S 1.

1. ffi Enter the unentered amendment previously filed on December 14.1998| | under 37 CFR S 1.116 in the prior nonprovisional application.

I n preliminary amendment is enclosed.2.

3. This application is being filed by fewer than all the inventors named in the,prior application,

a. ' [*l DELETEthe following inventor(s) named in the prior non-provisional application:
ll

b. l-l fne inventor(s) to be deleted are set forth on a separate sheet attached hereto.tl

A new power of attorney or authorization of agent (PTO/SB/81) is enclosed.

lnformation Disclosure Statement (lDS) is enclosed:

a. I ero-r++s

b. I Conies of IDS Citations

37 CFR S 1.53(dX4Fg
at

E

H

4.

5.

[Page 1 of2] rJ(J

d(llg€
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(1) For
L;ta

(2) Number
filed

rms
(3) Number

extra
(4) Rate (5) Calculations

Basic Fee $ 760

Total Claims 9 -20. = 0 X $ $ 0

Ind€pendent Claims 4 -3'.: I X $ 78 $ 78

Extension of Time Fee (two months) T $ 380

TOTAL FEE $ 1,218
'Reissue claimt in excess of20 and over originnl patenl
" Reissue independent claims over ofiglnal patent.

6.

7.

Small Entity Status:

a. I n small entity statement is enclosed, if (b)and (c)do not apply.

h l--l A snnll entity statement was filed in the prior nonprovisional application
I I and rfuch status is still proper and desired.

c. l_l 't 
no longer claimed.

The Assistant GommissiorFr is hereby authorized to credit overpayments or charge the following fees or
insufficiencies irt the follow.*rg fees to Deposit Account No. 19-1090.

a. lTl re"r Required Under 37 CFR S 1:16.tl

b. F-l rees Required Under 37 CFR S 1.17.tl

c. l_l fees Required Under 37 CFR S 1.18.tl

l:I.l n check in the amount of $1,218 is enclosed.rl
Other; Certificate of Exoress Mail

B.

9.

NOTE: The prior applicationrs correspondence address will carry over to this CPA
UNLESS a new correspondence address is provided below.

10. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

Maurice J. Pirio
Seed and Berry LLP
6300 Columbia Center \

701 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104-7 092
(206) 622-4900 phone
206) 682-6031

Respectfully

SIGNATURE Date February 16. 1999

TYPED oT PRINTED NAME Maurice I Pirin REGISTRATIONNO. 33.273

[Page 2 of2]
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EXPRESS MAIL NO. EMI5O269464US

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT

Applicants

ApplicationNo.

Filed

For

0,uairw, ltlnF 000000rf 0r67{6t0

03 t0rll6 i 3!0.00 D

George Heidom and Karen Jensen

081674,610

June 28, 1996

ffiffi#ffifivffiffi

FEB 2 3 f999

Harold A.Ziftel

274r

661005.447

February 16,1999

Box CPA
Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, DC zAnl n

PETITION FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME

UNDER 37 C.F.R. $ 1.136(a)

Sir:

Applicants herewith petition the Assistant Commissioner of Patents under 37

C.F.R. $ 1.136(a) for a two-month extension of time for filing the response to the Examiner's

Action dated September i5, 1998, from December 15, 1998 to February 15, 1999 (Patent and

Trademark Office official holiday.) Submitted herewith is a check in the amount of $i,218,
including $380 to cover the cost of the extension.

Any deficiency or overpayment should be charged or credited to Deposit Account

No. 19-1090. This petition is being submitted in triplicate.

Respectfully submitted,

George Heidom and Karen Jensen

SEED and BERRY up \

ce J. Pirio
Registration No. 33,27 3

Enclosures:
Postcard
Check
Two copies of this Petition

6300 Columbia Center, 701 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104-7 092

Q06) 622-4900 Fax: (206) 682'6031

METHoD AND SYSTEM FoR CoMPUTING SEI\MTNWrc fr?S#
LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

Examiner

Art Unit

Docket No.

Date
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W t s r*ss,li

PATENT

IN THE TiNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicants

Application No.

Filed

For

: George Heidorn and Karen Jensen Fe"ff.frF-ivffim

081674,610

June28,1996

rEB 2 5 1999

GrouP 470ffi

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC
LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

Docket No.

Date

: 661005.447

: February 16,1999

Box CPA
Assistant Commissioner'for Patents
Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

I hereby certifu that the enclosures listed below are being deposited with the

United States Postal Service "EXPRESS MAIL Post Office to Addressee" service under 37

C.F.R. $ 1.10, Mailing Label Certificate No. EM150269464U5, on February 16,1999, addressed

to Box CPA, Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

Respectfully submitted,

SEED and BERRY rlp

Enclosures:
Postcard
Check
Petition for an Extension of Time (+ 2 copies)
CPA Request Transmital l+ copy)

Jeanette West i Brunetta I
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llAR-03-99 l.ltD 11 :45 pM SEil BTRRY

I heleby ccrtify that this paper is being
Olficc on the clate shown below.

March 3- 1999

Date

Applicants

ApplicationNo.

Filed

For

Assistant Conrrnissionot for Patents
Washington, DC 20231

r,lAR CI 4 i999

PATDNT
GRe*rti'! p?flf!

frrcsinrile trattsn'ritted to the IJ,S, Patent and Tradematk

FAy "i',1, 2Ar '6031

ffiH ffiffifiEfriIfrffi

| 2741

: 6610Qs,447

: March 3,1999

P, 04

0fficial

4/%'
/6y1-

IN TIIE TINITED STATES PATI]NT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

George I'Ieidom ancl Karen Jensen

081674,610

June 28, 1996

METI.IOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING

SEMANTIC I,OGICAI, FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

Art Unit

Docket No,

Date

PREL.IMINABY AMDNDMENT

Sin

ont"ut" 

amend the above-identitred application as follows:

Iu_the Cleinss:

.' / ../
Pleaso cancel clainrs I-64.

U
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,]
HAR-03-gg t^lED 11r45 AM SEFI BERRY FAy nr0, z1r 16031 Pilh

/r'/
'//,/Please odd thu following new cJirims $-/1.

Cr
UA

I

2

3

4

)

6

I

9

10

ll
t2

IJ

r4

I

')

)

t{ A metlod in a conrputer systenr for generating a logical form graph

Itrr a phrase o[ worcls spccificd in a natural languagc, thc natural langnage having a

gramm$f, speciffing synta.\ of the natural lnnguage, the computor systetn having a memory

the rnethod conrprisirtg:

gcncrating in the memory 
S.initiol 

syntax pars€ tl'ee of the pluase based on

ilre granunar of the natlyat larrguage, tite initial syntax Parse tree corrtaining nodes

repressnting $yntqctic construct of thc words of tho phrasc;

acljusting the initial syntnx pilrse tree to complete syntactic analysis for

syntnctic constructs that zuc irnplicit in thc phrasc;

genera.ting in the memory a skeletal logical fonn graph for the adjusted

syntax paxse lree, tfue skeletal logical lornr grzrph being repre.sented in a data sttucture that

is indcpcnclcnt of a data structttrc of thc syntflx parse trce; and

acljusting lhe skeletal logical lbrm graph to identify semantic construots to

complete the logicai form graph.

bg, The method

syntux parse tree includes aclcling syntac;tic roles to the syntax paxso tree for any syntactic

constructs that are lnrplicit in the phrase,

3
Yq,

logical form graph

graph,

I

of olaim blS. wherein the step of adjusting thc initial

I

Thc mcthorl of clnimxlwherein the step of adjusting the skelefal

includes adding scmnntic labcls to thc gcncratccl skclctal logical ftrrm

I '+.its. ,

computer system to

A computcr-rcadable nrcdium containing in$trUctions for causing a

geuerate a logical form graph for a sentence specified in A n4tr-tr',ll

.r\, A \,\.)\
. ,1'
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FAX'r0, 2l' 16031 P, 06
HAR-o3_gg I^IID 11 I45 AM STFI BERRY

longuagc, the nnturat language having a E,rilmflrar speoifying syntax of the natural language'

thc conrprtter system having n5 i'itial syntax parsc trce of t|e scntence that feprcssnts iI

palssofthesentenccbosedonthcgran.lTll4rofthenaturallanguage,tlreinitialsyntilxparse

trcc co'tirining nodes reprcse'ting syntactic oonritruct of worcls of tlrc senterce, thc initial

syntaxpafsctreebeingstoreclinrtremorYofthecomPutelsystemby:

adjustingtheinitialsyn[i'rxparsctreettrconrpletesyntacticanalysisfor

syntactic constnrcts tl'rat are irnplicit in thc sentende;

gcneratinginmcmoryoftlrccomputersystcmaske}etatlogicnlforrngraph

for the adjustcd syntax parse tree, tn" Jlt"t'ol logical form graph bcing represented iu a

tlatar stnrctnle tlrat is indcpenrJent of n clata struclurc of the syntax parse tree; and

adjusting the skelctal logical form graph to identify semqntic constrttcts to

complote thc logioal form graph fnr the scntcnce'

K-+
b9*- The computer-reaclable mcdium of Claim{s wherein the adj*sting of

3

4

)

6

1

I

I
t0

rl

l2

t3

l4

t
I

z

J

%

I

L

1

the initial syntox piuse trce insrudes adrling synractic rolcs to trre syntax parse tree for any

syntactic constructs that arc irnplioit in thc scntence'

/.+-.,
1gw The computer-rcaclablc nredium of claimb&wherein adjusting of the

skelerar logicnl forrn graph includes aclcling serrantic labers to the gcncratsd skeletal logical

form graPh.

1 :_
}.\ A methocl in a computcr systenr for processing input tcxt

represerrting a phrose or sentencc of a nntrtral language in order to rcprcsent in tho conrputcr

systenr irt least one meaniug of thc inprtt text that a human spoakel of tho nafirrsl lflng'ragc

worrld unclerstaud thc input text to rcprcsctrt. the method comprising the sl'eps of:

gcnerntinginmemotyofthecomputcrsystemlfirstdatastructurel.0ra

syntax parse rree from thc input text to rcprcsent a syntactic nnalysis of tlre irrput tcxt; a*ci

4

5

6
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HAR_03_99. I,IED 11 :46 AM SEEI' BERRY

I

3

4

{

6

7

I

9

IO

11

I
I

a

4 and

FAy 
*r0, 20? 6031 P, 07

7 generating in mernory of rhe conrputcr system a sesond data structure for a

s logical folrr graph to rcpresent a semantic zuralysis of the input text, the second data

9 structttfe being gen6rated from the syutax Parse tree but being a sepnratc data structure

lo fronr thc first da.ta strqature,

\ 
A nnrnnrrrr-r svs. 'ng a plrraseE, A computcr systcur .[ior processing input tcxt representt

or sentencc Of a natural lauguage in Ofdcr to represent in the Computer Sy$tem at lcnst one

meaning of the hpUt teXt thai n humzur spceJrer of the natural languagc would undErstitnd

the irrput text to lteprcscnt, the system conrprisingl

a eotnpollent that gcneratcs in nremory of tfie cornputer system a syntax

paTse tree liom thc input text to represenl t syntactic analysis of the iuput text; and

& comlJonent that- gcnerntcs in memory of the compntcr systcm a logicol

form graplr to reproscnt a semantic analysis trf the input tcxt, thc logical form graph being

storgd in a data stnrcture thot is separate lrom a clnta stnrcture in whioh the generated syrrtax

parsc trcs is store<l, the logical form grnph bcing geDereted bosed in part on the gencratcd

syntnx paTse lrce'

qt( ?A Thc systcnr of clnim Xrwherein tlre conrponent that gen$atcs a

separilte logical forrn graph comprises the folloWing sub-componcnts:

a first sub-component tlrirt generates an initial skclctal logical fonn groph;

a sccond sub-component that iclerrtilies semantic rolcs for thc nodcs of the

skeletal Iogical .ficrm gjaph anrl labcls thc clireoted links of ihe skeletal logical form graph to

proclucc a final, complete logicat form graph,

"*\
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I{AR_03_99 I^ITD 1 1 146 AM SEED BTRRY FA}{ u0, 20F" '6031 P, 08

BD\ASN

Claims 65-73 are now pending. Applicants have canceled all the claims that were

previously pendirrg,

Ifased on the above turrondmerrLs, applicants rcspcctfully request reconsideratiotr

of thc application ancl its eatly allowance,

Respectlully submitted,

George l{oidorn nnd Karcn Jcnscn

Enclosurc:
Form PTO-1083 (+ copY)

6300 Columbia Center
701 Itiffh Avenue
Seattle, Washirrgton 98 I 04-7092

Qaq 622-4e00
Fax: (206) 682-6031

SDLiD and DERRY LI.,P

Registration No, 33,27 3
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sEFr BERRY FA){ rr0, ?0' 16031 r' ur

s EED AN D B 
'RRY,-rrou'ttatwffivffi

seatrre, ''?::ffi#J;,1fol-?f"J^ u s A ffiilft 0 'tiii"
FAX: (2001 682-6031 / pHoNE: (206) 622-4soa Hrn|Jn fi$#fi

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL

March 3, 1999- OUR REF. No: 661005.447 -

p 0i
tlAR-03-99 hlED 11 :44 AM

-11
t*l t\, l""f 

nl lJf'l

DATE:

TO:

ffitcr:ir,.informationcontainedinthisfacsimi|em9ssageislegallypriviIeged
and/or confidential information intended only for the use of the individual o1 entity named below, lf you are

without making a coPY. Thank

not th" intended recipient, you are herely hotified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of

this facsimile or its content is strictly piohibited. lf you have received this facsimile in error' please

irnmediatety notify us by telephone a'nd return the orijinal facsimile message to us by mail or destroy it

FROM: Maurice Pirio

YouR REF' NO': serial Nq' '0&/674'610 '-

YOUR FAX No.: (703),308-9051

RE:

We are transmitting I , pages (including this sheet). lf transmission is incomplete,

please call Victoria Sellers at (206) 622-4900 or far our otfice at the number above.

COMMENTS

PLEASE ENTER AND HAND.DELIVER TO

E)(AMINER ZINTEL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

DATE FAXED:

TIME FAXED:

Confirmation copy sent BY:
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HAR-03-99 I^IED 11 i45 AM SEFI

FORM PTO.IO83

FAy \r0, 2r' 16031
pn?

BERRY

Snrn axn BnnnYLLP FAX ffiffifinflVf;$
6300 Columbia Center

701 Fifth Ar
seattle, washingto ,Tt"oo-ror, fdAfl 0 4 1999

Phone (?'06)622-4900 F"iiilitooikai-sotr- 
o",n*tl?"iffi?loo,

OR

tl
r1LJ

txl

0tficial

Date: March 3rL999
fp 1e application of Georgc Heidorn and Karen J'ensen
Application No.: 081574'610
Filed: June 28' 1996
rO,' METHOD AI\TD SYSTEM ITOR COMPUTING SEIVIANTIC

LOGICAL I'ORIVIS FROM SYNTAX TREES

ASSrsrANr .ottrrlro*ER FoR P.ATENT'
WASHTNGTON DC 20211

Sir: t i

'fransmitted herewith is& preliminary anrenddent in thc obove-idcntified application'

t I Srrrall entiry sraftl oitlis npplication under 37 cFR 1.9 nnd 1.27 has bcen established by a verified statsmeilt

prcviously submiCcd.
A vcrified statomiflt to establish small entity stams undcr CFR 1,9 and 127 i$ enclosed'

A Pstition for an lxtonsion of Time for month is etrclosed.

I A General Authodzation Undor 37 C.F,R' $ l,lr6(aX3) is enclosed^

X I tto additional clsltn f€e is required,
lated'Iha fee has been cnlculaled as shown.

(Co]. l) (Col.2) (Col.3)

CLA1MS

FEI.4AINTNG

AFTER

AMENDMF.I.{T

HIGHEST

PREV, PAID

troR

I'R6,5ENT

EXTI(^

TO'TAL

ti

9 MINUS

**
64 0

INDHP.

'i

4 MTNUS

||r*$

1I 0

I FIT{.S'I PRESENTA' ON OF MULTIPLE CI"AIMS

EXTEU*ION OF TIME FEE

TOTAI'!\DDITIONAL TEE
t

TOTAL

I If tho ttry in col, l is lusr rhur thc crrry ih Col. 2, writc *0" in Col. 3.

+r lf t5c illighusrNumbcr Pilviously Prirl For" lN THIS SPACE is lcsr than 20, wrile "20" in this space.

**r If hc tligh,rst Numbcr Pttviously Plid rtrn lN ]'HIS SFACE is lers rhnn 3, writc "3n irt thls spucc,

The "ltghr:;l Numbcr prcflously PdS Fol' (Toral or Indcpandcnt) is rtrc higlte*t numbtir fottnd from lhe cqulvclcnt box

in Col, I of a prior nmcndtlcnr or thl nunbcr of claims originnlly lilcd'

Ploare charge my Depos& Account No. I9-1Q90 in rhc tmount of $-. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed'

A check in the nmount d$- is attrched^

The Assistant Commissl0ner is harcby authorized to charge paymeut of the following additional fees associated with

rhis communicarion or aredit any overpoyment to Deposir-Rccount No. .L?-1999," A duplicate copy of this shr:et is

enclosed.

tX] Any frling fees undor 37 CFR 1.15 tor the presentntiorr of crtra claims.

[X] Any patent applicarion proease ing fees under 37 CFR 1.17,

Rcspccrtb I ly submitted,

OTHERTHAN A
SMALL ENTITY

George l{eidorn and Karen Jensen

SEEN,IND BIiI\RY LLP

Registration No' 3t r27 3
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Patent and Tfademark Offlce
AddTess: COMMISSIONEROFPATENTSANDTRADEMARKS

Washtngton, D.C.ZO2g1

r

APPLICATION NO.

ri l::, .J ii. I l:::l

'i ':ji'1ii, i- i iri j. i-:,

lii:::i::::i] {::ii..iIi i:ii:::.fii::iy
{:, :.ji i:r i:J :".:i:]i... l...ilr!:rj .i: i.:l t:":i:: i...j'j'lii:i
ij i:::: i::1 

-i -i- 
i... i: ir,l r:i ,:::j 

;::j .i i-: ,l!. ^ 
. 

::r i::i 
,;:i 

:;;:

i. .. iYi ,.ri. :i. J t::i ,:i :;,i:';/ -l

DATE iIAILED: i.:i iii. / .;;:: 
',i 

r.r 
,:lt':.,

Please find below and/or attached an office communicatlon concernlng this application orproceeding.

Commlssloner of patents and Trademarks

PTO.ooC (Rov. 2/go)

'U.S. GPO: 1 996404.490/4051 o 1- File Copy
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Natice of Allowability

Applicar ,.1s)

HEIDORN, et al.

f. S. Patent and Trademark Otfice

PTO-37 (Rev. 9-95) Notice of Allowability Part of Paoer No. 15

Application No.

081674,610

EXamtner

JOSEPH THOMAS
Group Art Unit

2747

K

K

T
l

All claims being allowable, PROSECUfIOT ON THE MERITS lS (OR REMATNS) CLOSED in this apptication. tf not inctuded
herewith (or previously mailed), a Nothe of Allowance and lssue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be
mailed in due course.

This communication is responsive to CPA fited 2/16/99 and preliminanry amendment filed 3/S/gg

The allowed claim(s) Elarc 65-73, now renumbered I-g

The drawings filed on are acceotable.

Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. 5 119(a)-(d).

n ntt I Some* n None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

LJ received.

E.leceived in Application No, (series Code/Serial Number)

I received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (pCT Rule 17.2(a)1,
*Certified copieS.4ot received :

X Acknowledgementistrnade of a claim for domestic priority under 3b U.S.C. S 11g(e).

A SHORTENED STATUTOni'prntoo FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted betow is set to EXptRE
THREE MONTHS FROM THE "b{TE MAILED' of this Cffice action, Faiture to timety compty wil resutt in
ABANDONMENT of this applicationl,.Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a),

! Note the attached EXAMTNER'S AlM,FNDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPL|CAT|ON, pTO-152, which disctoses
that the oath or declaration is deficieftt, A SUBST|TUTE oATH oR DECLARAT|oN ts REOU|RED.

ffi Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL

tr because the originally lited drawings

X including changes required by the Notice
to Paper No. 7

AWINGS

declared by applicant to be informal.

aftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948, attached F?cicto-er

correction filed on , which has been

CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the reverse side of the
with a transmittal lettter addressed to the official

I including dhanges requited by the proposed d
approved by the examtner,

ffi Including changes required by the attached Exam 's A*ffir+/Comment.
ldentifying indicia such as the cpplication number (see
drawings. The drawings should be filed as a separate
Draftsperson.

t
Ll Note the Ettached Examiner's comment regarding REOUIRE T FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Any responsie to this letter should include, in the upper right hand r, the APPLIOATION NUMBER (SERIES
CODE/SERIAL NUMBER). tf appticant has received a Notice of Al and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER
and DATE of the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE shoutd also be inctuded.

Attachment(s)

X Notice of References Cited, PTO-892

! Information Disclosure Statement(s), pTO-144g, paper No(s).

I Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, pTO-g4B

! Notice of lnformal Patent Application, pTO-lb2

I Interview Summary, PTO-413

K Examiner's ffi*n#Comment
I Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material

K Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
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Serlal No:
Art Unit:

08/614,610
21 41

-2-

EXAI4INER I S COMMENT & REASONS FOR ALLOWA}TCE
(Attachment to Paper # 15)

Continued P ro s ecution Ay:,pI i cation

1. The request filed on 2/t6/99 for a Continued Prosecution

Application (CPA) under 3'l CFR 1.53 (d) based on parent

Application No. 0B/614,610 is acceptable and a CPA has been

established. The preliminary amendment filed 3/3/99 has been

entered. An action on the CPA follows.

2.

Reasons for ALl-owance

The following is an Examiner's Statement of Reasons for

Allowance:

The prior art of record fa1ls to teach or fairly suggest,

ei ther si nr^r1 rz 6y in COmbinaf i nn - e r-nmnrrter-i mnl emente.l mo1- lrnrlvvrtlvlrf q LIvrr, q VVrrrt/u LU! llrtyJUrrlvrl uvu lrtv ulIvu,

computer readable medium, or computer system for generating a

lnnin='l fnrm ryranh for e worri nhrasr. snpcified in a nalural!v! q wv!v I/rrrqos J-L1v

lancttteoc- htr cronoraf inrr :nd :rj irrqtinn in mam.\r\7 r qrznt
Y -^'-- -r ..:aX Parse

tree to identify syntactic constructs/analysis and a skeletal

logical form graph to identity semantic constructs/analysis,

wherein the syntax parse tree and the skeletal logical form graph

are represented as independent and separat.e data structures

within the memory, in the specifj-c manner and combj-nations
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Seri-al No: 0B / 67 4, 6!0
Art Unit: 21 41

-3-

recited in independent claims 65,68,1I, and 12 (now renumbered

cl-aims I, 4, 'l , and B, respectively) . The Examiner interprets

the claimed "logical form graph" to be a labeled, directed graph

renresentino semantiC information and nof harrincr hierarChical
"-,.), !rr!vlrrlq Lrvrr qrlu rlv L rrq v rlrv rrf urc

orclerincl- es sner-ifir-:l'l r; r]ofinod e1- r..r,a.ra 1n Iino ? .l-n nA.rA 11uu! rrrlv q L -yqYu Lv , rlrlu J Lv yqYU L L t

line 12 of the specification and as depicted in, for example,

f i nrrra )? af t- ha rlrrr^ri nnqrJyu!g aJ uI Lllu u!qwrrryJ.

Claims 66-61, 69-10, and 13 (now renumbered as claims 2-3,

5-6 enrl Q raqnor-J- i rzol rz\ r n.\n rnnr:l- a tha :l-rnrzo f a:J. rrraq l- hrnrrrrhr v I qrrv r, !9JIJSUwLvvLI I I ITIUVIyU!OLC LIIE OUUVg !gqLU!UJ Llr!vuVIr

clenenclenr-rr- And f ikewise djhf i notri sh over t- ho nri nr ^rt Of\4vFvarsvrrvJ, vfJUrrr\juJotr vvv! Lllu u!av! q_

record.

Anrz nnmmaplS COnSidef erl npr-cqse rrr h.' ^^^ l 'i ^-nt- *'lSt berrlrJ vvlrurrErruJ 9vllDrugrgu rrEUgJJa! y py nIJlJf rL-411L lttt

submitted no later than the payment of the Issue Fee and/ to

avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the Issue

Fee. Such submissions should be clearlv labeled "Comments on

Statement of Reasons for AIlowance. tl

Citation of References

3. Attached to this Examiner's Reasons for Allowance is the

citation of several- reference, namely U.S. Patents to Nunberg, et

al. (5,111,398); Hedin, et aI. (5,386,556); and Nagao, et al.

(5,424,941). These patents generall-y teach various systems and
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Serial No: 0B / 61 4 , 610
Art' un1t, zt4l

-A-

methods for natural language processing and analysis having

syntactic and/or semantic analyzers and parse trees. The prior

art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

Applicant's disclosure as background material and is not of

narl-ir-rrler qicrni f ir-anr-c These nrior a11- n:1- anf q fai I tO tdaChyq! urvu!q! JrYlrr!rvqrluv. rrlsJE Ir!rv! qr L

r-'r fai rlrr srrooest f he no\/el. and non-obvious features of the

instant claims, dS described above in Section 1. In particular,

the newlv citecl nrior arf of record fa1ls to disclose generatrng

and adjusting in memory a syntax parse tree to identify syntactic

constructs/analysis and a qkeletal logical form graph to ident.ity

semantic constructs/analysis, wherein the syntax parse tree and

the skeletal logical form graph are represented as independent

and separate data structures within the memory.

Cotmnents on Dtawing Corrections

4. In the response filed f2/14/98 (Paper No. 11)' Applicant

rnraaA +-n =rlrl the leOend "Pfior A1.t" tO FigUreS I-23 and tO filecxvl-Eg\,r LU o.uu urrL !uYUlru r. v! n! u uv

Such drawing corlections under a Separate cover. As of the

nroqont of f i r.a Ar-f i on - ncl .l f i ons have hreen received.Jf awlng COf f eCLrvrro rru v e

As the application is now al-Iowed by the Examiner, formal

correction of the noted defect can no longer be deferred.

Annl'i r-anf i s ro.nri red f o srtbmit NEW formal drawings including ther Iyyr ! vYs! r vv

aforementioned drawinq correction.
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Any response to this action should be maiJ.ed to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
WashJ-ngton, D.C. 2023I

or faxed to:

(703) 305-9051, (for formal communications
intended for entry)

Or:

(703) 305-5356 (for informal or draft
communications, please label "PROPOSED" or
'' DRAFT'' )

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal
Park II, 2027 Crystal Drive, Arlington. VA., Sixth
Floor (Receptionist).

6. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the exami-ner shoul-d be directed to Joseph
Thomas, whose terephone number is (703) 305-9588. The examiner
-an n^rmaT l rr 1j6 reaChed On Monr.larz throrroh Thrrrsrjarr f rom 8:30 AM!uqvllvu v11 t-tvlluqy LIr!vuvrr rrru!JuqJ !r\

to 5:00 PM. The examiner can also be reached on alternate
Fridays.

If attempts to reach the exami-ner are unsuccessful, the
examiners' supervisor, Forester w. rsen, can be reached at (703)
305-4 3B 6 .

Seriaf No: 0B / 61 4,61.0
Art Unlt: 21 41

Anv 'i norri rv of a crener:al nature or rel af inaJ "- frquulg v! lErqLrtrv

this application should be directed to the Group
whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900. \

jr
April 19, 1999

tr
-J-

to the status of
ror-orri- i an'i et

Pfimary [xaminer
An Unir 2147
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Applicant(s)

Notice of References Cited
HEIDORN, et al.

Part of Paper No, 15
U. S. Pat€nt and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev, 9-95) Notice of References Cited

Examiner

JOSEPH THOMAS
Group Art Unit

2747

U,S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

F 111 ?OA NUNBERG. et al.

1 te.1 toF HEDIN. et al.

5,424\947 A/12/OE NAGAO, et al.

t

FOREIGN PATENTNDOCUMENTS

NON.PATENT DOCUMENTS

DOCUMENT (lncluding Author, Title, Source, and Peninent Pogesl

*A copy of this referonce is not being lurnished with this Offica action.
' (Soe Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, Section 707.05{a).)
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ffil
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE DUE

' n;** -j*":* 
'

UNTTED STATr OEPARTMENT OF COMMEh
Patent and Trad'+rnark Office

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE TOTALCLAMS EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT DATE MAILED

First Named
Appli*"f-- i-;i:i i !:'i li:i;"i i : ;..,.:ii -

TITLE OF
INVENTION

;"iil.. 1 i..1i:'{ I :.i.li;r i i.:d,ii

ATTYS DOCKET NO. CLASS.SUBCLASS I BATCH NO. I PPI.ru. TYPE SMALL ENTITY FEE OUE DATE OUE

THE APPLICAT,iON IDENT/iF/iED ABOVE 
'1AS 

BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOH ISST'ANCE AS A PATENT.
pBosEcuTloN oN Tl/,E MER'T9lS CLOSEa. 

:;.

THE ISSUE FEE MttST BE pAlrD wtTHtN THnEE MONTH$.,1ROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS NOflCE oB Ttl,S

AppLtcATtoN SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. itlts STATUTORV PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED.

HOW TO RESPOND TO TI4IS NQTICE:
l. Revlew the SMALL ENTITY $tatus shown above.

lf the SMALL ENTlTY,is shown as.YES, verify your
current SMALL ENTITY status:

A. f tni status is changed, pay twice the amount of the
FEE DUE shown above and notify the Patent and
Tradgmark Otfice of the change in status, or

B. lf the etatus is the same, pay the FEE DUE shown
abdo. B. File

payment of the FEE DUE shown above.

lli Part B.bsue Fee Transmittalshould be completed and returned to the and Trademark Otfice (PTO) with yotrr

ISSUE FEE. Even if the ISSUE FEE has already been paid by charge to account, Part B lssue Fee Transmittal

should be {ompleted and returned. lf you are charging the ISSUE FEE to deposit account, section'4b' of Part

B-lssue F$ Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form
':t:

I!. Allcommr$ications regarding this application must give application number

of Srnall Entity Status before, or with,

be submitted.

batch number.

Please din6ct all communications prior to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless

tMPaRTANtFEM,NDER:';Y#,:::#::;S::ii,,i:#:i:::':X:"!#"ih;,#:""i,?:Eih::;:#:l"tr"if"f:{#::::'

fees when due.
. PATEiNANDTRADEMANKOFFICE COFY

ProL-8s (RElr. .|0.{t6) Approved for u86 through 0680rt9. (0851-0033)
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PATENT

I hereby certifu that on the date specified below, this correspondence is being deposited with

Review Branch, Assistant Commissioner for P

Julv 13. 1999

D.C. 2023r.

Date

Applicants

Application No,

Filed

For

D. Lawretrz

IN THE LINITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

George Heidorn and Karen Jensen

081674,610

June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING SEMANTIC
LOGICAL FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

J'. Thomas

2747

66100s.447

Iuly 13, t999

Examiner

Art Unit

DocketNo.

, Date

Drawing Review Branch
Asnistant Commissionei for Patents
Washington, DC 20231

REOUEST FOR DRAWING CHANGE

Sir:

Drawing changes, as indicated in red on the attached drawings, are hereby

strbmitted for approval by the Examiner.

REOE\{6I
-rt\\ ? 3 \999

U"o***t*-
:

$DL:brg
:'

Enclosures:
Postcard
Figures 1-23

6300 Columbia Center
701 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, Washingto n 98104-7 092
(206) 622-4900
Fax: (206) 682-6031
wpn/MS/66 I 005/44?/Forms/Request Drawing Change

Registration No. 37,3
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201

r203
the r
{ 72A4 ,205AdiJ I

{l,emma 
/ utheu

Bits

r212
Adv /

{Lemma
Bits

r207
Senses / .2Ag

{Bits Y

Lemma
Cat
Infl
Defin
Exs

Sing Plur Wa6 Det Art
B0 Defl r- \206

'the"
Wa5)

I

Sing Plur Wa6 Closed
Det Art Def
uthe"

Adj
A{.nil
"used when it is clearlv understood who or what is meart"
"We have a cat and a ,iog. The cat (= our cat) is black and the dog
(: our dog) white."
"the history of China (: Chinese history)" t'
"TheDanes that I know work very hard."
uTake these letters to the post office (it is tpderstood that you know
which post office and where it is)")\ 

eOg
uthe"

Adv
"To that extent; by that much"
"the sooner the better."] 

- ,r,
(nure sense records) \ Zta

210 \\ llemma
Cat
Dsfin
Exs

202

person
f
L

Noun
{Lemma "person"Bits Pers3 Sing Humn Mass

Anim Count Conc C9 \

Humn sr
Infl Nouniefault)

Senses
{Lemma "person"
Cat Noun
Defin "A living human being."
Exs "chairperson"

"spokespgr$on"
"salesperson.")

_ (morc sense records)
tt

(PRIOR ART) Fig. 2
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whom
II
Pron

Senses

{Lemma
Bits

{Lemma
Bits

Cat
Defin
Exs

(more sense recoills)

tt 
vvhott

Pers3 Sing Plur Rel Wh
Humn Obj Anim)

tt 
llvhott

Pers3 Sine Plur Rel Wh
Closed H;mn Obj Anim
Pron
"(the object form of who, used esp. in writing and careful speech)"
"With whom?"
"The man with whom he talked."
"You saw whom?"
"Whom did thev see?"
n'the m&n (whorir) they saw arriving"
"a man (whom) you may know of")

Pron

Senses

{Lemma
Bits
Infl

{Lemma
Bits

{Lemma
Cat
Infl
Defin

{Lemma
Cat
Defin

rirr

Pers3 Sing TakesAn
Noun-ineg)

uru

Sing Nom TakesAn Persl
Humn Anim LexCap)

rrirl

Noun
Noun-ineg
"The ninth letter of the modem English alphabet."]

,I'
Pron
"Used to refer to oneself as speaker or writer.")

(mote sense records)

met
{ vrrb

Senses

{Lemma
Bits

Infl

{Lemma
Bits
Cat

omeettt

Sing Plur Past
Pastpart
Verb-meet)

t'meettt

Past Pastpart
Verb)

(PMORART) Fig.
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was
{

Verb
{Lemma
Bits
Infl

{Lemma
Bits
Cat

rrberr

Pers3 Sing Past Persl
Verb-be ) )

ilbgn

Past Pastpart
Verb)

(more sense records)

my
{t

Adi- {Lemma rrlrl

Bits Wa5 Det Poss Persl Def
Gen A0

Infl Adj-none )
Ii- 

{Lemma "my } }

Senses
' {Lemma rrll

Bits Wa5 Closed Det Poss
Persl DefGenA0

Cat Adj
Infl Adj-none
Defin' "belonging to me"
Exs ttmv cart'

"*i'mother") 
\

{Cat Ij
Defin "Used as an exclamation of surprise, pleasure, or dismay"
Exs "0h, myl Whatatiringdayl")

(mare sense rccards)

(PRTOR ART)
Fig, 4
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friend
I
1

Noun

{Lemma "friend"
Bits Pers3 Sing Humn Anim

Count Conc Humn srN0
Wrdy

InfI Noun-default
Vprp (of to)
Bitrecs

{Bits Humn Count Conc
Vprp (oO )

{Bits l{um.nCsuatcooc
Vprp (to) ) )

Verb
{Lemma "friend"Bits InfHuqPres Tl
Infl Verb.default ) )

Senses
{I-enurra "fiiefid"Bits Humn Conc 'i

C*t Noun.
Defin "A person whom one knows, likes, and tnrsts.") ' ,

{Bits Tl
Lemma "friend"
Cat Verb
Infl Verb-default
Defin "To befriend.")

(more sense recorts)

(PRTOR ART)
Fig. 5
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4Aa
ZUI

r 203
the J
t 

^ .. 7204 r 205AdiJ I- lLetwnat "the"
Bits Sing Plur Wa6 Det Art

B0 Def) 1
1212 '206

Adv J
{Lemma rrthe'l

Bits Wa5)

^ 1207
Jenses r r20B

{Bits / Sing Plur Wa6 Closed
Det Art Def

Lemma "the"
Cat Adj
Infl Adj-nii
Defin "uJed when it is clearlv understood who or what is meant"
Exs "We have a cat and a dog. The cat (: our cat) is black and the dog

(= our dog) white."
"the history of China (: Chinese history)"
"The Danes that I know work verv hard."
"Take these letters to the post office (it is understood that you know
which post office and where it is)") \ ZOg
ttthett

Adv
"To that extent; by that much"
"the sooner the better.") -\ 211

I,

(more sense records) \ Ztg

270\ 
.\ {Lemma
Cat
Defin
Exs

,, 
202

person
r
t
Noun

{Lemma "person"
Bits Pers3 Sing Humn Mass

Anim Count Conc C9
Humn sr

Infl Noun-default)

Senses
{Lemma "person"
Cat Noun
Defin "A living human being."
Exs "chairperson"

"spokesperson"
"salesperson.")

, (more sense records)
)
J

(PRIOR ART) Fig. 2
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whom
{
Pron

{Lemma
Bits

Senses

{Lemma
Bits

Cat
Defin
Exs

ttwhott

Pers3 Sing Plur Rel Wh
Humn Obj Anim)

ttwhott

Pers3 Sing Plur Rel Wh
Closed Humn Obj Anim
Pron
"(the object form of who, used esp. in writing and careful speech)"

"Withwhom?"
"The man with whom he talked."
"You saw whom?"
"Whom did they see?"
"the man (whom) they saw arriving"
"aman (whom) you may know of")

(more sense records)

Noun
{Lemma rrirr

Bits Pers3 Sing TakesAn
Infl Noun-irreg)

Pron
{Lemma rrlrl

Bits Sing Nom TakesAn Persl
Humn Anim LexCap)

Senses

{Lemma" rrirr

Cat Noun
Infl Noun-irreg
Defin "The ninth letter of the modern English alphabet.")

{Lemma rrlrl

Cat Pron
Defin "Used to refer to oneself as speaker or writer.")

(more sense records)

met
{ v.rb

Senses

{Lemma
Bits

Infl

{Lemma
Bits
Cat

ttmeet"

Sing Plur Past
Pastpart
Verb-meet)

ttmeettt

Past Pastpart
Verb)

(PRTOR ARr) Fig.
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wgs
{t

Verb
{Lemma rrberl

Bits Pers3 Sins Past Persl
Infl Verb-be f)

Senses

{Lemma rrberl

Bits Past Pastpart
Cat Verb)

(more sense records)

my
)t!

Adi' {Lemma rrlrl

Bits Wa5 Det Poss Persl Def
Gen A0

Infl Adj-none )
Ii' {Lemma "my } }

Senses

{Lemma trlrl

Bits Wa5 Closed Det Poss
Persl Def Gen A0

Cat Adj
Infl Adj-none
Defin "belonging to me"
Exs "my car"

"my mother")

{Cat Ij \

Defin "Used as an exclamation of surprise, pleasure, or dismay"
Exs "Oh, my! What a tiring day!")

(more sense records)

(PMORART)
Fig, 4
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friend
{

Noun

Verb

Senses

{Lemma "friend"
Bits Pers3 Sing Humn Anim

Count Conc Humn srN0
Wrdv

Infl Noun-default
Vprp (of to)
Bitrecs

{Bits Humn Count Conc
Vprp (o0 )

{Bits Humn Count Conc
Vprp (to) ) )

{Lemma "friend"
Bits Inf Plur Pres Tl
Infl Verb-default ) )

{Lemma "friend"
Bits Humn Conc
Cat Noun
Defin "A person whom one knows, likes, and trusts.")

{Bitd T1
Lemma "friend"
Cat Verb
Infl Verb-default
Defrrt "To befriend.")

(more sense records)

(PRTOR ART)
Fig. 5
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1.

2.

3.

PrLF-NPQuantof: for NPs like "a number of books." makes "books" the head and "a
number of'the modifier

PrLF*PPQuantOf: same but for PPs, like "with a number of books"

PrlF-notAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "John thought he would go but JimI

though not _ rl

4- PrlF-soAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "Mary wondered if it was true but
Jane knew so rl

5. PrlF-toAnaphora: prepares to fill VP anaphora like "Chris wanted to go but Pat didn't
want to rt

PrLF-You: supplies the understood "you" in commands like "(You) please close the door"

PrLF-HowAbout: supplies the understood "you" in constructions like "How about (you)
closing the door"

PrLF-We: supplies the understood "we/us" in constructions like "Let's (us) go to the
movies"

PrLF-I: supplies the understood 'rI" in, for example, "(I) thank you" or "(I) Have not yet
received your letter"

PrlF-subjectMods: connects "we" and "all" in, e.g., "we are all reading the book";
connects "he" and "hungry" in, e.g., "He arrived hungry"

PrlF-Rightshift: connects "the man" and "who was my friend" in, e.g., "The man arrived
who was my friend"

PrLF-InfclPP: prepares for correct interpretation in constructions like l'a person on whom
to rely"

PrlF-QuantifierEllipsis: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

PrlF-PossessivePronHead: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

PrlF-PossibleCorefsOffrons: having to do with the resolution of pronoun references

PrLF VPAnaphora: identifies and fills missing arguments in all cases of VP anaphora,
e.g., "Sarah likes basketball and I do too"

PrlF-DistCoords: dishibutes elements across coordinated structures. like "Thev washed
and dried the dishes"

Fig. 27

6.

7.
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PrLF_You '

If ttre Syntax Record

has the attribute "Infinitive,i
and does not have the attribute "Subject"

or has the athibute "Verb Phrase Invert" and does not have any of the
attributes " Object2, " "YesA.[o/Question, " or "Old Subordinate Clause"

and does not meet the "There Subject Test"
and does not have the "Coordinate Constructions" atkibute
and does not have any ptemodifiers with the node type "Auxiliary Phrase" or the

athibute "Modal Verb"
and does not have any premodifiers with the lemma "let" or the node type "Adverbial

Phrase,"
and does not have the node type "Abbreviated clause," "Auxiliary phrase,"

"Complement Clause," "Infinitive Clause," "Noun Relative," "Past Participle
Clause," or "Relative Clause"

and does not have a parent with the node type "Past Participle C.lause"
and ifthe head ofthe parent has node type "Conjunction,"

then the parent does not have a "Subject" atffibute and does not have the node type
"Auxiliary Phrase," "Complement Clause," "Infinitive," "Noun Relative," or
"Relative Clause"

and if there is an Auxiliary Athibute on its Head
then for all its Premodifiers their Lemma must not be "neither" nor "so."

and if it has a Do Modifier,
then it must have an Infinitive attribute and either there must not be a Modal on
the First Verb Attribute, or the Lemma of its First Verb must be either "dare" or
ttneedrtt

and it if has a Perfective affribute,
then its Lemma must be do,

and if it has a Verb Phrase Invert atkibute,
then either there must not be an L9 attribute
or therp must not be a Comma athibute and for all of its Premodifiers their node

type must not bc equal to "Prepositional Phrase" and for all of its Premodifiers their node type
must either not be "Adverbial Phrase" or there must be a Comma attribute or the node type of their
Head must be an Interjection,

and has neither "ect" nor "ect.', as its Lemma.
and if its Lemma is "sufflce,"

then the Lemma of its Objectl cannot be "it,"
and if its Lemma is "thank,"

then the Lemma of its Objectl cannot be "you," ,

Then
create a pronoun record for the lemma "you";
make the Subject athibute of the syntax record be a copy of the pronoun record and set the

Segtype to be "M," set the node type to be Segtype, and set the head attribute to be the pronoun
record;

and set the premodifiers of the syntax record to be the value of the subject attribute plus all
of the original premodifiers and set the Undersubject athibute flag.

Fig. 28A
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Sentence represented by parse tree: "please close the door."

Syntax parse tree generated by syntactic subsystem:

// 
280/

Rule PrLF_You

Fig. 288

PRONl
ttYoutt
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L

2.

a
J.

4.

5.

6.

TrlF-LongDistl: locates NPs that are removed from their semantic heads and reaffaches
them, e.g., "Who did John say that Mary likes_(who)_?"

llF-LongDist2: performs the same kind of long-distance attachment for AJps, INFCLs,
PPs, PMRTCLs, PTPRTCLs, SUBCLs

TrlF-PhrasalVerb: defines semantic objects of certain verbs when they appear hidden
inside PPs: "his hat" is really the semantic object of "took off in "He took o his hat" 

.
TrLF-ControlwNP: e'g., in "Chris told Pat what to ea!" "Pat" is really the subject of ,,eat,'
and "what" is its object

TrLF-ControlwAJP: e.g., in "I find this difficult to believe," ttthis,, is really the object of
"believe"

TrLF-ForInfcl: used in "for-to" constructions, €.g., in "For Mary to talk to John is easy,',
"Mary" is really the subject of "talk"

TrlF-ForlnfclCoords: used in "for-to" constructions that have coordinated pps

TrLF-MoveProp: given our strategy for attachment, it is sometimes necessary to move
clauses from a lower to a higher level so that the proper argument structure can be assigned

TrlF-controlatvP: e.g., in "Farmers grow food by using salt water," "farmers', is really
the subject of "use salt water"

TrlF-PropsAsArgs: some clauses (propositions) can be arguments, €.g., in "Has he to
answer the letter?" the object of "has" is "to answer the letter"

TrlF-Extraposition: e.g., in "It makes me happy to meet you," the real subject of "makes"
is "to meet you" -- "it" is an empty word and must drop out

TrlF-Fillcoords: fills in missing arguments in coordinated structures

TrlF-RedefineSubject: e.g., in "What is John's address?" we interpret "John's address" as
the logical subject even though it is not in canonical subject position

Fig. 29

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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TrLF MoveProp
If the syntax Record

has either a node type of Abbreviated Clause, Infinitive Clause, present participle Clause,
Past Participle Clause

or if it has a Gerund athibute and an Object of a Prepositional phrase and
if it has premodifiers,

then the node type of all Premodifiers must be either Auxiliary phrase, Adverbial
Phrase, or Prepositional phrase, -'------'J

and the node type of the Head attribute of the parent is not ,,verb',
and this syntax record is the last of the post modifiers of its parent
and this syntax record is not in the coordinates athibute of its parent
and among the ancestors of the parent there is a record whose node type of the Head is

"Verb" but none of those ancestors can have a Coordinates attribute (this record will later be
referred to as "same ancestor")

and there should be no For To Prepositional Phrase attribute on the parcnt,
and if the node type equals Infinitive Clause,

then there must be either no WH attribute on PP obj of the parent or the syntax
record is not equal to the Nominal Relative of the parent,

and if the node type is either present participle or past participle,
then its Parent does not have an object of a prepositional phrase,

and if the node type is a present participle Clause,
then there must be an'ING' comprement on the same ancestor

and if the node type is a past'participle Clause,
then there must be a V8 (code from Longman's dictionary) athibute on the same
ancestor and if there is an Xl attribute on the syntax record then there must not be
an Object I

and.there is no B3 attribute on its parent,
and this syntax record must follow the head of the same ancestor or there is a passive

athibute on the same ancesror
and if the Lemma of the parent is 'certain'

then the node type of the parent must not be an Adjective phrase
and if the Lemma of the Preposition is either "as" or "of ,, .,.

then there must be a To Noun athibute of its parent
and if the Lemma of the same ancestor is either "be" or "become,,

then either the node type of the Parent must be an Adjective phrase
or there must be a WH athibute on the parent
or there must be both a To Noun athibute on parent and no There subject
Test on the same ancestor
or the Lemma of the Parent must be one of the following: "delight,"tthorrof, tt ttjoyrtt ttpleasurertt ttriotr tt ttshamen tt ttsurprisertt ulefrorrrt

Fig. 30A
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TrLF MoveProp '
Then

the syntax record whose attributes will be changed is the same ancestor syntax record (see
above);

ifthe Parent ofthe syntax record has the Subject athibute and the Parent ofsyntax record
also has the Object athibute,

then delete the object athibute from the ancestor;
if the Parent of the syntax record has the Subject attribute and the Parent of the Syntax

Record does not also have the Object 1 athibute,
then set the subject attribute of same ancestor to be the syntax record;
if the same ancestor has

the DI (Longman code) atkibute and there is an Object Complement attribute and
no Indirect Object athibute and there is a To Infinitive on the syntax record and
the Parent of syntax record is the Object
and there is no WH athibute on the Parent of Syntax Record
and either there is an Animate athibute on Parent of syntax record

or there is a Case attribute on Parent of Syntax Record and the Lemma of
the Parent of the syntax record is not "it"
or there is a Human attribute on the Parent of Syntax Record
or there is a Proper Name attribute on Parent of syntax record,

then make the Indirect Object Attribute on same ancestor equal to that of the Parent of
syntax record;

if there is a To Infinitive attdibute on the syntax record and no Passive athibute on same
ancestor,
then make the Predicate Complement attribute equal to the syntax record;
if the Parent of syntax record is in the Propositions attribute of same ancestor,
then take that Propositions list and replace the Parent of the syntax record with the syntax
record itself in the propositions list;
delete the Infinitive attribute of the Parent of the syntax record;
delete the Alternatives attribute on the syntax record;
reattach the syntax record to the same ancestor.

Fig. 308
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sentence represented by parse tree: "I have no desire to see the movie.,,

Syntax parse tree prior to applying rule TvlF_Moveprop:

Fig. 30C

TrLF_MoveProp:
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Input parameter 1:

list of nodes
Input parameter 2:

list of rules

Select next node,
starting with first node
in input list of nodes

Select rlext rule,
starting with first rule
in input list of rules

selected rule
Apply rule to.node

rules in input

nodes in input

Fig.
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Parameter 1 :
syntax tree nodes

Parameter 2 =
lst set of
semantic rules

Call apply_rules
(parameter 1,

parameter 2)

Parameter 1 =
preliminarily
adjusted syntax
tree nodes

Parameter 2 :
2nd set of
semantic rules

Call apply_rules
(parameter 1,

parameter 2)

Preliminary adjustment
of syntax tree

Main adjustment
of syntax tree

Fig.
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2.

a

SynToSeml:

SynToSern2:

SynToSem3:

creates semantic nodes and a basic semantic graph in es

creates the top-level semantic node and graph for fitted parses

creates semantic nodes for a special subclass of elements in fitted parses

Fig. 33
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Tf
Rule SvnToSeml

the Syntax Record
has a Head and
there is no Subordinate Conjunction and
there is no Correlative and
there is no "It subject" and
there is no "There subject" and
there is no Ancestor of the Head for which it is true that that node

is the Emphatic of its Parent and is not a fraction and the head node
is not a verb and

if the segment is the Relative Pronoun of its parent,

then there must not be a Nominal Relative on the Object of its Parent
and for all of its Parents last records there must not be a VPDone attribute and
if the lemma equals'that'
then there must not be an Extra Position on the Parent of the Parent and

the node type is not "Auxiliary Phrase," "To Infinitiveo" "Determiner Phrase,"
orttTagtt or
there is a Possessive attribute or
there is an EVR attribute or
the Lemma equals "other" or

there are Coordinates and for all of those coordinates there is either a
Possessive attribute or an EVR athibute or the lemma is "other" and

if the node type is ",A.dverb phrase"

then ifthe node type ofParent equals Prepositional phrase

then the segment must not be the first of the Premodifiers of its Parent
and

either the Lemma must not be equal to 'well' or there must not be any Degree
attribute or there must not be any Weak Obligation on the Parent and

If the node type of the Head is a Conjunction or a preposition,
then the segment node must not be a Conjunction of the Parent and the
segment node must not be a Preposition of the Parent and

If the node type is a Conjunctive phrase

then there must not be any Coordinates of the Parent or there must not be a
Coordinate Conjunction attribute and

If the node type is a Quantifier Phrase,
then the Lemma of the Head must not be "no" and

If the word could have been an Interjection
then the node type must not be an Adverb phrase or
there must be Premodifiers or
there must be no comma or
the segment must be the Post Adverbial of the Parent or
the number of Post Modifiers must be grdater than one and

If there is an Intensifier athibute
flren either the node type of Head of Parent is a "verb" or
the node type of Parent equals "fitted" or
there is an Adverbial Phrase attribute or
there is a WH marker and aNominal Relative on the Parent and

If there is a Preposition attribute,
then there must be an Object of the Prepositional Phrase or
there is a Particle attribute on the Parent or
the word also could have been an Adverb and

Fig. 34A
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Rule SynToSeml '

If the Lemma is "alsor" ttsorrr or "toor'
then there must not be a VPDone attribute on the Parent and

If the Lemma is "as" or "than"
then there must not be a Comparative on the Parent and

If the Lemma equals "for"
then there must not be a "for to" Preposition on the Parent and

If the Lemma equals "it"
then if there is a Topic Clause on the Parent

then the segment must be equal to the Subject of the Parent or
the segment must be equal to the Object of the Parent and

If the Lemma equals "it"
then the segment must not be in the Premodifiers of the Parent or
If there is an Extra Position on the Predicate Adjective of the Parent

then there must not be a Right Shift attribute on the Parent and
if there is a WH Question attribute on the Parent

then there is no "To Infinitive" attribute on the
Predicate Compliment of the Parent and it's
not the case that for any of the Post Modifiers of the
Parent that there is a "For to" prepositional phrase

If the Lemma equals ,'r.i,n 
tn" first of the Premodifiers and

then the nodb type is not equal to "Adverb Phrase" and
If the Lemma equals "not"

then there must be a Coordinate Conjunction on the Parent and
If the Lemma equals "there"

then there must not be any Skipover athibute and
either there must not be any "Yes No" question on the parent or

there must not be a Copulative on the Parent or
there must be a T1 attribute on the Parent or
the first token integer must be greater than the first token integer of
the Subject ofthe Parent and

If the Lemma is "whether" or "whether or not"
then the node type of the Nominative Relative must not be an
Infinitive Clause" and

the Lemma must notg be ttetcrtt ttetc.rtt ttther" tthmrtt ttmmrtt ttuh,tt or t,umtt

Then
(f syntax node was kept, then create a coffesponding semantic node.)
If the node type of the syntax node is a Noun phrase and

there are Bases on the syntax node and , 
.

there is a Subject or an Object on the s5mtax node,
then make the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the first Basis of the syntax node
Else if there is a Proper Noun athibute on the syntax node and

if there is a dictionary entry for that word,
then make the Predicate equal to that dictionary entry
Else set the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the syritax node
If the word could have been a Verb and has a Present Participle athibute and

if for any of the Premodifiers of the syntax node there is a Possessive or
ifthe Lemma of the Preposition of the first ofthe Postnodifiers ofthe syntax node is
ttbyrtt ttforrtt ttofrtt of "to"

Fig. 348
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Rule SynToSeml

then make the Predicate equal to the Lemma of the Verb entry of the part of Speech
Record

copy the appropriate fields from syntax node to the semantic node.
Go through each of the Premodifiers of syntax record and examine each premodifier

For each record of Premodifiers of the syntax record
if there is a semantic node on the record and
ifthe semantic node of the record is not in the temporary modifiers atfibutes
of this semantic record and there is no Skipover affribute on the record and
the record is not equal to the Preposition of the Parent of the record and
the record is either not in the coordinates of syntax record or
there is a Coordinate of the Prepositional Phrase on syntax record, or
Coordinate Subordinate Clauses
then add the Semantic node ofthe record to the Temporary Modifiers athibute
on this semantic record

For each record of the postmodifiers of the syntax record
if there is a semantic node on record and
if the semantic node of record is not in the Temporary Modifiers attributes of
this semantic record and there is no Skipover attribute on record and
record is either not in the Coordinates of syntax record or there is a
Coordinate qf the Prepositional phrase on syntax record or
Coordinate Subordinate Clauses
then add the Semantic node of the record to the Temporary Modifiers atfribute
on this semantic record

If there are Coordinates of the syntax record and no Coordinates ofthe Prepositional
Phrase on that syntax record and no coordinate Subordinate clauses
then

for each ofthe Coordinates ofsyntax record
if there is a Semantic node on record,
then add that Semantic node to Coordinates affribute on this new
Semantic record.

Fig. 34C
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sentence represented by syntax parse tree: "The book was written ur rono.,,

Syntax tree prior to application of rule SynToSeml:

1/ 
340/

Rule SynToSeml:

7 3402

T

Fig. 34D

bookl
det sing
art conc
def count
pers3

pers3
smg
past
pass

masc conc
pers3 fnme
sing humn
prprN nme
anim count

humn sr
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phase two

Parameter 1 :
adjusted syntax
tree nodes

Parameter 2 :
3rd set of
semantic rules

f

apply-rules
(parameter 1,

parameter 2)

Return

Fig. 35
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1.

2.

LF-Dsubl: creates the Dsub (deep subject) label for subjects of clauses in the active voice

LF-Dsub2: for passive-voice clauses, if there is a "by"-PP, identifies this pp as the Dsub of
the action

LF-Dobj l: creates the Dobj (deep object) label for, e.g., direct objects of clauses in the
active voice

LF-Dobj2: for passive clauses, identifies the syntactic subject as the deep object of the
action

LF-Dobj3: for clauses like "The door opened," identifies "the door" as the logical object of
the action

LF-Dobj4: for constructions like "the nomination of the candidate," identifies "the
candidate" as the logical.object of an action of nominating

LF-Dindl: creates the Dind (deep indirect object) label for, e.g., "Mary" in "John gave
Mary the book"

LF-Dind2: identifies the deop indirect object ("Mary") in paraphrases like "John gave the
book to Mary"

Fig. 36

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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9. LF-Dind3: chooses the right deep indirect object in trickier constructions like "The book
was given her"; "She was given the book"

LF-Dnom: creates the Dnom (deep nominative) label for predicate nominative, e.g., "our
friends" in "They are our friends"

LF_Dcmpl: identifies the complement ("president"; "italic") in, e.g., "elect Tom
president"; "make the word italic"

LF-Dcmp2: identifies the complement in trickier constructions, e.g., in "He gave Tom a
place to call his own," "his own" is the Dcmp of ',call"

LF-Dadj: creates the Dadj label for predicate adjectives, e.g., "blue" in "The sky is blue"

LF-causBy: creates a causative relation where appropriate, e.g., "why" in "why did you
say that?"

LF LocAt: creates a locative relation where appropriate, e.g., "where" in "Where did you
find that?"

LF-TmeAt: creates a temporal relation where appropriate, e.g., "what day" in "what day
did you read that?" i i

LF-Manr: creates a manner relation where appropriate, e.g., "howf in "How did you do
that?"

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Fig. 37
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I 8. LF-Ptcl: creates a Ptcl node to refer to particles in phrasal verb constructions

19. LF-PrpCnjs: creates temporary relations for PPs and subordinate clauses by naming these
elations with the word that is the preposition or conjunction

20' LF-PrpCoord: handles cases of coordinated PPs or subordinate clauses

21. LF_Props: lists remaining clausal adjuncts for any given node

22. LF-Ops: identifies logical operators in noun phrases, e.g., "all" in "all my children"

23. LF_Nadj: lists remaining adjectives that premodifu nouns

24. LF_Mods: lists remaining non-clausal modifiers for any given node

Fig. 38
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Rule LF*Dobj2

If the Semantic Record
doesn't already have a Deep Object,
and has a Passive attribute,
and has a Subject on its syntactic record (SynNode), and this Subject (which is a syntactic

record) has a SemNode attribute (i.e., it has a corresponding semantic record)
and there are no Coordinates
and if there is a Predicate Complement athibute on its syntactic record, then the node type

is not "COMPCL" (i.e., it is not a complement clause, as in: "some people were convinced that he
had written a book"

and if the SynNode record has either a D5, D6, ObjC, or psych feattxe?
then either the Object of the SynNode is not a noun phrase,

or the SynNode has an X13 feature (as in: He was named Arles")
or the Object of the SynNode has an Animate feature
or there is a Case feature on the Object of the SynNode and its Lemma is not "it"

Theno
give the Semantic record a Dobj athibute with, as its value, the semantic record

corresponding to the Subject on the syntactic record
and, remove what is now the value of Dobj attribute from the list of Tmods

2 D5, and D6 are features from Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English; ObjC is verb
subcategory for verbs which show object control (e.g., I want Harry to wash the car) and Psych is a
verb subcategory for verbs like "scare" "excite".
" Xl is a feature from Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English.

Fig. 394
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sentence represented by the logical form: "The book was written by John."

Logical form prior to application of rule LF_Dobj2:

LF_Dobj2:

Fig. 398

bookl
det sing
art conc
def count
pers3

- 
writel

pers3
smg
past
pass

masc conc
pers3 fnme
sing humn
prprN nme
anim count

humn sr

det sing
art conc
def count
pers3

writel
pers3
smg
past
pass

masc conc
pers3 fnme
sing humn
prprN nme
anim count

humn sr
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1.

2.

a

PsLF-RelPro: identifies proper referents for relative pronouns, e.g., "who" refers to "the
man" in "the man who came to dinner"

PslF-ReciprocalAnaphora: handles reciprocal pronouns like "each other" and "one
another"

PslF-ReflexiveAnaphora: handles reflexive pronouns like "myself, yourself, himlherself,"
etc.

PslF_PronAnaphora: identifies possible NP referents for most pronouns

PslF-ProtoAnaphora: handles special cases of pronouns which can agree with just about
anyNP

PslF-NumberEllipsis: handles reference for number words, o.g., "A bird in the hand is
worth two (birds) in the bush"

PsLF-FillInHead: adds "DIJMMYTT as a head word in special cases of unclear referents

PslF-NumberCritique: takes note of pronouns that disagree in number with their referents

PsLF-FillDsub: fills in "x" as a placeholder for the deep subject in cases where that is
missing, e.g., in passives like "The door was opened"

PslF-UnifuProns: if two pronoun nodes refer to the same referent, this rule unifies them

PslF_UnifuCopiesl: unifies some nodes that should be identical

PslF_UnifuCopies2: unifies other nodes that should be identical

PslF-RaiseModality: deletes some verbs when they serve only an aspectual purpose, e.g.,
in "We used to go there," "used to" is deleted from the graph

PsLF_RaisePcs: makes fitted parses easier to read

Fig. 40

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.

13.

14.
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Rule PslF_PronAnaphora

If the Semantic Record
has a Pers3 athibute, i.e., it is not either first (e.g., I or we) or second person (e.g., you)
and the node type of the head of its syntactic record is either "pRON" (pronoun) or the node ty,pe

of the head of its syntactic record is "ADJ" (adjective) and it has a possessive athibute
and is not Reflexive
and none of the premodifiers of the Parent of its syntactic node has the Lemma ,,own,,

and the Pred ofthis semantic record is not "each other" or "one another"
and does not have NonRef athibute (NonRef is an athibute set on words that cannot have a

reference, such as true numbers, as in: One plus one is two.
and does not have a Negation attribute
and if it has an Indefinite attribute, then there must also be a Definite attribute
and is not a Wh- word (it does not have a WH attribute)
and is not a Relative
and is not a Distal (Distl) or a proxal (proxl) determiner (e.g.o "this" "that")

Then
add a FindRef athibute to the semantic record
for each ofthe records in the list ofpossible referents;1
if
the possible referent has a corresponding semantic record
and the possible referent is not"the same as this record (i.e., the antecedent of anoun phrase can

not be the noun phrase itself) l

and if the head of both the possible referent and of this record's SynNode are pronguns (i.e., have
the node type "PRON" as their head), then the possible referent musiprecede this record
(no forward reference to a pronoun; an example of forwards (eataphoric) reference is:
with his hat on, the teacher left the room, where "his" refers forward to "teacher"

and ifthe possible referent is the ancestor ofthe syntactic record ofthis record, then that ancestor
must have a Prp athibute (i.e., must have a postmodiffing Prepositional phrase), and its
preposition must be either ,in", "to", "for", or "by"

and there is no Time or Space feafure on the possible referent
and this record and the possible referent agree in number
and this record and the possible referent agree in gender
and if the Lemma of the SynNode is "they" and the possible referent can be a Mass noun (i.e., the

possible referent has a Mass feature),
then the possible referent must also be a count noun (i.e., it must also have a

Count feature).
and if the I^,emma of the SynNode is "they" and the possible referent has a Sing feature (can be

Singular), and the possible referent does not have a Plur feature (i.;., it cannot be
Plural),

then the possihle referent is either a count noun, or the possible referent is a
coordinated noun phrase, or it has a universal feature, or the possible
referent is indefinite and has no possessive, or the possible referent has
a Proxal feature.

^ this list is created in a PrLf rule, so, after syntactic processing but before most logical form
processing (it is a list of syntactic records). This is a list of all the words in the sentence which can
be roferred to, i.e., most of the nouns and pronouns in the sentence

Fig. 41A
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Rule P slF_PronAnaphora

and if there is an ancestor of the possible referent that has a Coords athibute
(i.e., has coordinate constituents) (6ut before there is an ancestor wittr
a Subject attribute) then this ancestor is the same as the ancestor of
this record that has a Coords athibute (but before there is an ancestor
with a Subject attribute)

then if this record is a possessive (e.g., "his" in "John saw his son")
add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs athibute)

if:
the possible referent is a genitive
and node type of the head of the possible referent is not a Noun
and the possible referent precedes this record (i.e., the semantic record being

processed in this rule
or if:
the possible referent is not the first of this record's Parents
and the first of the Parents of the possible referent is not the first of this

record's Parents
and if the possible referent follows this record and if any of the possible

referenfs ancestors have Coordinate constituents, then tllere should be
no ancestor of this record for which the Parent has Coordinate
constituents and for which the Parent is the same as the ancestor of the
pos$ble referent that has Coordinate constituents (but before there is
ancestor whose node fype is "NP")

or else if the node type of Parent of this record's syntactic record is "TAG" (i.e., if the pronoun is
in a tag question)
add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs attribute)

if:
the possible referent is the Subject of the Parent of the Parent of this fecord

(e.g., "they" refers to "someone" in: Someone painted in here, didn't
they?)

or else:

if
this record is a prepositional phrase
and this record precedes the Subject ofthis record's Parent
and the possible referent is the Subject ofthis record's Parent

then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs
athibute);

else if
this record is not possessive 

\

and this record precedes the possible referent
and node type of the head of the possible referent is "NOUN" and is not a

Dummy noun (i.e., one that cannot be a possible referent)
and ifthis record is not one ofpossible referent's ancestors
and if it is not the case that there is an ancestor of this record that has

Coordinate constituents and the Lemma of that ancestor is "but" and
that ancestor is also an ancestor ofthis record which has Coordinate
constituents

then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs
attribute)

Fig. 418
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Rule PslF_PronAnaphora

else if
the possible referent is a Prepositional Phrase
and the Parent of the possible referent is not the Parent of this record's

syntactic record
and if the Parent of the possible referent is an Adjective Phrase, then the Parent

ofthe possible referent precedes this record
then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs

attribute)
else if

there is no ancestor of the possible referent for which the Lemma is "be" (but
before there is an ancestor with a Subject) that is the same as the ancestor of
this record for which the Lemma is ubeu (but before there is an ancestor with a
Subject)
and none ofthe Parents on the semantic record of the possible referent is ttre. same as the possible referent
and if this record precedes the possible referenl then the Head of the possible
referent is not either a Noun or an Adjective

then add the possible referent to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs
athibute)

if the possible referent was adf,ed to the list of possible referents (the value of the Refs attribute)
then add of RefOf attribute to the possible referent and add this record to that list
(provide cross pointers: this record gets a Ref attribute pointing to possible referents, and
the possible referents each get a RefOf attribute, pointing back to this record.

Fig. 41C
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Sentence represented by logical form: "Mary likes the man who came to dinner,
and Joan likes him too."

Logical form prior to application of rule PslF_PronAnaphora:

// 
4t0/

Rule PsLF PronAnaphora:

// 
4/02

Fig. 41D
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Parameter 1 :
initial logical
form node

Parameter 2 :
4th set of
semantic rules

Call apply_rules
(parameter 1,

parameter 2)

Parameter I :
assigned logical
form nodes

Parameter 2:
5th set of
semantic rules

Call apply_rules
(parameter 1,

parameter 2)

Assign arguments
and adjuncts to
logical form graph

Final adjustment of
logical form graph

Fig. 42
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Rule: TrlF_LongDistl modifies RELCL1 ("whom I met")

NOI'N1
t'person"

Fig. 44
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PRONl
ttwhomtt

Rule: SynToSeml produces logical form graph node from DETP2 ("my")

Fig. 45
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Rule: SynToSeml produces logical form graph node "friend" from Np4 ("my friend")

Fig. 46
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Rule: SynToSeml produces logical form graph node "I" from NP3 ("I")

Fig. 47
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synToseml produces logical form graph node "whom" from Np2 ("whom")

I
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NOLINl
"person"

NOUN2
"friend"

Rule: SynToSeml produces logical form graph node "meet" from RELCL1 ("whom I met")

whom

Fig. 49
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SynToSeml produces logical form graph node "person" from NPl ("The ;'. . met")

whom
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SynToSeml produces logical form graph node ,,be,, from DECLI

/ 
5/a

Tmods

Fig.

whom
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DECLl

NOTNl
"person"

Rule: LF-Dsubl with node "be" labels link and creates another link

whom

Fig. 52

/ 
5202

/ 
5204
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Rule: LF_Dnom with node "be" labels link

whom

Fig. 53

15302
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DECLl

NOLTNl
"person"

Rule: LF_Props with node "person" labels link

whom

Fig. 54
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whom

NOI-TN1

"person"

Dsubl with node "meet" labels link

I 
5502

Dsub

Fig.
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NOUNl
"person"

_Dobj 1 with node "meet" adds link and labels it

Fig.
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PRONl
"whom"

LF_Ops with node "friend" labels link

>'
aa

Fig. 57
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Rule: PsLF_RelPro with node "whom" removes node and adds link

580/ \.

Fig. 58
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Rule: PslF_UnifyProns consolidates nodes "I" and "my" into a singie node

Fig.
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Applicant
Serial No.

Filed
For

Docket No.

Assistant Commissioner for patenLs
Washington, D. C. 2023i-

5q(,b6Kh h{ eryil

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PAPER IS
BEING SENT BY U.S. MAIL. FIRST
CLASS. TO THE ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS.

The undersigned, authorized to act on Sehatf of Mic
Corpofation, t.he owner by assignment of t.he entire right., ti-t.l.e and
interest in and to t.he above-identified application, hereby revokes
altr, previous powers of attorney and appoints t.he f ollowi-ng
attorneys and./or agents to prosecutre this app.ilcaLiori and to
transact all business in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
connected therewith: Nickolas E. Westman, Reg. No. 20,'t47;'.1'udson
K. Chhmplin, Reg. No. 34,79'7; .Toseph R. KeIly, Reg. No. 34 ,847 ;

Steven M. Koehler, Reg. No. 36,188; David D. Brush, Reg. No.

34,55'7; John D. Veldhuis-Kroeze, Reg. No. 3B ,354; Deirdre Megley
Kva1e, Reg. No. 35,612; Theodore M. Magee, Reg. No. 39,758; Peter
S. Dardi, Reg. No. 39,650; Christ.opher R. Christenson, Reg. No.

42,4!3; and,fohn A. Wiberg, Reg. No. P-44,491.

Address all telephone calls to Joseph R. Kelly at
telephone number (6L2) 334-3222.

IN THE UN"ITED STATES PATENT AND

George 'Heidorn et a.l.
08/674,6L0
June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
COMPUTING SEMANTIC LOGICAL
FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

M61. t2-0L99

REVOCATION OF' PRIOR POWERS OF ATTORNEY
AND POWER OF ATTORNEY
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Address all correspondence to ,foseph R. Kell.y_, Westman,

Champlin & Kelly, P.A. , Suite l-600 - fnlernational Cent,re, t:O
Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402-331-9

Respectfully submitted,

Date: l/i0/2000

Title ; Assistant Corporate Secretary
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Applic No

t'l_ reo
For

Patent No.

Issued
Docket No.

JRK: s19

!
l

t'
IN THE UNTTED]STATES PATENT AND

George Heidorn et al.
08 / 674, 510

'June 28, 1996

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
COMPUTING SEMANTIC LOG]CAL
FORMS FROM SYNTAX TREES

5 ,966 ,686
October 12, L999

M5l-. L2-0L99

ft *."t'{-\*- L/ L-\-'-"
| 1'{ 

'.,'{-,'.l'f
ty'PATENT"t*-+

TRADEMARK oFFrcE /'firlt/lc/

Group Art Unit z 274L

Exami-ner:
Harold A. Zintel-

Batch n+z

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 2023L

Sir:
f;

In conformity with the notice appearing in the May 6,
1969 Official Gazette, applicant hereby requests a Certificate of
Correction in connection with the above-identified patent.

Form PTO-1050 entit,led CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

setting out the printer's errors has been complet.ed and is
enclosed. It is respectfully requested that the enclosed
Certificat.e be approved and signed by an Attesting Officer, and
that a copy be returned to applicanL's attorney for attachment to
the original Certificate of Letters Patent.

Respectfully submitted,

WESTMAN, CHAMPLIN & KELLY, P.A.

REouESr FoR cERrrFrcArE oF coRRECrroN 
CERTf FI0ATE

APR I I 2000

0F n0RFqnrlnfu

: lhl
".""" r, ; ..

trWfifrr

Telephone: (5a2) 334-3222
Facsimile: (5t2) 334-33L2

t.e 1600 - Int
900 Second Avenu
Minneapolis, Minnesota 02-33r_9

ional Cent
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UMTED STATES PATENT AND TNENTUNNK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
PATENTNO. ' 51966,6g6
DATED : Ocrober 12, lggg
INVENTOR(S) : George HeLdorn et al,

It ib certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters patent is hereby
cofrected as shown below:

Column L4, line 52, i "LF_Dusbl" should be
LF Dsub1--. t ,l tl

Column l-5, line 6Y:,LF Dusb1" should be
LF Dsubj.--. | /VCo1uili L5, I:-ne 2Y ,'psl-,F_unifyPron" should be --
PshF_UnifyProns--. . iVd \V\\ ,\ \ '

V\

MAILINGADDBESSoFSENDER: JoseDh R. Ke]-lv
wnsru,abl, cnaupi,fir & KELLY,
Suite 1600 - Internatlonal
900 Second Avenue South
llinneapolle, MN 5540?,-3319

FORM PTO 1050 (R6v.2-93)

PATENTNO. 5,956,696
P.A.
Centre

No, ol add'l copies
@ 50€ per page

+
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MAILINGADDRESSoFSENDER: I{ESTI{AI{, CIIA$PLIN & KELLY,
Suite 1600 - LnternatlonaL
9S0 Second Avenue South
Minneapol-ls, MN 55402-3319

FORM PTO 1050 (Rev. a-93)

P.A.
Centre

PATENT NO. 5,966,686
No. ot add'l copies

@ 500 per page

+

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
PATENTNO. : 5,966,6g6
DATED : Ocrober 12, Lggg
INVENTOR(S) : George lleldorl et al.

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters patent is hereby
corrected as shown below:

-*pagef_a:p,*3;

3Jbsrmq

Claim 1-4 Column 15, l-ine 4L, "a11" should be
an--. I l

\--./

Claim 4, Co1pmn L6, line 11, "The" should be
fho- - i)l\l\l\/'

\_/
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UNITED STATE$,DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Tn 6rk Oflice
ASSISTANT Sh,,^ :ITARY OF COMMERCE AND
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D.C. 2Q231

*rY
MAILINGDA

0-35*oo
Joseph R" Ke[y
Westman, Char-nplin & Kelly, P.A.
Suite 1600 - International Centre
900 Second Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55402-3319

NOTTF'ICATION REGARDING REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF' CORRECTION

The Certificate ofcorection requested in the patent identified above has been dPPROVEp with the exception indicated below. The remaining errors will be
conected as requested. The Certifrcate, so modified, will be issuert on OI.- AL- 2AO | .

[J A. THE CHANGEs BELow cANNor BE INCLUDED rN THE CERTTFTcATE srNcE THE REeuEsr wAs FrLED r]NDER RULE J22:

n l. Column-!! line!ls printed in accordance with the record.

(a) The change referred to was initialed and dated by applicant before execution ofthe applioation papers.

t] 2. In column -,.line , the effors resulted from applicant's failure to comply with Rule 12l(a), in that the precise point of entry
of the amendment was omitted.

tf3 In column - . ,Jh9-, the alleged lror is due to applicant's failure to comply with Rule 121(b), wherein provision is made for
use ofbrackets, instead ofparentheses, to cancel subject matter and for the use of interlineations to indicate new subiect matter.

f] 4. Omission of the priority data fiom the patent resulted from applicant's failure to f'uily comply with 35,U.S.C. 119, in that:

(a) The priority data was omitted from the oath, or declaration

n @) The claim for priority was not included in the apptication papers.

n (c) The certified copy ofthe foreign application was not filed.

| | 5. S ince, th.e inv_entor name(s) is/are printed in accordance with the type written signature, no conection is in order here, unless a petition is
granted (See Petition filing information below).

f-l 6. The assignment data is printed in the patent in accordance with PTO-85b, submitted by applicant at time of payment of the base
issue tbe, no corection is in order here, unless a petition is granted (See Petition filing information below).

Any petition should be directed to the attintion of the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, using the following mailing address or FAX number

By Mail: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box DAC
Washington, D.C. 20231

fl 1

l-l s. THE REQUEsT rIAs BEEN CHANGED As sgowN BELow ro coMpr,ywrrH THE RECoRD:

In- column 

- 
, line 

- 
, tle error arose because Rule 1.52(a) or 1.52(b) was not complied with. Consequently, words on top

ofcertain pages were obliterated or not legible causing the Offrce to provide what appeared to be the proper words.

n l. Theerrorcomplainedofinclaim,column-,line,occurredinclaim column,line,wherethechangewillbemadel-J

E2 The change requested in column 15 , line 23, has been modified by changing the
conection to read:

-- PslF-UnifuProns --

Form PTOL404 (rev. 5/94) Page I of2

PATENT NO. 5,966,686 PATENT DATE IOI|2/99

INVENTORS: George Heidorn, et al.

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO : 661005447

OR By FAX: (703) 308-6916
Attn.: Office of Petitions
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THE FOLLOWING CORRECTION(S) CANNOT BE INCLI]DED IN THN CERTIFICATE T CR THE REASONS GIVEN BELOW:

l. The words , purported to be , cannot be found in the printed patent.

f-l 2. The alleged enor on the , is an editing change made in accordance with the style ofH the Invention Patent Manual.

n 3. In column , line , alleged eror is in fact a change made by the examiner and considered to be in accordance with the
permissible amendmcnts enumerated in M.p.E.p. 1302.04.

E 4. In the title, it is the practice to exclude words such as "Improvements in", ,'New,,, ,,A,', "Novel,,, etc., from the printed patent.

fltl
tf

5. Comparison of the patent in columns, lines , witlr the corresponding location in the application file reveals that
there is no discrepancy.

7.

The numbering ofthe claims and their dependency in the printed patent is in aocordance with the renumbering ofdependent claims by the examiner
as described in M.P.8.P.608.01(n).

The alleged eror in column- , line , is a change made in an Examiner's Amendment at time of atlowance. Since no
error is involved and since applicant filed no objection prior to payment ofthe base issue fee, the requested change will not be included in
the Certificate.

I | 8. The enor complained of on the title page item, cannot be conected since: the initial citation is not in conformance with MpEp 609.

D.
E.

ADDTTIONAL CORRECTION:
OTHER'(Fee not enclosed):

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING THIS NOTiFICATION PLEASE CONTACT:

Valerie Jackson
' CertlficatetofCorrection

(703) 30s-8347

WITHIN 4 WEEKS FROM MAILING DATE OT'THIS NOTIFICATION

This decision is rendered pursuant to authority delegated by the Solicitor under authority delegated to him
by the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks.

Form PTOL-404 (rev. 5/94) Page 2 of2
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